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Abstract
This dissertation explores how socially vulnerable characters, often dismissed as lacking
access to agency, create space for resistance in nineteenth-century women’s writing. Central
questions the dissertation addresses are, “Why is resistance by vulnerable characters not read?”
and “How are women writers encoding resistance?” Working within a comprehensive historical
picture of the challenges and concerns women writers of the nineteenth century had to contend
with, and informed by feminist scholarship on women writers of the nineteenth century, the
dissertation looks at vulnerable characters within Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning’s Aurora Leigh, George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss, and Olive Schreiner’s The Story
of an African Farm. Each chapter considers how the active female heroines appear to both
subvert and reinforce patriarchal norms, frustrating feminist scholars.
Through the lenses of women’s studies, ecocriticism, and queer theory the dissertation
considers how many of the characters operate in ways that do not conform to a gender binary,
that they traverse a range of gender performances and also access agency and resistance through
their vulnerability. The research considers how the female (and male) characters generally
dismissed as overly feminine, or passive, allows for a more nuanced conversation regarding
female resistance. Each chapter traces the strategies women writers use, in conjunction with their
more vulnerable characters, male and female, to subvert hegemonic constraints placed upon
women and women’s writing, and further trouble hegemonic institutions such as marriage.
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Chapter One: Introduction
The field of feminist literary criticism only began the process of recovering, canonizing,
and analyzing Victorian women’s writing within the last century. Elaine Showalter’s A
Literature of Their Own: British Women Novelists from Brontë to Lessing (1977) and Gilbert and
Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic (1979) were some of the first works of scholarship to
critically examine the work of Victorian women writers like Charlotte Brontë, George Eliot,
Christina Rossetti, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning from a feminist perspective. Feminist
perspectives have continued to shift since the late 1970s, to become more nuanced, to become
more inclusive and aware of intersectionality. Further, the recovery of women’s writing and the
scholarship on women’s writing has continued to evolve. However, much work remains to be
done to deepen our understanding regarding the nuanced complications and implications that
were a part of nineteenth-century women’s writing, and much of the earlier feminist scholarship
retained a cultural invisibility rooted in a heteronormative patriarchal ideology—an ideology that
devalues and dismisses the more vulnerable characters in women’s writing as incapable of
enacting change. This dissertation aims to fill that gap by looking more holistically at a few
seminal novels by women writers across the nineteenth century and troubling which characters
are focused on in the scholarly criticism. The research will address why only the strong and
active female characters serve as the primary focus of early feminist criticism and how
consideration of the female (and male) characters generally dismissed as overly feminine, or
passive, allows for a more nuanced conversation regarding female resistance from a less
patriarchal critical stance. The close readings in each chapter will consider and trace the
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strategies women writers use, in conjunction with their more vulnerable characters, male and
female, to subvert hegemonic constraints placed upon women and women’s writing. Close
readings of the novels will also examine how the transformation of characters through a space of
physical, spiritual, or socially stigmatized vulnerability works in many of the novels discussed to
trouble hegemonically sanctioned institutions, most specifically marriage. The examination of
novels that span from mid-century to the fin de siècle will further demonstrate the change in
narrative regarding womanhood and woman’s place in society that occurs across the nineteenth
century alongside the increase in novels written by women.
This chapter will provide an introduction by first addressing the background and history
of women’s writing. I elaborate on some key terms, tropes, and themes characteristic of
nineteenth-century women’s writing and crucial to feminist scholarship on it. This is followed by
a section on Judith Butler, whose work serves as a crucial theoretical foundation for this
dissertation. Butler’s theories regarding the socially constructed nature of the performance of
gender and her theories regarding vulnerability and resistance offer a way to examine the impact
of and resistance to the strict socially constructed binaries surrounding gender in the nineteenth
century (often referred to as the separate spheres ideology). This chapter will also address the
research problem, the aims and objectives of the dissertation, and the significance of this
research.
Historical Context
Shifting Social Landscape
The long nineteenth century was a period of great transition in which the capitalist
landscape shaped by technological advances in industry ultimately impacted notions of social
order and individual human agency. The shift in hegemonic structures, and reordering of
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financial power, also increased awareness of inequity among races, genders, and social classes.
Increased awareness led to an interest in reading about diverse perspectives as the power of the
church waned and the culture industry began to hold sway. A preference for, and increase in,
secular literature can be noted during this time. According to Ian Watt the shift in the reading
public of the eighteenth century allowed for changes and shifts in literary innovation (35),
changes and shifts felt well into the nineteenth century, and which impacted access to literature
across gender and class barriers.
The changing social and economic landscape telescoped and necessitated changing
literary genres, which enabled an increase in diverse voices, even though this was often
problematically through appropriation, as in poems advocating social justice like E.B.B.’s “The
Runaway Slave at Pilgrim’s Point.” Experimentation with formal conventions aligned with an
exploration of diverse experiences challenging literary and social boundaries. Reading was only
necessary to those “who were destined to the middle-class occupations—commerce,
administrations, and the professions” (Watt 39), and as women were often poor, without access
to their financial freedom, and barred from most middle-class occupations, literacy was often
specifically limited for women regardless of class.1 It is also important to consider the way
women writers perceived their middle-class female readers as aligned with and desiring to
maintain the status quo. We must remain aware of the slippages present in even the most
forward-thinking women writers when it comes to class perceptions and anxieties regarding the
mob. Resistance is complicated, varied, and nuanced. To that end, the rise of circulating libraries
and periodicals allowed for “the spread of reading to the lower orders” (Watt 43). Access to such
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Watt states clearly that his concern is not with access and the poorer public (42), but, useful as Watt is for
historical perspective, my interest is in women writers and women’s writing, and access and the question of
economy are at the heart of my inquiry.
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libraries in the colonies also had a huge impact on writers like Olive Schreiner as they allowed
for the ideas happening in England to circulate.2 Increased access to novels and periodicals
further impacted the literary landscape by changing who literature was for and who it was by.
Numerous changes in the printing industry and publishing practices altered the reading
public and redefined the scope of literature. Alexis Easley notes that the “invention of steam
presses and machine-made paper” (First-Person 15) combined with the reduction of taxes on
advertisements (1833), stamp duties (1836), and paper (1837) worked to increase the types of
reading materials available while decreasing the price, which allowed for greater access from a
broader and more varied reading public.3 Anxiety was prevalent in the critical discourse of
Victorian England about both the quality of the literature being produced and about the place and
role of prose fiction. Much debate existed on the role and moral impact of fiction and theater
upon the existing social order. After the Regency Era, as the role of the post-Romantic writer
was debated, there is an increasing belief that literature should do more than entertain. Literature,
it was believed, should also morally improve the reader, which “correspond[ed] with an overall
cultural preoccupation with defining the authorial subject during the 1830s” (Easley, FirstPerson 16). So, while the trend towards secular genres increased, so too did a tendency towards
didacticism. This didacticism was often directed at the woman reader who was considered
particularly vulnerable to romance novels, which were believed likely to cause her fall and ruin.
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First and Scott indicate what Schreiner was checking out and reading when she worked as a governess
and the impact such texts had on her philosophical development.
3
A point I find interesting about Watt’s reading of the reading public is his observation that, “there was a
parallel tendency for literature to become a primarily feminist pursuit” (43), which he links to a “marginal section
[of readers which] was largely composed of potential novel readers, mostly women” (43). Watt also observes that
poor rural women did not have the same access to novels or time that middle-class urban women with servants did;
arguing further that poor, “apprentices and household servants” would have had access to some leisure, some light,
and literature, and were likely “contaminated by the example of their betters” (Watt 47).
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Thus, not only did the woman writer find herself written into a corner, so too did the female
reader; her identity was one of passive impressionability.
The shifting literary landscape reflects further shifting social constructions of identity that
challenged the dominant hegemonic ideologies which had been shaping perceptions of gender
and class. As Watt posits, “both the philosophical and the literary innovations must be seen as
parallel manifestations of larger change […] one which presents us, essentially, with a
developing but unplanned aggregate of particular individuals having particular experiences at
particular times and at particular places” (Watt 31). The increasing access to literature and
literacy in urban middle-class and working-class society combined with access to moments of
free time and space, which progressed from the rise of the novel in England in the eighteenth
century into the rise of the woman writer in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century. The
possibility of “omnivorous reading” by women (Watt 44) worked with shifting publication
practices to open-up the possibility of prolific writing. It’s important to keep in mind, as Alexis
Easley points out, that “women’s novels and poems […] were only a small part of their total
contribution to literary discourse during the nineteenth century” and that “their contributions to
Victorian journalism” were equally important to shaping both the reading public and the careers
of women writers (First-Person 1). Easley further argues that the movement “between
journalistic and literary media [… allowed women to] develop wide-ranging intellectual interests
as critics, poets, novelists and social theorists” (First-Person Anonymous 1).
Sexual Difference
The Victorian Separate spheres ideology is rooted in an oppositional, binary based,
perception of sexual difference between men and women. It was not until the late eighteenth
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century that the one-sex model was replaced by a model of biological divergence.4 Thomas
Laqueur writes,
By around 1800, writers of all sorts were determined to base what they insisted were
fundamental differences between the male and female sexes, and thus between man and
woman, on discoverable biological distinctions and to express these in a radically
different rhetoric. In 1803, for example, Jacques-Louis Moreau, one of the founders of
‘moral anthropology,’ argued passionately against the nonsense written by Aristotle,
Galen and their modern followers on the subject of women in relation to men. Not only
are the sexes different, but they are different in every conceivable aspect of body and
soul, in every physical and moral aspect. (5)
This shift from a varied degree of perfection along a male axis to one of essentialist
differences sought to place women’s inferiority as rooted in nature. Laqueur points to the work
of the prominent biologist Patrick Geddes who, “used cellular physiology to explain the ‘fact’
that women were ‘more passive, conservative, sluggish, and stable’ than men” (6). The notion of
female performance as passive and in opposition to male activeness thus became linked to
biological difference through the scientific thoughts, by men, about biology even though the
actual connection between the biological and the moral remained hazy and indistinct, based in
cultural perceptions of natural gendered behavior rather than nature. As Laqueur asserts, “the
dominant […] view since the eighteenth century has been that there are two stable,
incommensurable, opposite sexes and that the political, economic, and cultural lives of men and
women, their gender roles, are somehow based on these ‘facts.’ Biology—the stable, ahistorical,
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Thomas Walter Laqueur discusses in depth the Aristotelian one-sex model that viewed women as inverted
men and held sway up until the end of the seventeenth century, “instead of being divided by their reproductive
anatomies, the sexes are linked by a common one. Women, in other words, are inverted, and hence less perfect, men.
They have exactly the same organs but in exactly the wrong places” (26).
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sexed body—is understood to be the epistemic foundation for prescriptive claims about the
social order” (6). According to this thinking a woman’s place in society was necessitated by her
biological inferiority. Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning, George Eliot, and Olive
Schreiner all challenge these prescriptive claims of oppositional or binary gender roles through
active and strong female characters, like Shirley, Aurora, Maggie, and Lyndall, through more
passive female characters who reject these prescriptions in subtler ways, through more passive
refusals to perform, and through male characters, Louis and Robert Moore, Romney Leigh,
Philip Wakem, Waldo, and Gregory Rose, who are innately feminine or transform through a
feminizing experience or disability. So, while this view of sexual difference dominated the
Victorian era and created a social ideology purported to be based in science, women’s written
narratives worked to effect a change in social perception and to frustrate the dissonance many
women experienced in their lived lives.
Genres and Conventions
Considering the developing increased scope of interests accessible to women writers
during the nineteenth century, the examination of the female genealogy of influence regarding
performativity and encoding in the work of women writers should not be confined to highculture canonical spaces. Elizabeth Barrett Browning, in Aurora Leigh (1857), wrote of the
desire for literary grandmothers: “I look everywhere for Grandmothers and see none.” What is
valued by a culture is socially constructed, and what is not valued is often erased; those literary
grandmothers exist in a wide variety of genres, some of which have only recently started to
receive scholarly consideration. Writing women worked in a variety of prose genres: Silver-Fork,
Sensation, Romance, Gothic, and Realist. Attention toward experimentation done by women in
literature and poetry are important locations of encoding and performativity. All of these areas
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had a significant impact upon the perceived notions of and conversations surrounding
womanhood during the nineteenth century. At this turning point in literary history, women were
finding public voices through their pens, by doing the fallen women in numerous iterations and
repetitions upon the stage, in poetry, and in novels, the Victorian Ideal of Womanhood was
expanded upon and disrupted in ways that offered nineteenth-century women alternative
variations of how to be.
The experimentation done by women writers during the nineteenth century altered and
challenged the conventions of writing while altering and challenging the world around them. For
example, Margaret Oliphant wrote of Charlotte Brontë’s writing in Jane Eyre that Ms. Brontë
“was the first to overthrow th[e] superstition that a woman should maintain a reserve in respect
to her feelings” (qtd. in Peterson 5). This work normalizes female emotions and exposes their
variety by rejecting a single story about what a woman is. Brontë specifically worked to create a
range of female characters that were reflective of real women. Eliot, too, innovated with realism,
developing “a form of realism that attended, in D’Albertis’s words, ‘both to the neglected
surfaces of the world and to underlying truths they body forth’” (qtd. in Peterson 6). Eliot also
influenced other novelists, including Elizabeth Gaskell and Henry James.5 And as D’Albertis
points out (and Peterson paraphrases) “Eliot’s new direction in realism involved … a rejection of
the techniques and genres of prior women novelists” (6). Eliot’s work thus shifted the
conventions of realism while working to break down the conventions of what female writing
was. Again, we face this issue of forebears, or literary Grandmothers—Eliot clearly rejects much
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D’Albertis in “The Realist Novel” The Cambridge Companion to Victorian Women Writers. Ed. Linda
Peterson gives a fair amount of attention to Gaskell and Eliot as there is considerable overlap in their ideas regarding
realism, and D’Albertis demonstrates that Gaskell’s later works draw from “Eliot’s vision of realism” (129) present
in Scenes from a Clerical Life and Adam Bede. D’Albertis also quotes Henry James’s commentary on Eliot’s
influence and legacy.
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feminine writing in her essay “Silly Novels by Lady Novelists” (1856) as women’s writing and
novels for women often neglect reality. And while she openly esteemed women writers like
Martineau, Brontë, and Gaskell (Eliot qtd. in D’Albertis 125), her literary influences and
forebears can be traced more readily in her early German translations and her interests in
philosophy and science. Eliot rejected her literary mothers and set out to complete her own
literary genres, and, in doing so, she upset conventions and crossed boundaries in her life and
fiction. Eliot’s rejection and reshaping of conventions and techniques also broke down the
socially constructed binary of masculine and feminine (intellectual/emotional) literature. Eliot’s
innovations present with some interesting slippage, as, while through her own writing she
worked to make women’s writing valued on par with men’s, she also helped to devalue, through
her criticism of feminine novels as silly, writing that was read as gendered, specifically writing
in genres that were considered feminine such as the Sensation novel or the Silver-fork novel.
However, this overtly gendered writing also challenged and subverted the patriarchal paradigm
and should not be so easily discounted.
The Condition of Fictional Women in England
Many canonical literary representations of women up until the nineteenth century
presented extreme binaries that lacked nuance, denied female agency and desire, offered up
moral judgments and socializing warning about female behavior, and, as Virginia Woolf points
out, lied, because women up until the nineteenth century women were “almost without exception
[…] shown in their relation to men” (Woolf 81), which confines them to a limited range of roles
that are inevitably either domestic or sexual. The problematic portrayal of women by male
novelists and poets to a reading public that was increasingly female created, perhaps, a sense of
dissonance for female readers; it made clear a lack of varied and realistic female characters.
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Women, not often privileged enough to hold the pen and only now gaining more access to the
page, begin to see the strict binary female characters are often written into—that of “Angel in the
House” or Fallen Woman. Yet, as Woolf notes, real women of the era are “neither harlots nor
courtesans; nor do they sit clasping pug dogs to dusty velvet all through the summer afternoon.
But what did they do then?” (Woolf 87). Woolf posits that if one were to ask a woman what she
was doing on a specific date, “she would look vague and say she could remember nothing. For
all the dinners are cooked; the plates and cups washed; the children sent to school and gone out
into the world. Nothing remains of it all. All has vanished. No biography or history has a word to
say about it. And the novels […] inevitably lie” (88). Here Woolf points to the Sisyphean task of
women’s work, work which is never-ending, never remarked upon, and never rewarded. Work
that vanishes from patriarchal history while it creates the ceaseless domestic interruptions that
are obstacles to creative work. Woolf also acknowledges the lack in literature of the reality of
women, which represents a falsehood and exposes the expectations that are often written onto
women. Thus, women in the nineteenth century, who were able to read and had access to books,
encountered representations of themselves that did not align with their perceptions of themselves
and their reality. As the century progresses the pen itself becomes a way to increase female
solidarity and reduce the isolation of women who had been confined and isolated in their
domestic spheres while also allowing women writers to challenge and change fictional
representations of women.
Watt links a devaluation of women and relationships with women, and a removal or
repudiation of love relationships, in the work of some prominent male novelists, with industrial
capitalism. Watt also notes that for realist novelists like Defoe, “Women have only one important
role to play, and that is economic” (68). Female writers undoubtedly still looked specifically to
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successful male writers, as Gaskell did to Defoe feeling sure he was right to “set objects not
feelings before” the reader (Gaskell qtd. in D’Albertis 127), in order to determine what was good
writing. The genealogy of influence for women writers necessarily includes fathers too. Fathers
were excellent examples of what was publishable and profitable and central to the female writer
is the question of female economy. However, in women’s writing, specifically the work by
Brontë, Barrett Browning, Eliot, and Schreiner discussed in the chapters that follow, we less
often see the female character as simply playing a domestic role. Instead, we see a rejection of
binaries, a creation of a plurality, and commentary on female erasure and silencing. There is also
a recurring theme in a rejection of the moralistic, and of the extreme binary constraints of
Intellectual/ Emotional, Public/Domestic, and Angel/Whore, through experimentation with
formal conventions and the use of imagery aligned with domestic spaces. These images,
rejections, and re-writings reduce the lack of varied female experience in masculine writing,
explore female economy, and begin to expose the nuance and complexity of femaleness.
There is a further link between the reform of domestic spaces, female economy, and
shifting access to literature. Women’s social roles, educations, economic statuses, desires, and
personalities were numerous, varied, and complex. Women were a very important part of the
apparatus that constructed the social restraints governing female behavior: “As Elizabeth
Langland has pointed out, the Victorian wife was far from being just an “Angel in the house”;
rather, she performed a ‘significant and extensive economic and political function’ in the home
as a manager of ‘class power.’ This included the ‘dissemination of certain knowledges’ that
helped to ensure middle-class hegemony in mid-Victorian England” (Easley, Literary Celebrity
116). Articles published by Mary Gillies in Howitt’s Journal expose “an important link between
women’s domestic living arrangements and their social and intellectual progress. Women are
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produced by their domestic environments, Gillies contends, but they also have the power to
change them” (Easley, Literary Celebrity 118). Long before Judith Butler wrote Gender Trouble
there was an awareness of the social constructedness of womanhood and the performativity
necessary for survival as a marginalized person in a patriarchy and as a female author. Middleclass women were confined in life and literature to the domestic realm of home and hearth.
Therefore, the imagery and the language of domestic spaces became the metaphors from which
women could pull and encode rebellion and resistance while still performing in ways that did not
explicitly challenge, and sometimes appear to explicitly enforce, the dominant ideologies. Social
and architectural reform align in the lives of women, because, as Virginia Woolf points out,
“Intellectual freedom depends on material things […] and women have always been poor” (106).
The changing landscape of England in the nineteenth century allowed women increasing access
to literature and writing. This shift also offered literate women access to a new form of economic
freedom and a new way to impact and change their socio-economic landscape, a way to shift and
begin to erode the social constructs which isolated and confined them.
The Role of Anonymity & Pseudonym
There are numerous social constraints which must be kept in mind when we consider the
value and impact of anonymity on women’s ability to consider publication: “One factor that
made periodical journalism attractive to women authors was the policy of anonymous
publication associated with most journals, magazines, and reviews until the 1860s. Anonymous
publication provided women with effective cover for exploring a variety of conventionally
‘masculine’ social issues. It also allowed them to evade essentialized notions of ‘feminine’ voice
and identity” (Easley 1). Anonymous publication played an important role in the advent of
women’s writing and in women’s literary careers, especially the anonymous publication that was
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prevalent at the beginning of the 1800s. As Monique Morgan notes, “Victorian women writers
were constrained not only by literary conventions but also by social conventions and institutional
inequalities” (13). Anonymous publication allowed women access to a public voice in a way that
allowed them to circumvent established and restrictive gendered social conventions. Alexis
Easley, in her article “Making a Debut” contends that by “contributing their work anonymously
to major quarterlies and monthlies – for example, The Westminster Review, The Quarterly
Review, or Blackwood’s Magazine – women could write on politics, economics, and other
conventionally masculine topics” (17), topics that were generally considered outside the
acceptable sphere for women, as women’s domain during the nineteenth century was restricted to
the domestic and spiritual. Writing was often perceived as gendered in the nineteenth century as
it was “linked to separate spheres ideology” (Chapman 75). Chapman demonstrates how many
“Victorians assumed that certain kinds of writing were natural for women, such as affective,
lyrical poetry and novel writing, because both genres were seen to draw on women’s apparently
natural capacity for empathy” (75). However, women found ways to navigate the social
restrictions placed on them by publishing anonymously in journals and periodicals, and this
extended into the realm of literature. As Easley points out, “anonymous publication was also
useful for women novelists because it enabled them to situate their work outside a narrowly
defined feminine literary tradition” (“Making a Debut” 17). Shirley, The Mill on the Floss, and
The Story of an African Farm were all published initially under a masculine pseudonym during
the mid to end of the nineteenth century indicating a desire by the authors to speak outside of the
feminine sphere, to speak without gendered restraints, as well as a shift in publication practices.
The first half of the nineteenth century was full of a variety of writing women from
varying classes, faiths, political beliefs, and sexual orientations, and women published in all
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areas, often anonymously; however, there was a very important, and detrimental, shift that
occurred in 1860 where many publishing houses and publishers began to restrict anonymous
publication. The work of Gaye Tuchman and Nina Fortin analyzing the Macmillan publishing
archive demonstrates that, as a result of these restrictions, “from 1867 to 1917 women were
‘edged out’ of the high-culture marketplace for fiction, with men enjoying higher acceptance”
(Easley, “Making a Debut” 23). Thus, while the rich productions of numerous female
imaginations found fertile ground in England’s journals and periodicals throughout the beginning
of the nineteenth century, there is a marked decline in periodical publishing, which had been a
sounding place for both middle-class and working-class women writers during the early
nineteenth century. After 1860 publishing anonymously became less common. Further, a woman
writer’s reputation, if not very carefully crafted, often led to her work falling rapidly out of
popular favor and women writers suffered from a decline in posthumous publication when their
reputations came into question.
The audience of the Victorian woman writer was multifaceted and complex. No matter
who she considered her ideal audience to be, in order to publish and avoid scandal that would
impact publication, women writers had to walk a fine line in both their subject matter and their
personal lives. Nineteenth-century women’s writing appears to incorporate encoding, ways of
non-verbally conveying meaning, and gender performance in ways that often create dissonance
and expose gaps, between the writer’s professed beliefs and her characters’ actions, that are
ambiguous. The dissonance and gaps allow for myriad interpretations, which is necessary
because of the potential ramifications for an authoress if she were to misstep. Victorian women
writers specifically employ and encode meaning into domestic spaces, folklore, classical
mythology, and material culture to explore and express silencing, erasures, marginalization, and
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cultural and domestic traumas without overtly violating the social codes in ways that might result
in explicitly punitive or negative reactions and impact their survival as writers.
Female Authorship
In 1979 Gilbert and Gubar wrote the seminal text The Madwoman in the Attic, which was
crucial to the establishment and canonization of the Female Literary Tradition. Gilbert and Gubar
were instrumental in tracing that literary history and in noting how “women of letters […] had
been engaged in a complex, sometimes conspiratorial, sometimes convivial conversation that
crossed national as well as temporal boundaries” (xxi). That work of tracing and recovering
continues, and, even though it has been ongoing for over 50 years, has evolved to begin to
consider intersections of race, sexuality, religion, culture, and class which interweave with
women’s writing. As Linda H. Peterson points out in her Introduction to The Cambridge
Companion to Victorian Women’s Writing (2015), the seminal works of the 1970s, notably the
critical scholarship of Elaine Showalter, Ellen Moers, and Gilbert and Gubar, had different
focuses. These works were nevertheless “highlighting the struggle with a patriarchal tradition”
(Peterson 2), and all of this early criticism, despite those different focuses, “established the
critical value of considering women’s writing as a distinctive body of work” (2). That work is
not yet done, as Gilbert and Gubar note in a more recent preface to Madwoman:
the centrality of nineteenth-century studies for feminist criticism has still to be explored.
On the one hand, the sexual ideology of the era was in many ways particularly
oppressive, confining women, as Virginia Woolf (1882-1941) long ago noted, not just to
the corset but to the “Private House,” with all its deprivations and discontents. But, on the
other hand, its aesthetic and political imperatives were especially inspiring, engendering
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not just a range of revolutionary movements but some of the richest productions of the
female imagination. (xxxi)
Thus, despite 50 years of study, there is still much to explore and unpack in the female-authored
texts we now consider central to the literary canon and in those that we are still working to
retrieve and preserve. For many women writers of the nineteenth century, intersections of
personal story blur with the fictive representations of women. Further, the performance of female
expectations blur in life-writing given that, “Women also manipulated the new celebrity media as
a way of promoting their careers, advocating for social causes, and retelling history from a
woman’s perspective” (Easley, Literary Celebrity 12). We must remain vigilant and sensitive to
how the female writer, and her performance, is read, for critical writings are often influenced by
and expose persistent patriarchal structures and beliefs. For example, Watt contends that
“feminine sensibility was in some ways better equipped to reveal the intricacies of personal
relationships” (298), a sentiment which aligns Watt, in an unfortunate way, with a persistent
belief in the outmoded separate spheres ideology that many women writers of the Victorian era
were struggling against—that women’s writing was innately passionate and emotional rather
than intellectual. Further, Watt’s devaluation of “various fugitive literary tendencies such as
sentimentalism or Gothic terror” as having “little intrinsic merit [and…] reveal[ing] only too
plainly the pressures towards literary degradation” (298), must be challenged as fretfully
masculinist and short-sighted in contrast with his many useful insights regarding the novel,
female writers like Burney and Austen, and the changing literary landscape. The work of Easley,
by moving beyond imposed binaries and outmoded ideologies, is able to link domestic spaces
and architectural reform to the changing landscape of writing for women in ways that are fruitful
for more nuanced readings:
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Earlier in the century, women’s involvement in architectural reform movements was
implicitly literary in the sense that it was concurrent with their increased participation in
the field of periodical journalism. Later in the century, the connection between women’s
literary and architectural concerns became more explicit as women journalists began to
document the history of women’s writing lives, emphasizing the professional and
domestic barriers they faced in a male-dominated society. (Literary Celebrity 114)
Conversely, these domestic and architectural spaces which confined women and operated as
barriers became locations of encoding for women writers, locations that could be encoded with
meanings that allowed for a disruption of the social and economic barriers present to women and
allied with defining acceptable female performance.
Ways of Re-Visioning
Women writers of the long nineteenth century sometimes responded to and critiqued
strict binary caricatures of women by re-visioning such iconic female characters as Eve and
Virgilia. This type of revisioning involves encoding and performance in order to expose new
ways of being for women. Stuart Hall’s article “Encoding and Decoding in the Television
Discourse” (1973), while dealing with communication within the sphere of broadcast television
addresses how genre conventions, or a set of codes, operate within a culture as part of the
sedimentation that can conventionalize codes of conduct (266). However, Hall, working within
the framework of Freud, notes the importance of “condensation and displacement in the
encoding of latent materials and meanings through manifest symbolizations” (266). These codes
are not a closed circuit always in support of the hegemonic ideologies. The codes can be used to
subvert the hegemonic ideology as they can be decoded with a plurality of meanings. Hall writes
that,
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An attention to the symbolic/linguistic/coded nature of communications, far from boxing
us into the closed and formal universe of signs, precisely opens out into the area where
cultural content, of the most resonant but “latent” kind is transmitted: and especially in
the manner in which the interplay of codes and content serves to displace meanings from
one frame to another, and thus bring to the surface in disguised forms the repressed
content of a culture. (266)
There are a variety of recurring themes, metaphors and images present in women’s writing of the
nineteenth century that operate in this way. Women’s place in society, their oppression, and their
need to perform as the passive ideal of womanhood for survival is encoded in architectural tropes
that highlight confinement, for example: attics, institutions, towers, gothic houses, and windows
are an integral part of the landscape in women’s writing, and these architectural structures
simultaneously embody and imagine an escape from the domestic sphere that contained women.
Monstrous doubles, like Bertha in Jane Eyre, as another example, challenge the passive ideal of
womanhood by mimicking the socially constructed binary good woman versus bad woman in a
way that exposes the social expectations that constrain and define womanhood. Mirrors and
windows, like the monstrous double, often operate in ways that expose social expectations and
constraints.
The portrayal of women’s agency in literature, sexual and otherwise, shifts during the
nineteenth century. The performance of fallenness is presented primarily through the dangers of
coquettishness in novellas like Villette at the beginning of the century. Fallen women appear
throughout nineteenth-century women’s writing, often allowing women to perceive other ways
of being a woman and offering up ways of finding redemption and solidarity through sisterhood
in works like Christina Rossetti’s “Goblin Market.” This exploration of agency through
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subversive behavior was not limited to poetry and the novel. Susan Glenn specifically notes the
importance of fallen women plays in this reshaping of the performance of womanhood, because
these plays “blurred the lines between good and bad women” (Glenn 20).6 Fallenness, aligned
with female sexual agency, is treated punitively in early Victorian novels and theatrical
performances but the treatment of fallen women shifts to address the changing social attitudes
that recognize the double standard women faced and the conversation about access to work and
rights for women present within fallen women literature towards the middle of the century. In the
works of writers like Thomas Hardy, Wilkie Collins, Elizabeth Gaskell, and George Eliot we see
a burgeoning sympathy for fallen women. By the end of the century a more direct questioning of
this good/bad binary is present in works like Augusta Webster’s dramatic monologue “The
Castaway,” which offers readers the voice of a prostitute who sees her role as no different, but
perhaps a bit more honest, than the role of a housewife. Webster’s use and complication of the
formal conventions of dramatic monologue in “A Castaway” specifically blurs the lines between
good and bad women by drawing the reader’s attention to the “pernicious ways social inequality
shapes women’s characters” (Morgan 17). Further, writers like Amy Levy, with the advent of the
“New Woman” novel, challenged the confinement of women to the domestic sphere and
envisioned new ways for women to find joy in work.
Judith Butler has argued that repeated performances, or iterations, of common speech acts
and gestures work to create identity and gender. And narrative fiction works within this
framework to socialize perceptions that can impact the performance of gender. Performance and
performativity are further differentiated from one another by Butler through the implication
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Sos Eltis notes that, “Despite […] protests at the late-Victorian and Edwardian theatre’s obsession with
errant wives, the fallen woman in her many manifestations had been a familiar figure on stage throughout the
nineteenth century. Her progress reflected both contemporary debates on the role and position of women, and the
changing styles and concerns of the British stage through the century” (222-23).
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within performativity of an individual’s choice regarding how they act or embody themselves in
a particular moment. Performance and performativity in tandem help to disrupt and reshape
ideology regarding how womanhood and femininity are expected to be performed socially.
Exposing gaps and slippage—gaps between a woman writer’s publicly stated beliefs and
the beliefs put forward in her fiction and slippage between lived and fictional performances—can
be done by examining characters’ and writers’ lives for difference; this allows for a more
nuanced understanding of the paradoxes and contradictions critics have historically found
troubling in the works of women writers of the long nineteenth century. But it is also important
to look at what is not said, at what is silenced. As Foucault asserts,
Silence itself—the things one declines to say, or is forbidden to name, the discretion that
is required between different speakers—is less the absolute limit of discourse, the other
side from which it is separated by a strict boundary, than an element that functions
alongside the things said, with them and in relation to them within overall strategies.
There is no binary division made between what one says and what one does not say; we
must try to determine the different ways of not saying such things, how those who can
and those who cannot speak of them are distributed, which type of discourse is
authorized, or which form of discretion is required in either case. There is not one but
many silences, and they are an integral part of the strategies that underlie and permeate
discourses. (27)
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Troubling the gaps, the silences, and the slippages allows for a movement away from static
binary readings towards a sense of female performance of womanhood as stemming from a nonstatic plurality.7
Examination of the way women’s writing in the nineteenth century incorporates
encoding, ways of conveying meaning through actions, through the re-visioning of canonical
texts, through the use of fashion or adornments, through tropes like the sickroom, or through the
inversion of traditional plot structures, among others, helps bring the gaps and slippages between
women writers’ lived performances and performative fictions into focus. In the work of
nineteenth-century female writers I am particularly interested in the way female writers reject,
subvert, and reinforce patriarchal ideologies; the nuances, contradictions, and intersections with
cultural or domestic traumas (specifically female ruin or fallenness and heteronormative
marriage practices); the way internalized ideologies are exposed, valued, and/or rejected through
encoding and gender performativity; and how female writers like George Eliot, Charlotte Brontë,
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, and Olive Schreiner (a colonial woman writer) respond to those
social pressures and constructs by creating complex narratives that both challenge and reinforce
patriarchal ideologies. Women’s voices were marginalized in the nineteenth century, and their
words valued less than the words of men. Encoding allows an avenue for being heard in the face
of failed utterances and offers some protection through its innate ambiguity, as it must also be
translated or read much like a theatrical performance.
Illegitimate theater, with a limited and regulated number of spoken words, incorporated
non-verbal performances such as pantomime and burletta, and was often a site of cultural
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Like Butler I feel that trouble should not carry the negative connotations of childhood or the juridical
system, that, rather than being something we should avoid, trouble is instead an action we must take to question and
prod power structures.
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intervention and social change. Consideration of theatrical practices like pantomime and
burlesque help bring to light meaningful ways marginalized characters seek to be heard when
their speech acts fail. Further, this consideration offers a very useful lens for ways female
characters perform womanhood that indicate socially shifting mores regarding womanhood.
Marginalized characters’ performances in the event of failed utterances often challenge dominant
ideologies of gender, class, and race by allowing for new ways to be. Less canonical literary
genres, like Sensation novels, employ some of these theatrical tactics in their prose in ways that
allow for new ways of being female. Performativity in these fictional works, theatrical and prose,
serve to open up new gestures and speech acts that help to reshape notions of female identity in
the nineteenth century beyond socially constructed binaries such as angel/whore,
masculine/feminine, active/ passive, high culture/ low culture, public sphere/ domestic sphere,
and intellectual authoress/passionate authoress. And while this dissertation does not deal directly
with failed speech acts there are moments when bodily performance encodes what is unsaid or
works to enact change where speech failed, or a vulnerable character was unheard.
Encoding Female Voice
The shifts and discourses regarding women’s issues and women’s place in society were
particularly intense during the nineteenth century. Many of these shifts are reflected in the fiction
of the women writers of the time. Shifts are not straight rigid marches, but fluctuating, complex
and often infused with paradox, as one’s actual self comes into tension with socially constructed
notions of what the ideal self should be. The tension results in a multitude of possible responses,
including protest. However, when protest made as clear, direct speech by marginalized voices
fails to be heard by those in power then encoding and performativity become powerful ways to
convey meaning and enact rebellion. A question that can help expose the nuances and slippage
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that comes into play when considering ideologically enforced silences and erasures that result
from such a tension is: How are the characters women writers create telling their stories and
responding to situations so that they are heard if their speech acts are not socially treated with
value and consequently remain unheard (unrecognized and unvalued)?
As noted earlier, Shirley and Caroline from Brontë’s Shirley are good examples of
encoding and performance when speech acts fail to produce the desired effect, and they are good
examples of slippage and internalized patriarchal ideology that complicates or creates seeming
paradox within the character. Shirley performs gender through masculine dialogue and dress. She
rewrites traditional figures (notably Milton’s Eve). Yet she cannot seem to reject or shake the
notion of women as wicked sirens. Shirley’s assumption of masculine physical characteristics
challenges a strict gender binary whereas her retention of the perception of women as
temptresses exposes internalized misogyny and cultural myth. Caroline, a traditionally feminine
character who appears to embody the passive ideal, actively frustrates that ideal through the
performance of powerful male figures like Shakespeare’s Coriolanus to voice her ideas to men.
While appearing passive, Caroline challenges and rejects domestic work, desires actual
employment, and rejects mythic imagery that writes women as temptresses. Caroline conforms
on the surface to the passive feminine ideal but manages to encode her subversion so
successfully after the failure of her speech acts that she effectively creates change in the entire
social structure around her. Shirley and Caroline are examples of the myriad ways Brontë’s
female characters are diverse in their complications and paradoxes. Brontë is particularly
interesting because of her creation of two female characters in the same text who subvert and
reinforce the cultural norms of the time in different ways—, thus reflecting the varying responses
to those norms in women of the time. Brontë’s desire to create characters representative of real
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women involved exposing different ways that women were internalizing and rejecting
hegemonic ideology. Rebecca Fraser uses excerpts from Brontë’s letters to reveal Brontë’s
frustration with the portrayal of women in literature and her subsequent desire to create real
women in her novels, and I think this is clear when we read the two characters (Shirley and
Caroline) for difference (as Vendler would say).
Writers like Brontë and Eliot both outwardly rejected aspects of the feminism that was
prevalent during their lifetimes in their letters, essays, life writings or conversations, yet their
struggle to make sense of gendered expectations and socially constructed constraints is
embedded in their novels in really fascinating ways. Encoding and performance create liminal
spaces, negative spaces, gaps, and slippage—moments in between that create tension and expose
the plural ways the shifting forces, internal and external, intersect. Thus, the feminism present in
Brontë’s characters intersects with the varied feminisms present in her characters and, at times,
creates interesting paradoxes. Brontë’s construction and use of encoding through devices like the
marriage plot and the conventions of a Condition-of-England novel help readers navigate those
intersections and paradoxes. Laura Struve, in “The Perils of Representation in Shirley” (2016),
responds to the critical complaint about the romantic plot being at odds with the industrial and
political plot that “The romantic plot and the industrial plot are not in conflict; the obstacle to
change is that the positions of middle-class women and working-class men are too similar” (58)
is particularly compelling. The position that seems to be conflict, the negative space and slippage
between the social Condition-of-England novel and the romantic plot, the place of possible
paradox is, in fact, the place that exposes the similarity of condition between working-class men
and married women and allows for commentary through a social parallel with the condition of
England.
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Working-Class Voices
The well-known household names of Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
George Eliot, and even Olive Schreiner (though perhaps the least well-known) are all women
from, at very least, the lower echelons of a certain social class. And were it not for the careful
crafting of Brontë, Eliot, and Schreiner’s biographies posthumously they would not perhaps have
stayed as popular as they did. Friends and family worked hard to meticulously craft images of
their lives, by suppressing details that might cause scandal, and this was done even with writers
as pure, according to Victorian ideology, as Christina Rossetti. Social class and skill intersect
with a woman’s reputation in her ability to achieve canonicity. For example, “Isa Craig, prolific,
prizewinning, and successful as a professional writer, did not fit into the Parthenon of Victorian
literary greats, partly because she was too much associated with mere professionalism and partly
because her Scottish working-class origins made her hard to classify as a high-culture woman
writer” (Chapman 76). Women writers faced very different challenges than men for “what it
meant to achieve acclaim was closely wrapped up in the production, circulation, and reception of
literature, a business more hospitable to men than to women, based as it was in the public
masculine sphere” (Chapman 73), and so a woman writer’s social image in the public sphere was
often less forgiving. And the ramifications of this extended beyond the Victorian era: “Virginia
Woolf confirmed this persisting judgment in the twentieth century: ‘One has only to compare
[Barrett Browning’s] reputation with Christina Rossetti’s to trace her decline’ (qtd. in Hughes
97). As Chapman notes: “The Life of Charlotte Brontë, published in 1857 by Brontë’s publisher
George Smith, suppressed many nonconventional details of Brontë’s life that would have
affronted middle-class Victorian morality” (78). Thus, biography and autobiography become
performative non-fiction that is not necessarily representative of the truth of the woman writer.
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Biography and autobiography instead are reflective of the truth of Victorian ideology regarding
women that was essential for the survival of women writer’s works in a masculinist public
sphere.
Critical writing and life-writing offer a way to navigate the intersectionality of women’s
writing in the long nineteenth century; and one clear intersection, that seems also tied into
canonization, is that of social class: “The fact that [Eliza] Cook’s poems were initially published
in the ‘Facts and Scraps’ column of the Weekly Dispatch suggests the low status often afforded
to working-class poetry in newspapers; indeed, the work of most amateur poets was viewed more
as filler than as valuable literary content” (Easley, “Making a Debut” 21). Writers like Elizabeth
Gaskell worked to create a balance between the shorter and more immediately lucrative short
journal/periodical pieces and the longer novels associated with cultural esteem. A middle-class
woman would have access to funds, and therefore time, to write a longer work whereas a
working-class woman writer might be living from assignment to assignment. Therefore,
authorship and types of authorship were not equally available to everyone: “authorship was one
of very few fields of employment open to middle-class women, yet the vagaries of the literary
life made it a difficult profession for women who had no other source of funding” (Easley,
“Making a Debut” 22). The ability to be a professional writer did open up a way for some
women to reduce their dependence on men and begin to create an independent space for
themselves in society. Mary Howitt’s recollection of working-class writer Eliza Meteyard (1816
-1879) demonstrates this:
She is sitting by me at this moment with her lips compressed, a look of abstraction in her
clever but singular face and her hair pushed back from her forehead, while she is busy
over a story … Indeed, she is both father and mother to her family; yet she is only seven-
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and-twenty, and a fragile and delicate woman, who in ordinary circumstances would
require brothers and friends to help her. How many instances one sees almost daily of the
marvelous energy and high principle and self-sacrifice of woman! I am always thankful
to see it, for it is in this way that women will emancipate themselves. (qtd. in Easley,
“Making a Debut” 22)
Thus, Eliot’s privileged position and critique of working-class writing women in “Silly
Novels by Lady Novelists” where she “dismisse[s] the work of her female literary predecessors
as ‘frothy … prosy … pious, or … pedantic’” (Peterson 6) exposes intersections of classism and
sexism that women writers experienced. A working-class writer, Margaret Oliphant reacted
strongly to Eliot’s dismissal. In Oliphant’s biography, in which Oliphant was praised for “the
honesty of her self-assessment and the complex tension between her insistence that she had to
write to support her family set against her obvious pleasure in her work, the way her writing
structured and gave meaning to her life” (Shattock 37), we see a woman writer struggling to
balance out the social expectations that often put female domestic duties at odds with acceptance
of a woman’s writing for the pleasure of it. It is unsurprising then that Oliphant took offense at
Eliot’s dismissal, and MacKay argues that “Oliphant had every reason to be offended by Eliot’s
lack of empathy for the hard-working woman for whom writing was her livelihood and the
mainstay for the lives of many others” (168). These life writings offer access, even if our narrator
is not always as “honest” as they seem and we must remain vigilant in the face of their
performances, into the more nuanced world of women’s writing and women writers and their
notions of their craft in relation to the broader structure and one another.
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Theoretical Framework
Judith Butler is one of the most prolific modern theorists in gender studies. Butler’s work
influences and intersects with multiple disciplines and schools of thought: Poststructuralism,
Marxism, Psychoanalysis, Performance Studies, Queer Theory, and Feminist Criticism. Taking
an ethical-political stance, Butler utilizes intersections of numerous disciplines to consider the
ways in which performance, identity, and perceptions of humanness are constructed. Butler’s
theory regarding the social construction of identity, which she develops in Gender Trouble
(1990), also demonstrates that gender and sex are socially constructed performances created
through iterations, repeat performances of social gestures and common speech acts. This allows
for multiplicity or plurality within an individual even as the individual is seen as singular and
stable by hegemonic and calcifying views of gender. This multiplicity further allows for
resignifications, where variations in iterations allow for new ways of signifying, which have the
potential to expand the possibilities of what is socially validated as human. There exists a
socially constructed and hegemonically sanctioned binary of human/non-human that often
dehumanizes the other through devaluing. These multiple resignifications allow for movement
beyond white heteronormative definitions in line with hegemonic ideals that serve to exclude and
dehumanize those who do not perform in ways that garner approval or reproduce the ideology of
those in power.
Butler, throughout her career, pulls from and challenges Althusser’s theories regarding
interpellation.8 Pointing to the call of sex and gender being made before the subject has had time
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Louis Althusser posited that human beings are called into their roles and beliefs by the society they live
in, a process he termed “interpellation” in “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses” (1969). For example, a girl
is “always already interpellated” into preferring dolls over toy trucks. However, to be human is to be mutable and
changing, as humans do not always accept this call. Thus, interpellation is not always successful.
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to develop a concept of self, and in ways that allow the subject to reject or subvert the call when
they do begin to enter into consciousness, Butler asks us to
“Consider the medical interpellation which […] shifts an infant from an ‘it’ to a ‘she’ or
‘he,’ and in that naming the girl is ‘girled’, brought into the domain of language and
kinship through the interpellation of gender. The girling of the girl does not end with the
naming of gender, that founding interpellation is reiterated by various authorities, and
throughout various intervals of time, to reinforce or contest this naturalized effect. The
naming is at once the setting of a boundary and “the repeated inculcation of the norm.”
(Bodies 7-8)
Interpellation and reiteration, Butler’s term for the way repeated actions work to calcify a
perception of an action as normal, work together to create a false appearance of naturalness and
binarism assigned to attributes aligned with socially proscribed perceptions of masculine and
feminine. Victorian women endured strict gendered definitions that impacted them socially and
limited a woman’s access to a livable life, and to humanness. A woman’s access to a livable life
was dependent on her performance of naturalized womanhood. Butler’s theories allow for a
more nuanced reading of what appeared to be paradoxes and contradictions between the female
writers’ lived performativity and their characters’ often subversive performances.
Using Foucauldian principles in her examination of Freud’s theories regarding taboos,
forbidden acts, Butler contends that taboos and laws, rules that restrict and regulate acts, serve as
generative agents in identity formation. Rather than preventing alterity, taboos and laws produce
it, “in order to repress it, so that [the] ‘natural’” and hegemonically sanctioned way of being
remains secure (Butler and Salih 8). Alterity is thus produced in order to be suppressed so that
the status quo may be maintained. Butler addresses homosexuality, specifically in Gender
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Trouble and earlier work, but her ideas are not limited to taboos regarding sexuality. We can and
should critically trouble (again, a charged term for Butler) laws and taboos in any culture that
restrict certain ways of being in order to naturalize other ways of being. A subject’s knowledge
of self is dependent upon “the conditions of its emergence and operation” (Butler, Bodies 7), and
the potential of the subject for agency resides in responses to interpellation that fail. When a
variation in performance occurs in response to a failed interpellation, the validity of only one
natural way of being is challenged even if it is suppressed.
Butler links accepted ways of being and successful speech acts with power. In Excitable
Speech (1997), Butler’s exploration of agency, as it intersects with language, is influenced by
Toni Morrison’s powerful 1993 Nobel Lecture in Literature, where Morrison says that,
“language is thought of ‘mostly as agency—an act with some consequences’” (qtd. in Butler,
Excitable 7). Butler expands this definition of agency into “an extended doing, a performance
with effects” (Excitable 7). This dissertation strives to consider the impact of power on language,
on what expressions of agency are recognized. It is important to unpack the relationship between
performance and power as doing so allows for a more nuanced consideration of how some
marginalized or vulnerable character’s actions in the works discussed in this dissertation are
overlooked moments of resistance and agency.
Butler’s definition of critique, in Undoing Gender, “where critique is understood as an
interrogation of the terms by which life is constrained in order to open up the possibility of new
modes of living” (4), can be seen in women’s writing as it resides in fictional critiques of social
norms that open up new modes of being while also seeming to contradict the performativity of
the female authors who must present as Victorian women in order to sell novels and be heard.
Throughout Undoing Gender, Butler examines the “problematics of gender and sexuality to the
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tasks of persistence and sexuality” (4), which opens up ways of reading seeming contradiction as
a way to both survive and subvert, because, as Butler posits, “norms do not exercise final or
fatalistic control” (Undoing 15). I think it fair to say that the naturalized performativity of
nineteenth-century female writers does not always indicate agreement with hegemonic ideals so
much as a need to live, or at least survive, within social constraints. This is particularly true of
the use of the marriage plot in the works of Brontë and Barrett Browning, which was necessary
for publication at the time and has been traditionally read by feminist scholars as undermining
the proto-feminism in the novels, which this dissertation will address.
Rather than treat the use of the marriage plot in these novels as a validation of
heteronormative marriage practices this dissertation will consider how vulnerability that
transforms characters, and vulnerability that early critics have dismissed as simply reinforcing
patriarchal norms, work to subvert the marriage plot that was, during Brontë and Barrett
Browning’s time, a staple convention in women’s writing. Vulnerability and Resistance is a
collection of essays by Butler that asks readers to rethink vulnerability. Butler asks readers to
move away from reading vulnerability through a gendered binary that associates vulnerability
with feminine passivity, and thus operates in opposition to masculinely aligned active resistance.
Reading vulnerability in this way excludes the possibility of agency in vulnerable people and
populations. Often gendered as feminine, associated with passivity, and considered a weakness,
vulnerability, Butler asserts, can be instead seen as a necessary basis for solidarity, offer new
ways of resisting, and open creative ways of protesting. Butler further points out that the binary
between vulnerability and resistance is false, a social construction that serves to reinforce
hegemonic power structures and ideas.
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Vulnerability is a word that is culturally linked to perceptions of weakness and passivity,
a word that implies, through deeply embedded and socially constructed biases, an inability to
effect change. In Vulnerability in Resistance, Butler writes, “There is always something both
risky and true in claiming that women and other socially disadvantaged groups are especially
vulnerable” (Butler, Gambetti. and Sabsay 2). Vulnerability, like trouble, is charged with social
and gendered implications, is often associated with the concept of stigma, and has traditionally
been, and still remains, aligned with the feminine. These persistent associations and implications
are telling and pervasive; they are also sometimes difficult to see, their biases retaining a cultural
invisibility. Butler, ever looking for good trouble, for nuance, for clarity, asks us to “overcome
uncritically accepted versions of the mind/body distinction and its reliance on associations of
activity with masculinity and passivity with femininity, in order to show that received definitions
of vulnerability as passive (in need of active protections) and agency as active (based on a
disavowal of the human creature as “affected”) requires a thorough going critique” (3). The
troubling of critical readings is crucial in the contemporary field of Victorian studies and the
continued examination of the works of women writers in the long nineteenth century. A question
to consider is in what ways does vulnerability, and its associated stigmas, create its own
resistance? How does it disrupt the binaries it often appears to reinforce on the surface? With
Victorian studies, one must also consider vulnerability as it is situated within the binaries that
influenced the “separate spheres” ideology of the time, ideologies that embody that mind/body
distinction with its masculine/feminine binary and remain so deeply embedded in our current
social structure that they have continued to dominate and influence even some of the feminist
readings of the literature written by women of the nineteenth century. A more nuanced and
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holistic examination of ways that resistance and vulnerability work together to challenge and
resist patriarchal structures and ideologies in nineteenth-century women’s writing is still needed.
Research Problem
Butler’s theories on gender performativity are central to how I read women’s writing
from the long nineteenth century. Butler’s extensive deconstruction of the intersections of power,
sex, gender and culture increase awareness of the ways a woman writer’s life, her actions, and
her statements about her work and beliefs may reflect instead the performance she is expected to
give as a woman, or, even more specifically, as a woman writer. When considering the writing of
the nineteenth century, critics often focus on the separate spheres ideology that informed strict,
gendered boundaries between masculine and feminine, public and private, active and passive.
However, such gendered boundaries are social constructs, and literature often helps readers to
reflect upon issues pertinent to the culture and era in which the literature is written. This
dissertation seeks to demonstrate how women writers of the long nineteenth century expose,
challenge, and eventually collapse the boundaries associated with the separate spheres ideologies
in ways that grant both male and female characters access to characteristics outside of their
gendered sphere. The critical focus has traditionally been on the most obviously subversive or
radical female character. By exploring more vulnerable characters this dissertation will expose a
variety of ways that the work of women writers successfully troubled the boundaries associated
with gender, class, and eventually race over the course of the long nineteenth century. Nadine
Gordimer writes of Olive Schreiner that “she was hampered crucially by the necessity to fight
the concepts that imprisoned her and others, equipped only with the modes available within those
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concepts” (4).9 This points to the critical necessity of reevaluating the way women writers, not
just Schreiner, dealt with market conditions that impacted plot and other aspects of their work
when considering publication. A woman writer was expected to observe certain moral standards
in her life and work and a marriage plot that resolved any potentially a-moral issues was an
expected aspect of a woman writer's work. As such, the ways in which women writers of the
long nineteenth century executed the encoding of more radical ideas that appear on the surface to
be resolved by the marriage or death of disobedient female characters still needs deeper
consideration than it has been given by earlier feminist criticism.10
Through a chronological examination of four seminal novels by canonical Victorian
women writers, this dissertation aims to reconsider how interpretations of the novels shift when
considering moments of vulnerable resistance in women’s writing of the nineteenth century. An
increasingly complex pattern of challenges to the socially sanctioned hegemonic binaries
associated with gender are present in the works of Charlotte Brontë, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
and George Eliot. But it is Olive Schreiner, in The Story of an African Farm, at the end of the
century, who collapses these binaries by creating characters who cannot be contained or confined
on one side or the other, who are fluid and fluctuating in their gender performances, who, true to
the real world, contain within themselves the multiple and merged qualities human/non-human,
male/female, active/passive, intellectual/emotional or who operate in both public and private
spheres. One of the primary objectives of this dissertation is the consideration of how
intersecting, blending, and fluctuating qualities perceived as binary expose potentials of

9

See Gordimer’s forward to Ruth First and Ann Scott’s Biography of Schreiner’s Life, Olive Schreiner: A
Biography (1989).
10
Shuttleworth’s critique of Brontë Shirley as “disempowering” because Shirley gets married is but one
example.
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gendered and human expression beyond the social sanctioned and oppositional positions of
socially accepted/other, because each character has qualities of more than one socially accepted
or othered binary interacting within them. This can be done through a holistic examination that
identifies different types of vulnerability, troubles how vulnerable characters are valued, and
considers the transformations of male characters in conjunction with the female protagonists.
Significance
There is still a need for the questioning of hegemonically imposed silences, erasures, and
gaps regarding the works of women writers of the nineteenth century; a need to examine
slippage; a need to unpack how women writers choose to represent characters with marginalized
voices within stories and poems; a need for further exploration about how their female characters
use other means than speech, like encoding and performance, to narrate or communicate their
experiences in ways that have to be heard by those with power, by those who are not
marginalized, and whose ways of narrating are considered normative, and whose norms, by way
of these power structures, impose valuations and intersectional blind spots that further silence
marginalized voices when they use traditional modes of communication like speech. Drawing
from the ongoing work of Judith Butler, this dissertation explores the way women writers
(Brontë, Barrett Browning, Eliot, and Schreiner) dealt with the ways social expectations shaped
their literary performances (marriage plots, fallen women tropes) and the varying ways the
fictional female they created perform womanness in ways that may contradict, re-write, or
challenge the literary structures they had to engage with in order to be published.
The chapters that follow argue that nineteenth-century women writers resist and
challenge oppressive social limitations by encoding meaning into and onto character’s bodies in
ways that, when considered through an intersection of feminist literary theory, ecocritical theory,
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contemporary disability studies, and queer theory, transform the more traditionally masculine
characters and empower the most vulnerable. Encoded onto and into the bodies of characters in
novels by middle-class women writers of the nineteenth century are a variety of challenges to the
ideologies of social class, gender and race engendered by the English patriarchy. Brontë, BarretBrowning, Eliot and Schreiner use troubled bodies, bodies that are blind, crippled, hysterical,
starved, raped, or sick, bodies that travel through sickrooms in illness or as nurses, within their
novels in ways that expose inequity within the social structure and challenge the unequal footing
women in the Victorian era had in general and in traditional heteronormative marriages. Drawing
from the work of Lennard J. Davis, it is important to consider that the perception of disabled
bodies in the nineteenth century was not the same as it is now. Davis asks us to shift our focus
from just the construction of disability to include a consideration of the construction of
normalcy, because “the problem is the way that normalcy is constructed to create the ‘problem’
of the disabled person” (2), a problem which impacts political ideologies, psychoanalytical
practices, literature, and critical theory about literature. A problem which influences modern
criticism, Davis continues by asserting that, “the idea of a norm is less a condition of human
nature than it is a feature of a certain kind of society […] the social process of disabling arrived
with industrialization and with the set of practices and discourses that are linked to late
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century notions of nationality, race, gender, criminality, sexual
orientation, and so on” (2). However, even while we seek to disrupt ableist readings of troubled
bodies within these texts we must also remain aware of how these considerations and
intersections are sometimes fraught as women’s novels are often very clearly written from a
white, middle-class place of privilege. Intersecting this with the work of Judith Butler and Stuart
Hall the following chapters trouble critical readings of Shirley, Aurora Leigh, The Mill on the
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Floss, and The Story of an African Farm and consider the different ways women writers
transform the characters in their novels through the encoding of gender performances outside of
that character’s sphere, resulting in a critique of heteronormative marriage practices of the time
and of the Victorian perception of socially constructed gender norms as natural.
The dissertation will utilize feminist literary theory and disability studies to examine the
encoding of mental, physical, or social stigma onto characters’ bodies and the way those troubled
bodies intersect with and challenge a variety of social inequities by exposing problems with
society rather than problems with the stigmatized individuals. Lerita M. Coleman-Brown argues
that we should consider the “behavioral, cognitive, and affective components” (146) of stigma as
these reveal “that stigma is a response to the dilemma of difference” (146). She further explains
that “the infinite variety of human attributes suggests that what is undesired or stigmatized is
heavily dependent on social context and to some extent arbitrarily defined” (146). ColemanBrown draws from Erving Goffman’s earlier and seminal work on stigma, work which suggests,
as Coleman-Brown points out, that all human difference has the potential to become stigmatized.
Stigma then, is linked to power, with Goffman’s theories indicating that “those possessing
power, the dominant group, can determine which human differences are desired and undesired”
(Coleman-Brown 146). This aligns with Davis’s notion of dismodernism, a view of the body on a
continuum rather than as a binary, which, as Bending writes, argues for “a malleable view of the
human body and identity in which ‘difference is what all of us have in common’ (qtd. in
Hingston 13). The use of mental, social, and physical stigma by women writers exposes cultural
values that women writers may even be unable to see clearly, because they are a part of the
society they are critiquing, even as they are actively working to trouble those values and
inequities. For example, expressions of certain types of intelligence by women were stigmatized
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in the Victorian era. This is a stigma that impacted publishing practices for women writers, a
stigma that demanded the female character get married off in the end and fallen women die,
something that feminist readings of all novels in this dissertation have previously taken issue
with, and one the dissertation will address specifically.
This dissertation will be engaging with the much-needed transgressive reappropriation of
and analysis of corporeal stigmas like blindness, rape, pregnancy, and mental ailments like
hysteria, all of which cause vulnerability. It will further consider and argue for the ways these
stigmas create their own resistance. Charlotte Brontë’s novel Shirley troubles the main
characters’ bodies with illness, but notably afflicts male bodies with female hysteria, in ways that
allow all of the characters to move beyond socially proscribed gender binaries. The four main
protagonists spend time trapped in the sickroom reflecting through corporeal ailment the ways
that men and women are confined by social mores. Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s narrative poem
Aurora Leigh pivots around the acceptance and care of the drugged, raped, and impregnated
body of a lower-class female character, Marian Erle, and requires a patriarch, Romney Leigh, be
transformed through blindness before he is worthy of marrying his independent poetess cousin
Aurora, transformations which resist and reject the oppressive structures placed on fallen women
and female artists in a patriarchy. George Eliot doubles her main female protagonist in The Mill
on the Floss with bodies of water and othered bodies in ways that explicitly challenge social
constructions and expectations that work to shape, and have the power to tragically destroy, a
person’s identity if they fail to conform. Olive Schreiner’s The Story of an African Farm
transforms bodies through hardship, violence, pregnancy, illness and cross-dressing and
challenges traditional views of gender and race in ways that are so radical and often inverted that
they anticipate transgressive reappropriation, and many of the inversions of subaltern studies.
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This dissertation does the much needing work of troubling the dismissal of passive-appearing
female characters like Caroline in Shirley, Marian in Aurora Leigh, and Em in The Story of an
African Farm not offering resistance, as not being feminist enough, the perception of the death of
strong overtly feminist characters like Maggie in The Mill on the Floss and Lyndall in The Story
of an African Farm as wholly reinforcing patriarchal ideals, and the common practice of reading
the marriage plot as necessarily reinforcing patriarchal ideals. Instead, the chapters that follow
look holistically at the ways that male and female characters are transformed by or transform the
spaces around them in ways that both use and disrupt the literary conventions expected of
women writers. Characters like Marian, Caroline, and Em are not passive, but do not exert their
agency in ways that are as readily accessible as the bold, often didactic speeches of overtly
feminist characters like Lyndall or Shirley. I argue they offer equally powerful moments of
resistance because these characters, like their more active sisters, engage in both large acts of
disobedience in the refusal to marry (Marian, Em, Shirley, Maggie, Lyndall, and Aurora), and
small acts of disobedience in the refusal to regret one’s child’s birth despite it being out of
wedlock (Marian and Lyndall), the refusal to love domestic work like knitting (Caroline) or the
pursuit of or engagement in unwomanly work (Caroline seeks to be an accountant, Em does farm
labor not just domestic labor). Each act of disobedience, even if it is not overtly active, is an act
of agency sometimes, as we will address later with Caroline’s very slow needle work, even
perceived as mere laziness opens a space of resistance.
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Chapter Two: Transgressive Reappropriation of Female Hysteria in Shirley
“In the evenings I confess I do think but I never trouble anyone
else by my thoughts. I carefully avoid any appearance of preoccupation and eccentricity—which might lead those I live
amongst to suspect the nature of my pursuits”
—Brontë to Southey qtd. in Smith, 9
Shirley has, since its first publication in 1849, received a great deal of criticism, ranging
from the contention that there is no connection between the condition of England portion of the
novel and the marriage plot, to feminist criticisms that the marriages of both female protagonists
work to reinforce hegemonic ideals that oppress women.11 The early criticism of the novel
complained specifically that Shirley lacked coherence.12 This complaint stemmed chiefly from a
perception that there was no real link between the issues of the working-class men in the novel,
the romances in the novel, and the issues of the female characters in the novel. However, more
recent critics counter this by noting the strength of the thematic unity of Shirley, which addresses
the social constraints that repress women and members of the working-class. Critics also point to
“the soundness of Charlotte Brontë’s historical research, [noting that] her claims as a chronicler
cannot be dismissed” (Argyle; Barker; Harman). Further, Sally Shuttleworth’s seminal
monograph Charlotte Brontë and Victorian Psychology (1996) posits that “the analogy between
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The condition of England novel, or industrial novel, refers to novels that engage with pressing social and
political issues, notably the impacts of industrialization and urbanization, at intersections of class and gender.
12
H.G. Lewes, writing in the Edinburgh Review, opined that in Shirley “all unity, in consequence of
defective art, is wanting. There is no passionate link; nor is there any artistic fusion, or intergrowth, by which one
part evolves itself from another” (159).
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the situation of the ‘surplus’ middle-class woman and that of the unemployed worker is central to
the structural organization of the novel” (183), a belief that is, again, now generally agreed upon
by critics, as is Shuttleworth’s further contention that “the parallel proposed between the
situation of the unmarried middle-class women and that of the ‘operative’ is not founded on a
vague or generalized sense of shared oppression, but rather on their homologous structural
position in relation to the social economy” (184). Their shared vulnerability in an economy in
which “middle-class women and mill workers are alike made redundant” binds them together,
and, in literature, the compression of their characters into tropes was common (Shuttleworth
184). And while, in Shirley, Brontë does not offer up a variety of working-class characters with
the same amount of variance or psychological depth seen in her female characters, it is important
to remember that this was not the aim; for Brontë, the ‘Woman Question,’ the creation of
complex, nuanced female characters, is at the heart of Shirley. Condition of England
conventions, and specifically the plight of the unemployed working-class is encoded into Shirley
to add weight and depth to the condition of women in England through a parallel comparison.
Further working to create the link at the intersection of class and gender is Charlotte
Brontë’s use of embedded texts.13 These texts intersect with Brontë’s attempted representations
of a variety of realistic women, notably Shirley and Caroline. Additional critical expressions of
unity in the novel come from Gisela Argyle’s “Gender and Generic Mixing in Charlotte Brontë’s
Shirley” (1995), where Argyle argues that Brontë uses a “combination and sequence” of three
distinct subgenres, the comedy of manners, the historical romance, and the psychological
romance, to better negotiate Shirley’s subject, and thematic unity, regarding the “division and
conflict between members of the human family in terms of gender, class, region, nation, politics
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Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, Chenier’s “The Young Captive,” and Milton’s Paradise Lost.
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and religion, and the possibility of overcoming such divisions by means of the imagination”
(742). These generic modes work together dynamically, and “each serves as a critical comment
on the others, creating a dialogue between” varied modes of perception in order to override the
“inadequacy of each mode to deal singly with the totality of experience” (753). Argyle points to
Brontë’s experimentation with combinations of genre as a way of making a fully developed
argument: “an argument is being made for the necessity of compromise in the characters’ lives,
an accommodation of psychological needs to social and historical conditions” (753). The idea
that this accommodation was linked to Brontë’s artistic realism is noted further in Rebecca
Fraser’s “The ‘Woman Question’ and Charlotte Brontë” where she observes that Brontë’s
“letters and writings show that she was frequently annoyed by the way women were portrayed in
books” (315), and, in keeping with that annoyance, Brontë creates a variety of nuanced,
psychologically complex, and often unconventional female characters in Shirley.14
Notable in Brontë’s work, specifically Shirley, is the exploration of characters, male and
female, who are all flawed, who are all deeply human. Brontë’s nuanced characters, inspired by
her admiration of Thackery’s characters, are also human in ways that specifically resist the
separate spheres ideology of Victorian England that confined women to the spiritual and
domestic world, and confined men to the public and intellectual sphere. Through these complex,
often disobedient, characters (whose bodies even refuse to conform to, and are made ill by, social
expectations) Brontë manages to consciously create a social criticism of the way such culturally
embedded binaries and expectations impact men and women at intersections of class and gender.
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Fraser also points out that, “By the standards of the time, Charlotte had very unfeminine ideas about
writing and the depiction of women” (315). However, it is important to note that Charlotte was not alone in these
“unfeminine” ideas: the debate regarding the woman question, much like the questions regarding the rights of the
working-class, was very much a part of the public discourse, a discourse Brontë engages with directly in her
references to Mary Wollstonecraft’s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman in Jane Eyre (Paris).
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Shuttleworth did much to deepen our understanding of Brontë’s “most overtly political
novel” (184), and Brontë’s explorations within that novel regarding the ‘Woman Question.’
However, Shuttleworth focused so intensely on Brontë’s female protagonists Shirley and
Caroline that the way Brontë fully disrupts binaries, specifically binaries at the intersection of
gender and national identity, through the two male protagonists Robert and Louis Moore in their
parallel relationships to Shirley and Caroline, is overlooked. The disruption is not so much
through their romantic relationships (though that romance is a part of the disruption) but through
the way Brontë encodes feminine characteristics into Caroline and Louis while encoding
masculine characteristics into Robert and Shirley.15
The romance plot in Shirley can be viewed as a subversion of the genre conventions or
codes and as a site of discourse in the potential plurality of readings or decodings. Brontë’s four
primary characters behave in ways that defy and challenge the gender binaries of the separate
spheres ideology. As a result, the romantic conventions can be read in a way that subverts the
normative ideals regarding gendered roles in marriage. Shirley, Caroline, Louis, and Robert are
more fluid and nuanced rather than conforming to idealized forms, which brings forth the
repressed content allowing for a plurality of readings. More traditional readings place the weight
of the critical importance regarding reinforcing or failing to subvert social norms on the marriage
of all four characters: however, the characters’ refusals to be static in their gender, their violent
transformations in the sickroom, allow for new readings of what a man, a woman, and a marriage
can be. Argyle points to Brontë’s experimentation with genre as a way of making a fully
developed argument: for the necessity of compromise in the characters’ lives, an accommodation
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Ideas regarding encoding in this chapter stem from a consideration of the work of Stuart Hall,
specifically his article “Encoding and Decoding in the Television Discourse” (1973).
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of psychological needs to social and historical conditions” (753).16 Brontë’s experimental
combining of gender creates a more realistic and fully developed sense of realism that allows
readers to see the impact of internal and external factors on a character’s development.
Rather than being centered in just one exchange, Robert Moore’s development and
transformation takes place over the course of the novel, with the ultimate crisis of transformation
occurring in the sickroom.17 For example, it is in the sickroom, in captivity, in solidarity with
female hysteria and oppression, that Robert Moore is finally able to internalize the lessons
learned from William, Caroline, and Shirley and be fully transformed. Argyle argues that,
the psychological romance works in conjunction with several other, non-novelistic
generic modes: Shirley and Caroline’s fantasies about a different life for women, the
poems recited or alluded to by Caroline, Shirley, and Louis, as well as the narrator, the
fairy tales which prepare Martin Yorke for his romantic adventure with Caroline, and
Louis Moore’s journal about his romance. They all share with the psychological genre,
and serve to heighten, the privileging of internal over external events, the valorization of
the imagination, and the densely metaphoric style. (747-8)
Argyle further contends that two of the narratorial modes are male and one is female, with the
embedded texts, like “Shirley’s radical vision of Eve, the woman-Titan” (the female mode)
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Argyle argues that Brontë uses a “combination and sequence” of three distinct subgenres, the comedy of
manners, the historical romance, and the psychological romance, to better negotiate Shirley’s subject, and thematic
unity, regarding the “division and conflict between members of the human family in terms of gender, class, region,
nation, politics and religion, and the possibility of overcoming such divisions by means of the imagination” (742).
These generic modes work together dynamically, where each “serves as a critical comment on the others creating a
dialogue between” or discourse with varied modes of perception in order to override the “inadequacy of each mode
to deal singly with the totality of experience” (753).
17
According to Bailin, “The Victorian Sickroom scene, at its most typical serves as a kind of forcing
ground of the self-a conventional rite of passage issuing in personal, moral, or social recuperation. The scenes are
precipitated by or fortuitously linked to moments of crisis during which the sufferers, or those who are called upon
to minister to them, have become separated from the social roles and norms by which they previously defined
themselves” (5).
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acting as the “ultimate challenge to the ‘naturalness’ of the political, and psychological
assumptions which the two ‘male’ modes champion” (750), and she further points to Louis
Moore as, “a valid complement for the narrator of the […] psychological genre since he speaks,
as suitor and tutor of the heiress Shirley Keeldar, Esq., from the perspectives both of the male
gender and the female social position” (750-51). Argyle argues that “the brothers Robert and
Louis Moore give diametrically opposite importance to inner and outer world” (746). This binary
that Brontë works to challenge relates directly to the public and private binary associated with
gender during the Victorian era.
Shirley is a site where Brontë explores several ideological struggles but also acts as a site
within the discourse cycle, in the reading public, that explores and exposes the issue of the
‘Woman Question’ as well as notions of masculine and feminine social roles within Victorian
society. Nancy Langer18 writes that Brontë’s narrative uses Shirley (and her relationship with
Caroline) to create a subversive space within the text that functions as a center for a larger
internal critique of Victorian Narrative conventions” (277), a critique that further “critiques the
female subject’s complicity in a system that both marginalizes and contains her” (278). The
potential distortions from the encoding, where Brontë explores these ideological struggles, and
the decoding, where various readers bring different stories of their own that influence their
readings, is furthered when we acknowledge that traditional naturalized (in the Butlerian sense)
performances of femininity, performances that are repeated so often they appear to be innate
(but, as Butler has shown us, are culturally constructed) should not be read as automatically
submitting to, or accepting, patriarchal limitations. In other words, a performance that appears
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See “‘There is No Such Ladies Now-a-Days’: Capsizing ‘The Patriarch Bull’ in Charlotte Brontë’s

Shirley.”
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natural cannot be presumed to be natural or an innate part of the person performing woman
naturally. Nor should the traditional naturalized performances of masculinity be read as
holistically benefiting the male characters, as again this assumes the essentialism of innately
gendered characteristics. If the naturalized performance is not in fact wholly natural in the innate
sense of the word, then there is bound to be internal friction. Thus, the feminine and masculine
ideals are no longer contained only by characters of specific biological sexes- these gendered
qualities, passive/active, private/public, domestic/intellectual, are instead rendered as fluid rather
than fixed, and the partnerships this creates in the novel results in a new vision of equal
partnerships regarding access to economy and intellectual freedom for men and women. But how
Brontë’s explorations of these aspects of the human condition within her era is perceived, or
decoded, also depends upon the aforementioned awareness, and the experiences, of the reader
too.
Viewing the character Shirley as “an experiment on Brontë’s part to investigate the
relationship between gender, class and social power (187), Shuttleworth sees Shirley as a “study
in disempowerment” (187) because Shirley and Caroline marry at the end. In this chapter, I
demonstrate that going a step further and considering how the characters of Caroline, Shirley,
Louis, and Robert when working in tandem are absolutely “an experiment to investigate the
relationship between gender, class, and social power,” as Shuttleworth writes, then Brontë’s
vision of empowerment becomes visibly encoded within the expected genre conventions of the
romance plot. Brontë took the conventional— and often required of women writers— marriage
plot and encoded it with a vision of a more humane and fluid variety of characters regardless of
biological sex and social class. Therefore, considered holistically, Shirley becomes not a study in
disempowerment but a vision of equality as, Brontë moves her characters through and beyond
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the limitations socially imposed upon people because of biological gender, class, and social
power. Brontë does this through the trope of the sickroom where she is able to challenge binaries
and boundaries associated with these constructs and challenge the reader’s perceptions of some
identities as more natural than others.
Performing Natural Gender in Shirley
When we examine the personal correspondences and diary writing of many nineteenthcentury women writers and compare them to their biographies or public statements, slippage
between their social performance and their interiority can be discerned – indicating various
levels of gender fluidity and often an awareness of both fluidity and performance. In Brontë’s
Shirley, Shirley’s performance of masculinity is often noticed, while Caroline’s performance is
misread as natural, because Caroline’s performance of gender aligns, at least outwardly, with
social expectations of femininity.19 As part of this alignment, Tara Moore notes that “criticism of
Bronte’s novel tends to privilege Shirley Keeldar as the central defiant figure.” However, Moore
argues that Caroline Helstone is actually “a greater force of unconventional expression” because
she disrupts while appearing to conform (478). Shirley, meanwhile, appears active and acts
within the public sphere while Caroline appears passive and is therefore often dismissed as
lacking agency. It is important to stay vigilant to these readings as the dismissal of qualities that
are traditionally aligned with the domestic or the feminine only furthers hegemonicallysanctioned structures and beliefs.
Throughout Shirley, Brontë specifically disrupts the binary of active/passive generally
aligned with masculine/feminine through her treatment of all four lovers. Brontë’s focus is on
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Questions regarding the social constructedness of naturalized notions of womanhood are central to Judith
Butler’s Bodies that Matter. Butler demonstrates that through girling (gender assigning and naming, and through
naming ascribing specific characteristics that are expected, and, because expected, repeated) a false appearance of
naturalness associated with specific genders creates a binary that exists because it is socially produced.
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creating characters who are complex and so the boundaries between performance and
performativity blur to give a deeper sense of interiority.20 Our example, Caroline, appears passive
and vulnerable, but when looking closely at her later in the chapter, it becomes evident that she is
behaving this way to avoid trouble while inwardly she is defiant; she is contemplating how best
to resist her fate. Butler's more recent work in Vulnerability and Resistance points out that the
binary between vulnerability and resistance is also false, a social construction that serves to
reinforce hegemonic power structures and ideas. Thus, simply because Caroline performs
womanhood in an apparently naturalized manner, appearing the content domestic, and because
she is vulnerable due to gender and social status, does not negate her potential to resist.
Butler asserts that vulnerability—often gendered as feminine, associated with passivity,
and considered a weakness—can be instead seen as a necessary basis for solidarity for those who
are marginalized, and can offer new ways of resisting, and also open creative ways of protesting.
And solidarity runs throughout Shirley, not only between the female characters, but between the
female characters and the working-class men embodied by William Farren. Caroline and
William are both vulnerable, Caroline as a woman and an orphan with no real prospects and
William as a working-class laborer who loses his job at Robert’s mill early in the novel. Both
also offer passive resistance that challenges hierarchical structures and facilitates change, yet
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It is also important to note how Butler’s definitions of performance and performativity are differentiated
from one another: performance is the socially ascribed way people perform repeated gestures and actions whereas
performativity involves an individual’s choice regarding how they act or embody themselves in a moment.
Performativity that deviates from socially accepted norms can work to disrupt and reshape ideology regarding
performance, even when that performativity is rejected as deviant or fails to register immediately with those in
power to effect change.
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both are often dismissed critically as unable to embody agency.21 Caroline, when contrasted with
Shirley, appears to be a traditional female character aligned with the “Angel in the House,”
whereas William appears to be an idealized trope of the good working-class man. Yet such
dismissing of Caroline and William’s potential for agency only furthers hegemonic structures by
reinforcing the notion that marginalized people who are socially vulnerable lack agency and the
ability to create change. As Butler contends, individual agency is often fraught with contention
being “bound up with social critique and social transformation” (Undoing Gender 7). It is crucial
we take the time to properly examine characters that are readily dismissed as performing in
naturalized or idealized ways. For, as Butler, Gambetti, and Sabsay write,
critical feminist social theory that seeks to overcome uncritically accepted versions of the
mind/body distinction and its reliance on associations of activity with masculinity and
passivity with femininity in order to show that the received definitions of vulnerability as
passive (in need of active protection) and agency as active (based on a disavowal of the
human creature as “affected”) requires a thorough-going critique. (3)
Within Shirley, the romantic ending involving the two marriages is not simply a conventional
and passive ending: it is a rejection of traditional marriage through a revisioning of what
marriage is.22 Brontë’s criticism of marriage throughout the novel points to the importance of
how deeply she transforms all four protagonists before they marry. By moving them through the
Victorian trope of the sickroom, where she makes each of them more fluid and nuanced, more
realistic, through the collapsing of class boundaries and gender binaries, Brontë also transforms
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This sentiment is a transatlantic feminine concern, one we see across the sea in the writings of Charlotte
Perkins Gilman where the rest cure in “The Yellow Wallpaper,” published closer to the end of the century in 1892,
is what causes the heroine’s descent into madness.
22
Langer notes Brontë’s criticism of Christian marriage throughout Shirley and demonstrates how the
“narrative increasingly undermines the rhetoric of the Christian marriage ceremony, suggesting that to be ‘as one’ is
to submerge the female subject (perhaps fatally, as in Mary Cave) beneath her husband’s patronymic” (287).
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marriage; these redefinitions of her male and female characters prior to their marriages reject and
revise the conventional marriage standards of the era that were so harmful to women.

Entering the Sickroom
Caroline, Louis, Shirley, and Robert all spend at least some time in the sickroom as a
patient. 23 And Brontë displaces much of the novel’s discussion of pressing issues and social
concerns onto the past, onto the Luddite rebellions and the Napoleonic war, because, as Eagleton
notes, “when Shirley was written the contemporary class-struggle was still too fraught and
precarious an issue to render it an ideal context for such an assured outcome” (45).24 While
Brontë certainly uses the more static concept of the sickroom as a space to respond to the
contemporary social and moral discourse related to the global issues of Chartism, the dangers of
marriage, and the ‘Woman Question,’ the sickroom’s metaphor in Shirley runs even deeper. Kate
Lawson, in “History in the Sickroom: Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley,” notes that setting the novel
during the Napoleonic Wars “presents historical change itself as brought to a bleak standstill:
foreign war and blockades have put a stop to trade, mechanization has stalled employment, and
economic privation has thwarted marriage and domestic fulfillment” (1). Whereas Bailin argues
that “illness frequently serves as a cure for the very disorders it signifies” (255), and Moglen
contends that Brontë, while dealing with similar subjects regarding power and oppression as
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Miriam Bailin, in “‘Varieties of Pain’: The Victorian Sickroom and Brontë’s Shirley,” points out the
commonness of the Victorian trope of an “ailing protagonist whose physical suffering is metaphorically, or even,
causally, related to the larger social and moral disorder of the world outside the sickroom walls” (254).
24
England, when Brontë was writing Shirley, was in such a state of disorder: the Corn Laws had recently
been repealed, marking a shift toward free trade in Britain, the Chartism movement was still very active, demanding
universal suffrage and other rights for working-class men, and cholera epidemics were also spreading across Europe
toward England. And “by the time Brontë finished writing Shirley in the summer of 1849 cholera had hit England
nationwide for the second time, including Brontë’s beloved Yorkshire” (Torgerson). There was no shortage of
political ferment or discourse, and Engels’s The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844 was still a very
recent publication with much influence on how people were reflecting upon oppression.
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Engels, lacks the “vision of radical social change” (159). However, Brontë actually uses the
sickroom as a liminal space for revolutionary inner change that challenges gendered binaries and
class boundaries associated with active and passive, public and private, and allows her characters
to transcend them. As part of this, Brontë weaves myth and fairytale into the realism of the
sickroom in ways that frustrate the conventions of realism and work toward an exploration of the
sublime potential of the inner spirit beyond the social constructions a person may face that limit
their potential due to their gender or social status. Indeed, rather than using the sickroom as a
device to “attempt to restore coherence to narratives that are themselves in danger of falling
apart” (256), as Bailin asserts, Brontë uses the sickroom as a pivot point in the four main
characters’ development that exposes the social ills they must come to terms with. Bailin
assumes Brontë’s assent to these social constraints and argues that “the sickroom mediates what
are essentially conflicting desires-the desire to go beyond the restrictive social roles designated
for women and the largely internalized imperative to renounce that desire” (259). And Bailin’s
reading, while apt for Caroline’s sickroom experience at the beginning, is limited in its scope.
Bailin’s reading does not fully apply to all of the sickroom scenes and is further constricted by
her reading of characters’ performances as natural and unnatural. Brontë’s criticism is far more
outward-facing politically and socially in her resolution of these sickroom scenes than Bailin
allows.25 Brontë is able, through the space of the sickroom, to challenge socially constructed
binaries, address the conflict regarding the characters’ affective state and external performance,
and envision marriages that are not the life-in-death that Brontë exposes so many marriages of
the Victorian era as being throughout Shirley. Brontë criticizes marriage heavily throughout the
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For example, Kate Lawson contends that, “Shirley is thus a historical novel that represents the depths to
which political and economic history reverberates within a subject’s affective life and how, in turn, that affective life
determines the subject’s entry into history” (“History” 1).
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beginning of the novel and then, through transcendence in the sickroom, revolutionizes the
concept of marriage to allow for a wider variety of ways of being for both men and women that
are not limited by prescribed social norms.
Indeed, Brontë’s exploration of these social constraints is an extension of ideas explored
in her earlier novels. Argyle notes that, “In Shirley Brontë engages […] questions left unasked by
Jane Eyre. Jane Eyre journeys through the world, tests herself against it, and retires at Ferndean,
a wise and happy wife; what would it mean for a woman to remain in the world?” (742). And
Caroline actually moves from “elfland” into the real world by the end of Shirley with all four
characters coming to fully face the restrictions and realities of the real world by the end of the
novel. Argyle cites the cause of all four characters’ illnesses as the result of “unnatural
limitations of gender roles” rather than natural or unnatural performances placing the blame
more aptly on social mores that attempt to homogenize people in ways that oppress segments of
the population because of gender or class. Argyle further argues that, “the crisis for each is
resolved by a blurring of gender distinctions in the love matches, which is exemplified by the
fact that the money belonging to the androgynous Captain Keeldar empowers all four
protagonists finally to live profitably for self and community” (747). Access to capital and a
redistribution of Shirley’s wealth is a part of what frees the four characters from the confines or
restrictions imposed on them.
Challenging Boundaries and Binaries
Shirley and Louis, one of the two major pairings in the romance plot, disrupt the
hegemonically sanctioned gendered binaries of the Victorian era by appearing to invert them.
However, each character contains aspects that are masculine and feminine, which serves to
challenge the binary rather than reinforce it. Shirley performs in ways traditionally aligned with
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masculinity by being active and operating in the public sphere, and Brontë also uses active and
masculinely aligned language to introduce Shirley to the reader. Shirley comes into the house to
meet with Mr. Helstone, the Rector, and meet Caroline, his niece and ward, for the first time, and
while Shirley has been in the very feminine pursuit of gathering flowers the manner by which
she presents them to Caroline adds a distinct tension to the reader’s perception of her as wholly
feminine: attractive and of a similar figure to Caroline, Shirley, when placing a bouquet of
flowers in Caroline’s lap, leans over her and regards her, as the narrator tells us, “with something
of the aspect of a grave but gallant little cavalier” (Brontë 192). Both Helstone and the narrator
share the use of language that masculinizes Shirley. Mr. Helstone refers to her throughout this
initial passage with masculine titles such as Captain Keeldar and the young squire of Briarfield,
which further aligns her as someone who is not confined to the private domestic sphere, the
feminine domestic matters like the kitchen and the cleaning but is instead the man of her
household in charge of all of the matters concerning her affairs including finance and business
arrangements.
Helstone’s language is the first indicator that Shirley operates in the public (masculine)
sphere. Further, Shirley makes active declarative statements regarding her social roles, declaring
early on, “They gave me a man’s name and I hold a man’s position” (Brontë 194). She is not
passively attached to Robert Moore’s mill; she is the owner and an active participant in the
business world normally reserved for men. Roleplaying this position in her conversations with
her governess, Mrs. Pryor, Shirley demonstrates that she does not perceive herself to be a part of
the female sphere: “If she had the bliss to be really Shirley Keeldar, Esq., Lord of the Manor of
Briarfield, there was not a single fair one in this and the two neighboring parishes, whom she
should have felt disposed to request to become Mrs. Keeldar, lady of the Manor” (Brontë 197).
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This passage reveals that Shirley does not always view herself as the Lady of the Manor, as
sometimes she views herself as its Lord. Shirley’s perception of herself and her roles is not
static—Brontë has effectively challenged the binaries associated with the separate spheres
ideology by creating a tension in her character that operates outside of the poles of Lord and
Lady. In response, Mrs. Pryor does not rebuff Shirley’s perception of her position however, Mrs.
Pryor cautions against publicly acknowledging this more fluid gender identification, stating,
“My dear, do not allow that habit of alluding to yourself as a gentleman to be
confirmed: it is a strange one. Those who do not know you, hearing you speak thus,
would think you affected masculine manners.” (Brontë 197)
Shirley’s manners are masculine at points, and this passage indicates that her referencing herself
as masculine is not a singular experience, but a habit and a part of her own self-perception and
identity. Brontë, in Shirley, has created a character that is what we now think of as gender fluid
with masculine and feminine traits coming into play in ways that expose intersections of power,
class, and gender, and the same can be said of Louis Moore, her romantic interest. Shirley is a
woman in the position of an upper-class man, whereas Louis is a man from a good family; but
his lack of money lowers his social status, and he operates in a female social position as a tutor
for upper-class families.
Louis is rendered as passive and vulnerable; his thoughts are represented only through
diary entries, and his position as a dependent further defines and confines him throughout the
novel. Brontë’s narrator’s tone regarding Louis’s entries is decidedly playful and gossipy, but it
also mirrors the bold invasiveness of Louis’ scribbled fantasies regarding his occupation of
Shirley’s private spaces:
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Come near, by all means, reader: do not be shy: stoop over his shoulder fearlessly, and
read as he scribbles.
“It is nine O’clock; the carriage will not return before eleven. I am certain.
Freedom is mine till then: till then, I may occupy her room, sit opposite her chair; rest my
elbow on her table; have her little mementos about me.” (Brontë 487)
Louis Moore’s position within Shirley’s household is one of service. Louis is a dependent and is
not free when the family is there, as he must operate in his role as young Henry’s tutor. And his
thoughts, in his first moment of freedom, turn to Shirley, to his near fetishization of her, and to
his desire to be her husband. Access to the relationship of Louis and Shirley via Louis’s voice is
often one of the reasons that feminist critics have read Shirley as disempowered. However, Louis
is marginalized in the text as access to his thoughts and feelings are only accessible through his
private diary writings in his journal; Bronte confines him in this way, as opposed to empowering
him over Shirley.
This narrational compartmentalization demonstrates Brontë’s capacity for constraining
and releasing characters at will. Sharon Kelly, in Euphemism’s Usefulness: Elusive Eros in the
Novels of Charlotte Brontë, argues that Brontë uses non-traditional gender roles and sexualities
as a way of challenging the status quo. And Helen Moglen, in Charlotte Brontë: The Self
Conceived, explores the presence of non-traditional sexual tensions and power dynamics as far
back as Brontë’s juvenilia:
The concept of Romantic love which informs these late stories is traditionally
Byronic. The relationships described are conventionally sadomasochistic. The male is
possessive, tyrannical, capable of casual, defensive cruelty. The woman is submissive,
adoring, disinterested: deriving pleasure from the pain of unequal attachment. (50)
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Power dynamics and romantic attachment are explored in every novel Brontë writes, from The
Professor to Jane Eyre, and the Byronic component is never far from the surface. Moglen
comments that, “by the time Brontë sat down to write Shirley, she had so matured
psychologically, artistically, and intellectually that she could place the psychosexual problems
which had long concerned her within a larger social context” (158).
There is an interesting tension created by the diary writings of Louis, where he writes of
subduing and sustaining Shirley, and their interactions and real-world roles that hint at a playful
bit of kink regarding power dynamics on Brontë’s part. The ever-shifting power dynamics
between Louis and Shirley reflected in their banter and their writings, diary and marginalia, are
further complicated by the ways Louis and Shirley already frustrate conventions associated with
class and gender. Brontë uses these techniques to equalize them and to expose the ways that they
reject the social constraints placed upon them. Louis declares to Shirley in one of their many
coded arguments, “I am a dependent: I know my place,” and Shirley responds, “I am a woman: I
know mine” (Brontë 580). However, Shirley and Louis in acknowledging their place actively
reject it. Louis acknowledges his poverty, that despite being male his feminine social position
makes him vulnerable, but he rejects that this intersection diminishes him as a human being in
most of his interactions with other characters. Shirley acknowledges the oppression she faces as
a woman even as this gendered vulnerability is countered by her masculine social position and
more fluid identity. Their particular intersections of class and gender render them both
vulnerable even as they are both privileged, a tension and dichotomy that ultimately works to
challenge the gendered and classed constraints that would grant one power over the other.
Further, Shirley chooses Louis. She rejects her duty to marry stating clearly to her uncle Mr.
Sympson that she will not be ruled by society:
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“Uncle, you tire me: I want to go away.”
“Go you shall not! I will be answered. What are your intentions, Miss Keeldar?”
“In what respect?”
“In respect of matrimony.”
“To be quiet— and do just as I please.” (Brontë 515)
Shirley has decided who she will marry, though she keeps this very much to herself, and plans to
go about her life her own way and on her own terms. Further, she rejects the role of wife as the
spiritual and moral guide of her husband so often seen in the Victorian ideology of separate
spheres:
“Leading and improving! teaching and tutoring! bearing and forbearing! Pah! My
husband is not to be my baby. I am not to set him his daily lesson and see that he learns
it, and give him a sugar-plum if he is good, and a patient, pensive, pathetic lecture if he is
bad. […] Improving a husband! No, I shall insist upon my husband improving me, or else
we part.” (Brontë 581)
Here Shirley makes it clear that their relationship is not one that aligns or functions according to
heteronormative rules by continuing to take the masculine role and remaining head of the
household. The interplay of power dynamics in this exchange continues to revolve around the
intersections of her gender and his poverty. Langer points to Shirley’s subsequent assertion that
she desires “to become ‘a woman and something more,’ a statement that underlines her attempt
to redefine gender parameters and redistribute power” (282). Shirley is frustrated by the way
society seeks to confine her because of her gender, while Louis is bothered by his economic
vulnerability:
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“My face grew hot. I did once more wish I were not so poor, or she were not so rich. She
saw the transient misery; and then, indeed, she caressed me. Blent with torment, I
experienced rapture.” (Brontë 587)
Here the trope in the romance plot of raising up the poor governess or the virtuous maidservant,
as in Richardson’s Pamela (notably an epistolary novel because like Pamela, Louis’s thoughts
are confined to a diary), is inverted in ways that continue to challenge class boundaries and
gendered ones. Louis is placed in the position of Pamela even as he appears at points to assume a
type of power over Shirley, for example in his revising of her voice with his pen as her tutor and
in his command of her in his epistolary fantasies. This effectively challenges the class boundaries
and gendered binaries in much the same way that his language, his conflation of torment and
rapture, collapses his love for Shirley into the Sublime. Fluidity in power positions and gender
roles serves to equalize the overall power dynamic between Shirley and Louis, a matter which
seems to be at the heart of their relationship for Brontë as she has her characters state it
explicitly, where Shirley asks at the very end: “And are we equal then, sir? Are we equal at last?”
(Brontë 585). Their being made equal is necessary for Shirley to consent to marry Louis.
As noted above, we should, of course, question Louis’s narrative about his own mastery
of Shirley, for there is a bit of roleplay for both characters in it, but we must also trouble the
veracity of the statements uttered by Shirley in consideration of the many indications of her
strong sexual desire present in the text.26 Louis, in one breath, calls Shirley “my pupil” and “my
sovereign,” writing her as both beneath and above him- his student and his ruler (Brontë 584).
And this same playful tension regarding the balance of power between the two is seen in
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Mclaughlin asks us “to question how seriously we should take Shirley’s [verbally professed] desire for a
‘master’” (218).
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Brontë’s use of animal imagery regarding Shirley and Louis and their relationship, imagery
which also speaks to the intensity of their desire and the sort of primal tension that exists
between them. This animal tension is further linked to Shirley’s bite from the dog Phoebe, which
caused Shirley to fear she was ill with rabies. Rabies, for Victorians, was a disease linked
specifically with a lack of control regarding sexual impulses and desires (Sontag). Indeed,
Shirley warns Louis that she will never be fully domesticated: “You name me leopardess:
remember, the leopardess is tameless” (Brontë 586). And this is a startlingly direct allusion to
female sexual desire, one that directly contradicts Shirley’s professed desire for a master.
Further, the “tameless” Shirley aligns her “keeper” (Brontë 586) Louis with “the domestic
tamable animal,” Shirley’s dog, Tartar (McLaughlin 220). And, as Beth Torgerson points out,
Shirley’s comparison between Louis and her beloved canine companion Tartar would
have reinforced this sexual reading. Louis himself comments on Shirley kissing Tartar,
saying “It is dangerous to say I am like Tartar: it suggests a claim to be treated like
Tartar” ([Brontë] 620). Thus, we must realize that Shirley feels threatened by
hydrophobia, not only because she has been bitten by Phoebe, but also because of her
gendered inability to voice her feelings for Louis, a repression of emotion and sexuality
which results in hysteria. (15)
These negotiations rooted in shifting power dynamics give voice to their unspeakable desires,
equalize them, and challenge social expectations regarding fixed class and gender roles.
Additionally, illness transforms both Shirley and Louis in ways that help them fully move
past hegemonically sanctioned social restrictions based on class and gender that they have
internalized. Caroline, Louis, Shirley, and Robert all become ill during the novel, and these
physical maladies are all symbolically linked to the specific social struggles each character is
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unable to properly voice within the text. As Torgerson demonstrates, “Brontë makes explicit the
connection between societal limitations for women and illness” (2) and “asks us to rethink these
illnesses as being caused by social forces” (6). Shirley’s illness centers on her refusal of
vulnerability in the public sphere and her fear of her own sexual desire. Bitten by the mad dog
Phoebe, Shirley makes herself mentally ill. After Phoebe bites her, rather than fainting in
distress, she refuses to let anyone know her life is in danger, and instead acts:
“Yes: I walked straight into the laundry, where they are ironing most of the week,
now that I have so many guests in the house. While the maid was busy crimping or
starching, I took an Italian iron from the fire, and applied the light scarlet glowing tip to
my arm: I bored it well in: it cauterized the little wound. Then I went upstairs.” (Brontë
477)
Stoic silence and a refusal to acknowledge her desire and appear vulnerable causes Shirley to
begin to waste away in fear, even as her choice to cauterize the wound with a hot iron while no
one was present speaks to her will power, her agency, and her physical fortitude. So deeply
internalized is the sexual repression for women that Shirley would rather die than admit her
desire or vulnerability. Torgerson asserts:
In Shirley, Brontë’s female characters suffer from illness not because they are weak, evil
individuals, but because they are caught in specific circumstances. Thus, Brontë’s novel
becomes a call for social reform to address the disease-producing circumstances that
these Victorian women face. (6)
Brontë exposes how the tension between social restrictions and human desire and vulnerability
impact both men and women. Louis’s illness, overtly related to jealousy and a breaking heart,
rather than addressing sexual desire—not a taboo for men—addresses the social ill of a life
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forced to be lived in service to others, the social ill of the vulnerabilities associated with
femininity and old maids.
Louis’s illness exposes the disease-producing aspects at his particular intersection of
gender and class: his feminine social position. Louis mistakenly thinks Shirley will accept Sir
Philip Nunnelly’s marriage proposal. Aware that he may lose his love forever, he falls into a
mild fever. While Brontë writes that Louis perhaps caught the fever doing charitable work at a
villager’s cottage, the stronger implication is that the fever comes from fear of losing Shirley.
Visiting him in his sick room Shirley, in her direct way asks, “What made you ill?” and the turn
their dialogue takes reveals the true nature of his feverish state of mind:
“It is Sir Philip, I know his step.”
“Your hearing is acute.”
“It is never dull, and the sense seems sharpened at present. Sir Philip was here to
tea last night. I heard you sing to him some song which he had brought you. I heard him,
when he took his departure at eleven o’clock, call you out on to the pavement, to look at
the evening star.”
“You must be nervously sensitive.”
“I heard him kiss your hand.”
“Impossible!” (Brontë 448)
Shirley’s accusation of “nervous sensitivity” clearly inverts the gendered trope of female
hysteria. Louis’s vulnerability and feverishness both rebuke Shirley for her toying with Sir Philip
and serve as a confession of the root cause of his illness. Shirley refuses four English suitors,
including Louis’s brother Robert, while waiting for Louis to find his voice and declare himself
her equal. The rejection of all suitors is both an exploration of power as it intersects with gender
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and class, but also a commentary on a woman’s right to choose her partner for reasons other than
economy, a commentary mirrored in Brontë’s choice to marry Caroline to Robert rather than
Shirley. Langer, meanwhile, contends that Shirley Keeldar’s late entrance into the text disrupts
the conventional romance narrative and allows Shirley to “appropriate and transform Robert’s
role as patriarchal center” (281). This also aligns with Shirley’s masculine title and manner.
Shirley has been treated by critics as the obvious feminist character because she adopts a
performance of masculinity through her dress, speech, and posture. However, she is also in many
ways the antithesis of a feminist character, as she is subject to internalized misogyny. The reader
can see her internalized misogyny when she ascribes nefarious and dangerous traits regarding
womanliness and sexual temptation onto Caroline.27 But what is perhaps different here is the
way Shirley and Caroline, both struggling with their feminine identity and the social constraints
placed upon them because of it, work together to show a larger, more realistic view of the ways
women work both for and against one another within a patriarchal society. Contemplating their
planned but never-taken trip to the seaside, Shirley and Caroline dispute what they should do
should they encounter a mermaid:
It glides nearer: a human face is plainly visible; a face in the style of yours, […] whose
straight pure lineaments, paleness does not disfigure. It looks at us, but not with your
eyes. I see a preternatural lure in its wily glance: it beckons. (Brontë 232)
Shirley aligns the mythical mermaid’s features with Caroline’s, “modeling the mermaid’s
appearance on that of her friend” (Moore 480), and Shirley’s declaration of the mermaid as a
“temptress terror! a monstrous likeness of ourselves” (Brontë 232) reiterates the patriarchal fear
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And this struggle to break free from social constraints is also evident in Brontë’s other heroines: Jane
Eyre and Lucy Snow are both heroines who, while fiercely independent, tend to look to themselves before
considering the care of other women, especially women who may pose a threat to their romantic situation.
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during the Victorian era of women’s sexual power, and reflects Shirley’s fear of her own
capacity for desire. For Victorians,
The physical and reproductive functions of the female body and any desires it might
harbor were causes of deep male anxiety. Normative sexuality revolved around
reproductivity, generating ideas of the female’s responsive duty and the males naturalized
need rather than desire. Even within marriage female passion and sexual longing
transgressed against codes of domestic sexuality; active and ‘uncontrolled’ female
sexuality was conceived as the major almost defining cause of insanity in women.
(Heilmann 163)
Shirley battles with herself regarding her desire for Louis and misjudges Caroline throughout the
novel precisely because Caroline presents as feminine and therefore more of a potential
temptress. Despite her seeming passivity and her economic vulnerability, Caroline retains the
potential for disruption through self-awareness and by a refusal to accept the label of temptress,
terror, or monster (Moore 249). Labels such as these work to keep women from forming social
communities as they operate in a patriarchal society as a threat to one another. Caroline rejects
these labels which serve to disrupt the formation of female communities replying, “But, Shirley,
she is not like us: we are neither temptresses, nor terrors, nor monsters” (Brontë 233). Caroline
reaches for a sense of community and solidarity with Shirley. She asks Shirley to consider them
both as they are rather than as women are written in myth and story such as in their conception of
the never-appercepted mermaid. Caroline’s rejection of these labels aligns with Brontë’s
criticism of unrealistic female characters in literature.
Thus, while Shirley performs a masculine nature and aligns herself as a power on equal
footing with men in the economic sphere of business, her paradoxical retention of internalized
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notions about her gender and sexuality that align with misogynistic ideas regarding women
demonstrates how she too is working through these complicated issues of identity: “Some of our
kind, it is said, are all three. There are men who ascribe to ‘women’ in general, such attributes”
(Brontë 233). Shirley is unable to completely deconstruct the social binaries she is confined by,
but readers are able to see the nuances and boundaries through the ways she and Caroline
contrast and align, and through Caroline’s resistance via persistent and gentle refusals. Shirley is
an example of the many ways a woman may work against some social norms that are placed
upon her while internalizing others. Shirley’s struggle with her own place within society can be
seen in these moments’ internalized misogyny, and while she constantly searches for, as Langer
points out, “the existence of ‘real’ women located outside of patriarchal definitions, her focus on
women as ‘artificial’ creations underlines the inability of the female subject to exist outside of
the language and social systems that define her” (288). Caroline, however, performing
womanhood naturally, comes to recognize the artificial construction of the social systems that
define her through her community with her mother and Shirley. This allows Brontë to challenge
the boundaries from both internal and external perspectives through both female protagonists.
Shirley operates in tandem with Caroline as one of a variety of possible ways a woman of
economic standing might obtain some power in a patriarchy while still being stifled in other,
non-economic ways.
Myth and story reappear when Brontë, through Shirley, does work to challenge women’s
lack of equal status with men via her outward and masculine self-expression and her re-writing
of Eve, “our primordial ‘general mother’ (that’s Milton’s phrase) [who] is not a person but a
composite, or a collection of characteristics all traditionally female (not feminine): compliance,
curiosity, culpability, and blame […] the problem of sexuality and innocence existing in the
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same as yet unfallen woman” (Padilla 67, 69). Brontë, through Joe Scott, first addresses the
masculinist interpretation of the Eve of biblical myth:
Let the woman learn in silence, with all subjection. I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to
usurp authority over the man; but to be in silence. For Adam was first formed then Eve.
(Brontë 370)
Scott’s position highlights the Victorian social standard regarding the secondary status of
women and their complete lack of authority over men as represented through the myth of Eve.
As Gilbert and Gubar have pointed out, Shirley tackles the way cultural mythology works to
shape rather than properly reflect the materiality of Victorian women’s lives (paraphrased in
Lawson, “Imagining” 411). Shirley, responding to Scott’s biblical and traditional rendering of
Eve, rejects, through her revision of Milton’s representation of Eve in Paradise Lost, both the
way things are and the masculinist myth of the way things, more specifically women, are
supposed to be. Eve is not representative of Brontë’s central concern in the novel, real women,
but of the masculinist ideas of women that real women internalize or struggle against as they
perform their identity. Shirley argues that Milton’s Eve is a subordinate composite of the
masculine ideal or myth of this prototypical woman before the fall, beautiful and subordinate, an
“Angel in the House” made for man. And as Lawson notes, consideration of different iterations
of Eve offer insight into the way the identity of womanness has been written onto western
women across time (“Imagining” 412). Milton’s vision is not in line with Shirley’s own vision of
Eve, a vision aligned with Mother Nature and the landscape outside of the church that she is
refusing to enter. Shirley’s Eve subverts both the biblical narrative and Milton’s representation
by calling into question the tension everyday women face when they encounter these myths in
literature:
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Cary, we are alone; we may speak what we think. Milton was great; but was he good?
His brain was right; how was his heart? He saw heaven; he looked down on hell. He saw
Satan, and Sin his daughter, and Death their horrible offspring. […]. Milton tried to see
the first woman; but, Cary, he saw her not […] It was his cook that he saw; or it was Mrs.
Gill, as I have seen her, making custards. (Brontë 303)
Her criticism is that men perpetuate representations of women that do not align with real women
but instead with their domestic stations. Shirley’s vision of womanhood is instead a titanic vision
of a goddess who can contain all that a male titan can:
The first woman’s breast that heaved with life on this world yielded the daring which
could contend with Omnipotence, the strength which could bear a thousand years of
bondage, the vitality which could feed that vulture death through uncounted ages, the
unexhausted life and uncorrupted excellence, sisters to immortality, which, after
millenniums of crimes, struggles, and woes, could conceive and bring forth a Messiah.
The first woman was heaven-born. […]
I saw—I now see—a woman-Titan. […] So kneeling, face to face she speaks with
God. (Brontë 303-4)
As Lawson notes, Shirley’s Eve, “her myth of origin, [is] drawn from both Genesis and Hesiod’s
Theogony,” and as such conflates Eve with the pagan goddess Gaea, the Greek personification of
mother earth (414). Shirley’s revisioning of Eve moves beyond her role as a mother of Titans;
Eve is daring, strong, and full of life, not then just a mother, but is herself a Titan speaking “face
to face” with God. This amalgamation “attempts to challenge and subvert the power of the
patriarchal version of the genesis myth put forward by St. Paul and Milton” (Lawson, “Imaging”
415). Shirley raises up Milton’s Eve, makes a giant of her, and, with a curious ambiguity, puts
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her eye to eye with God even as she is kneeling in apparent supplication. Lawson further argues
that Shirley then creates a new female trinity comprising Gaea (the mother), Eva (the daughter),
and Nature (the pervasive living spirit), creating a new female divinity that is “powerful and
godlike’ (‘‘Imagining” 415). Shirley, in her marriage of Eva and Genius (a tale told later on in
the novel), further re-visions Eve by focusing on the “woman’s part of the story” (351). The revisioning of this first marriage envisions “an emboldened ‘Eve’ neatly sidestepping “Adam’s’ rib
and taking her place more like an equal beside him” (Greene 351), encoding into Shirley’s
interiority a desire for an equitable marriage that offers readers a key to how Brontë approaches
the romance plot. Thus, the goddess mother and the mortal daughter are no longer rendered
secondary and subordinate to god and man, because the myths embedded within Shirley pivot on
the conflict of the outward convictions of the Victorian reader regarding womanhood in
conjunction with the internal tensions evidenced by the interactions of the female characters.
Subversion and Transformation
Caroline and Robert, meanwhile, appear to present in traditionally masculine and
feminine ways but operate to disrupt the established gendered binaries of Victorian society in
even deeper ways than Shirley and Louis. Through Caroline’s tenuous situation as a single
woman, Brontë specifically addresses the problem caused by a lack of access to female economy
in a time where there is a surplus of women. Robert Moore pointedly askes early on, “What life
are you destined for, Caroline?” (Brontë 68). And Caroline, rather than dreaming of marriage
prospects, expresses the vague uncertainty and discontent her position puts her in: “As to the life
I am destined for, I cannot tell: I suppose to keep my Uncle’s house until …” (Brontë 69). Robert
mocks the vagueness of her sentiment, and Caroline indicates she, no longer a child, is also no
longer content with her prospects. Her vagueness also signals her fluidity, because it indicates
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that the life of the gender she was born into does not suit who she is inside. Brontë deftly
implicates the societal restrictions that keep women in a childlike state of dependency as
responsible for the marriage crisis and the unhappy or unfortunate state of so many Victorian
women. Caroline exclaims, “I am making no money- earning nothing” (Brontë 69), forcing the
readers to examine the lack of economy and choice so many unmarried women faced. The fate of
old maids continues this discussion of a woman’s place in society without a husband.
Contemplating her fate, Caroline muses “I have to live, perhaps, till seventy years. As far as I
know, I have good health; half a century of existence may lie before me. How am I to occupy it?
What am I to do to fill the interval of time which spreads between me and the grave?” (Brontë
168). And here, through Caroline’s epiphany regarding this lack of choice and place, Brontë
clearly criticizes the lack of choice for most old maids, who are told their place is “to do good for
others, to be helpful whenever help is wanted” (169). While many of Brontë’s social criticisms
and more radical solutions for the issue’s women face are encoded in the text, the problems
themselves are laid out in very direct speech. Brontë notes that to serve others is good in some
measure, but through Caroline she criticizes the doctrine for its convenient dismissal of a
legitimate social quandary:
Is this enough? Is it to live? Is there not a terrible hollowness, mockery, want, craving, in
that existence which is given away to others for want of something of your own to bestow
it on? I suspect there is. Does virtue lie in abnegation of self? I do not believe it. (Brontë
169)
This entire inner musing and philosophical exploration of the condition of unmarried women in
England is done by Caroline while she appears to be “very diligent at that sewing,” a
wonderfully constructed moment in which Brontë exposes how women’s domestic duties can
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serve to both constrain and hide their thoughts. For nearly two days she appears to be “always
bent industrially over a piece of work” (170), but she is not actually engaged in the detested act
of sewing; Caroline is engaged in asking what she is to do with her life (Brontë 170). Caroline
does so in such a way as to not attract undue attention, unlike Shirley whose smile, when dealing
with men in the book, was noted to be too significant to be generally thought amiable (Brontë
258). Brontë offers very direct commentary on the performative nature of this amiability:
It is good for women, especially, to be endowed with soft blindness; to have mild, dim
eyes that never penetrate below the surface of things-that take all for what it seems:
thousands, knowing this, keep their eyelids drooped, on system, but the most downcast
glance has its loophole. (258- 59)
These types of contrasts add emphasis to a keen awareness of the performance of womanhood
and the performativity of duties while indicating that a body signaling passive submission can
still be a body that resists (and that others notice it, even if that are unable to fully decode it).
Caroline’s situation and response regarding afternoons devoted to sewing, “one of the
‘first duties of woman’” (Brontë 79) according to her cousin Hortense, is a situation Brontë uses
to demonstrate that not all women are suited to the tasks of domesticity. Caroline “did a few
rows (of darning) every day, by penance for the expiation of her sins” (Brontë 79). Darning the
socks is “a grievous penance to her; she would much have liked to put them in the fire” (Brontë
79). The task of darning stockings makes even Caroline’s soul weary as she longs for more
interesting employment (Brontë 80). As such, the first occupation Caroline asks admittance into
in Shirley is that of apprentice, a position not often granted to a girl. Thus, Caroline is
immediately established as a woman who is doing and performing her duty, but desires more:
participation in the mercantile trade economy. Caroline’s domestic confinement and lack of
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economic power aligns her very specifically within the frame of the Condition-of- England novel
that Brontë has established. When Robert, startled, asks Caroline if she wishes to make money,
Caroline voices her desire for the right to labor and the right to wages:
“I do. I should like an occupation; and if I were a boy it would not be so difficult
to find one. I see such an easy, pleasant way of learning a business, and making my way
in life.”
[…]
“I could be apprenticed to your trade- the cloth-trade: I could learn it of you, as
we are distant relations. I would do the counting-housework, keep the books, and write
the letters, while you went to market.” (69)
It is quite bold of Caroline to suggest that she yearns for this, that she wants to be a woman of
business.
Brontë further establishes the slippage between interiority and exteriority of her
characters at intersections of class and gender by having them re-vision canonical female figures
in ways that offer social criticism and expose the failure in literature to portray women in diverse
ways. Brontë’s re-visioned women, like Milton’s Eve as a mother of Titans, are combined with
her varied and complex female characters in ways that makes visible the constraints, both real
and literary, written onto women by socially constructed binaries. These same ideas, regarding
the failure of men to move beyond literary tropes for the knowledge of women, will be addressed
not long after by Nightingale (Cassandra, 1852) and the Mills (The Subjection of Women, 1869)
as the reform movement continues to gain traction and the social progress of issues regarding the
‘Woman Question’ begins to take shape with actual social reform. Indeed, Shirley, using clear
direct speech when men are not around, remarks:
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“Men, I believe, fancy women’s minds, something like those of children. Now, that is a
mistake.”
[…]
“If men could see us as we really are, they would be a little amazed; but the
cleverest, the acutest men are often under an illusion about women; they do not read them
in a true light; they misapprehend them, both for good and evil: their good woman is a
queer thing, half doll, half angel; their bad woman almost always a fiend. Then to hear
them fall into ecstasies with each other’s creations, worshiping the heroine of such a
poem—novel—drama, thinking it fine—divine! Fine and divine it may be, but often quite
artificial— ” (333)
Brontë is rejecting the limited versions of women given to us by male authors and addressing the
damage done by perpetuating false representations of women who adhere to hegemonically
sanctioned binaries in fiction. This aspect of the ‘Woman Question’ is a central theme in Shirley,
as is an awareness of the necessity of performance by women for survival.
The first embedded text Brontë makes use of regarding Caroline’s interiority is
Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, which is important because Coriolanus would have resonated with
Victorian readers in very specific ways: “Coriolanus had distinct historical associations for the
Victorians, who connected it to issues of class and gender; readers perceived it as a model for
class relations, as Coriolanus often figured in British debates about the relation between the
aristocracy and the working class” (Struve 60). Coriolanus is one of the numerous embedded
texts within Shirley that work together to link the political and romantic plots (Struve 60) while
also rewriting and revisioning women’s social roles.
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Coriolanus resonates politically as a play about class while also being a play with
significant connotations to the Victorians regarding the ‘Woman Question.’ Struve writes that,
“Victorians’ focus on Virgilia and the ideal of womanhood she represents is part of a general
enthusiasm for Shakespeare’s heroines and the debate over women’s position in society” (63).
Virgilia’s silent and idealized presence, her focus on duty rather than women’s rights (Struve
60), is reflected through Caroline’s outward attempts to conform to the social roles imposed
upon her. Struve notes that “Ruskin deems Virgilia the greatest of Shakespeare’s heroines” and
that “her silence and absence from most of the plays’ action effectively removes her from the
public sphere and the world of men” (Struve 64). Caroline, however, uses the cover of silence to
hide her consideration of topics not considered fit for women by men in the public sphere.
Brontë’s choice of Shakespeare is pointed, as his plays were often used, “As a teacher of
character, […] as a tool for self-discovery as well as for deciphering and understanding others”
(Nesbit 81). Brontë works to rewrite the Victorian ideal of the silent, stoic, and perpetually selfsacrificing woman through Caroline’s rejections and corrections of Virgilia and of Moore, for
Caroline chooses Coriolanus specifically as “something that is toned quite in harmony with”
Moore (Brontë 86). Caroline is teaching Robert to be English and sympathetic while learning to
read Robert through his emotional response to the lines he performs (Nesbit 82). Having Robert
read Coriolanus allows Caroline to shift the power dynamic so she can critique his performance.
Caroline informs Robert that his reading of Coriolanus to her is meant to “make you feel your
life strongly, not only your virtues, but your vicious, perverse points” (Brontë 87), which she hits
upon almost immediately:
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He delivered the haughty speech of Caius Marcus to the starving citizens with unction; he
did not say he thought his irrational pride right, but he seemed to feel it so. Caroline
looked up at him with a singular smile.
“There’s a vicious point hit already,” she said; “you sympathize with that proud
patrician who does not sympathize with his famished fellow-men and insults them:
[…]
you must not be proud to your workpeople, you must not neglect chances of soothing
them, and you must not be of an inflexible nature, uttering a request as austerely as if it
were a command.” (Brontë 87, 90)
Moore’s French heritage and inability to be fully English in his masculinity is part of what makes
him a viable mate for Caroline. His national identity is not rigid due to his mixed English and
Belgian origins. Moore is malleable and Othered in his own right as an alien outsider in
Yorkshire. Caroline makes it clear to Robert that her uncle, a paragon of English masculinity, is
inflexible, haughty, and commanding in his treatment of women, and that she cannot speak to
him for “he thinks everything but sewing and cooking above women’s comprehension and out of
their line” (Brontë 90). Robert thus demonstrates that he can learn to properly read Caroline in
ways that more traditionally aligned English characters like Mr. Helstone cannot. This ability to
transform and to come into a true seeing of Caroline is what, ultimately, makes him a viable
mate for her as it allows her access to a more equitable economy when they finally marry.
Caroline, by having Robert perform Coriolanus’s lines, is able to critique his performance of
masculinity and offer him ways to perform as a more equitable human in relation to those who
have less access to power and economic resources than he does.
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Given that Shakespeare, as Nesbit demonstrates, was utilized in the schoolroom to
socialize and to demonstrate emotional norms during the Victorian era, Caroline places herself in
a position of power by elevating herself to school mistress while rendering Robert childlike in
this interaction. Their relationship, like the relationship of Shirley and Louis, is subject to a great
deal of roleplay that specifically addresses power dynamics. The performance of the emotion
works to codify emotions, according to Butler’s theory of performativity, so, through performing
and correcting, the various characters in the novel can move out of socially constructed
performances into new modes of being. Caroline adopts an authorial and patriarchal voice
through Shakespeare’s Coriolanus in order to teach Robert the dangers of performing his
masculinity without temperance. Likewise, Caroline’s own interiority is established in the
schoolroom through the texts she rejects and accepts.
For example, Caroline’s interiority is established specifically in relation to the French
poem “Le Jeune Captive” by Chenier, which translates into “The Young Female Captive.”
Caroline, receiving her education from her cousin Hortense, Robert and Louis’s sister, is being
educated in French, and Hortense complains to Robert Moore that Caroline is apathetic toward
the work of Racine and Corneille. Caroline’s rejection of these male authors is, according to
Hortense, cause for concern as it indicates,
an occasional something—a reserve, I think—which I do not quite like, because it is not
sufficiently girlish and submissive; and there are glimpses of an unsettled hurry in her
nature, which put me out. (Brontë 65)
Hortense thus indicates that while Caroline generally appears to be a proper young lady, there is
something under the surface which does not fit; there is a disparity between Caroline’s dutiful
exterior and her interiority that causes Hortense to feel instinctively Caroline is only barely
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performing ideal womanhood. Caroline, the narrator informs us, “wish[es] nature had made her a
boy instead of a girl, that she might ask Robert to let her be his clerk” (75), again indicating that
Caroline’s interest in Robert is also an interest in access to an economy of her own. The
disruptiveness Hortense perceives is a non-conforming interiority primed for disobedience
despite a pleasing and passive exteriority. Brontë, using “Le Jeune Captive” thus clarifies
Caroline’s rejection of her domestic situation:
Prolific illusions live in my breast.
The walls of a prison weigh vainly upon me.
I have the wings of hope:
Escaped from the clutches of a cruel charmer of birds,
Philomena sings and soars aloft.
More alive, happier, in the realms of the sky. (Chenier lines 13 - 18)
This young woman begs release from her prison and to be allowed to make a harvest (line 21)
and complete her day (line 23). While Bailin reads Brontë’s use of “Sweet verses by Chenier” as
a sign of Caroline’s affection for Robert, it is more a poem about a captive woman that rejects
limitations and her own captivity; it is not a poem that expresses love. Caroline Helstone’s
interiority in tension with her exteriority is thus encoded through an embedded text in French,
and Caroline chafes against the social constraints of a purely domestic life, with Brontë aligning
that domestic life with images of imprisonment and death. However, Brontë simultaneously
occludes this encoding of interiority by leaving French texts untranslated throughout the novel. It
is also possible that Brontë is referencing her sister Emily’s poem “The Prisoner,” as it speaks to
a similar theme regarding death-in-life being a worse fate than death itself. For Caroline, a lack
of purpose and domestic confinement is a death-in-life, and this, combined with her love for
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Robert Moore, leads to a physical manifestation of her internal misery. Caroline’s body begins to
waste away. Illness serves as a liminal space in Shirley that the four protagonists must pass
through in order to transform completely, because their individual radical transformation is
necessary if their marriages are to revise traditional marriage conventions. They all face and
reject death-in-life in various ways and choose to come into living in a way that is true to
themselves if not to social expectations.
Caroline’s more serious illness parallels Louis’ milder one, which exposes how social
constraints regarding limited access to economy or power because of gender or class can prevent
a person from really living and place them in danger of a living death. Helene Cixous, in “The
Laugh of the Medusa” writes, “Censor the body and you censor breath and speech at the same
time” (1946), and Brontë, writing in white ink, uses her characters’ bodies as liminal spaces that
encode and expose what has been otherwise silenced. These illnesses in the men and women add
nuance to the direct speech regarding women’s liberation throughout the text; Brontë’s concern
becomes humanistic, seeing the dangers inherent for women and men with this strict binary
patriarchal structure in place. Brontë’s novels mediate, with consummate skill, “the cultural
conflicts at issue in them to acts of self-defense and self-vindication” (Gerazi 3). And Brontë
“anchors these acts by representing the body—its organs, senses, and appendages—as the site of
social conflict and constraint” (Gerazi 3), thus encoding the cultural criticism into the flesh of her
characters. Shirley specifically uses the “representation of the body as the site of emotional,
psychological, and social struggle” (Gerazi 3) for these main characters whose struggles are
voiced through infirmity.
Caroline is the first of the characters to waste away into illness, and her sickness’s
symbolism is twofold: it is about marriage and access to work, and she truly has “no object in
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life” given that she has no prospects for either employment or marriage (Brontë 403). Bailin’s
reading of Caroline’s descent into the sickroom starts only with the “apparent loss of any hope of
Robert’s love,” disregarding Caroline’s rich inner life and awareness of how dependent she is
upon the prospect of marriage without acknowledging Caroline’s desire for work that is her own.
Caroline’s “retreat into the sickroom, while it adheres to a Victorian narrative convention that
celebrates the female subject’s debilitating desire for the male hero, is ultimately invalidated by
this narrative’s consistent interrogation of the ways in which marriage functions to reinforce a
repressive patriarchal system” (Langer 286). Her orphaned situation leaves her prone in many
ways and makes her a less desirable mate from an economic standpoint, like Louis. But unlike
Louis, she has less access to choosing an economic path for herself. When she voices her desire
to become a governess, a career which mirrors Louis’s career as a tutor, she is criticized by both
her mother and her uncle. It takes courage and a cold economic based reality check for Caroline
to ask for access to her own economy:
But one project could she frame whose execution seemed likely to bring her a
hope of relief; it was to take a situation, to be a governess-she could do nothing else. A
little incident brought her to the point, when she found courage to break her design to her
uncle. (Brontë 180)
Caroline witnesses Robert Moore leaving Fieldhead, Shirley Keeldar’s Family Hall, with Mr.
Yorke, and realizes she cannot bear just passively waiting for something that is not likely to
happen-- a proposal from Robert Moore. Caroline decides the best path for her well-being is to
make a path for herself, to gain some autonomy, and so, “white cheeked and miserable-looking”
(Brontë 183), she asks her uncle for permission to look for a situation as a governess, a career
path so many of Brontë’s independent but economically vulnerable heroines find themselves
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needing to consider. Her uncle’s response is disbelief and disdain. Mr. Helstone tells her she is
unwell, and she responds that the remedy would be for her to leave home. There is no resolution
to be had, for Mr. Helstone insists that he will not have it said that his niece is a governess
(Brontë 184). Mr. Helstone rejects this notion as he sees Caroline as above the station of a
governess in social class. His stance on the issue also points to how blind and dismissive he is of
women and their concerns, how blind he is to their reality. Helstone mocks Caroline’s desire to
have something to do for herself, exclaiming, “She feels weak, and therefore she should be set to
hard labour” (Brontë 184).28 And thus, Caroline’s full decline in health begins, and Brontë makes
it clear to the reader that Caroline is not dying because she is lovesick, for “people never die of
love or grief alone” (Brontë 185), but because there is no path allowed to her at all. Caroline
remarks that “our power of being happy lies a good deal in ourselves,” but family and social
constraints continually deny her access to the freedom to be herself. Mrs. Pryor also warns
Caroline that the path of governess is ill-suited for her temperament, warning of how during her
own tenure as governess, her lack of humility inclined those above her to advise her that lest she
“cultivate the profound humility befitting [her] station […she] should die the inmate of a lunatic
asylum” (Brontë 356). This danger of being confined for not performing womanhood in
acceptable ways that intersect with other power structures is a possible fate for Caroline. Yet
Caroline rejects this view: when Shirley asks Caroline if labor alone can make a person happy
Caroline replies, “No, but it can give varieties of pain and prevent us from breaking our hearts
with a single tyrant master” (Brontë 216). The tyrant master is love, and Caroline further argues
that women who aren’t going to be married further ought to have the right to not dress up for
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men; she argues labor does not make women manly, and even if it did, why would that matter.
Unmarried women should be allowed to be as comfortable with themselves and who they are as
they wish (Brontë 217). Caroline’s views regarding a woman’s access to a variety of types of
labor are progressive for the time period: they challenge the constant turn to work as a governess
that was one of the few options an educated woman had for employment, and they demonstrate
the overall pragmatism of Caroline’s character. Caroline, thinking she is jilted in love, simply
wants to be able to live a good life for herself with something worthwhile and of value to occupy
her time and energy rather than be held in a permanent stasis that is totally empty and void of
meaning or is completely in the service of others.
Ultimately, rather than the “Angel in the House,” Caroline is a realist who recognizes her
own lack of economic value and its impact on her deeper emotional life, being denied access to
work she is also aware of a lack of marriage prospects. Caroline loves Robert Moore but knows
her friend Shirley is the better economic match for him. Brontë leads the reader to believe there
is a possibility for the match between Shirley and Robert, deepening the reader’s sympathy for
Caroline’s complete lack of access to a life of her own. But Brontë continues to make it very
clear that Caroline’s lack is not solely a lack of access to marriage. Caroline has no recourse to
“earthly employment, but household work and sewing” (Brontë 370). In a very telling passage,
Caroline confesses that “Solomon’s virtuous woman” (Brontë 370) is the one iconic ideal
woman she really admires:
but she had something more to do than spin and give out portions; she was a
manufacturer—she made fine linen and sold it; she was an agriculturalist—she bought
estates and planted vineyards. That woman was a manager… (Brontë 370)
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Caroline’s interest in Robert is also an interest in mercantilism, in being engaged in textile
manufacturing and working in the counting house. Denied access to autonomy regarding
economic pursuits or economy through work or marriage, Caroline begins to “miss all sense of
appetite” (Brontë 392), which leads her to catch a fever, “a fever of mental excitement, and a
languor of long conflict and habitual sadness” (Brontë 393). Caroline’s illness is symbolic of her
lack of access to a real autonomous life of her own.
Her mother, Mrs. Pryor, is able to rescue Caroline by offering her a sense of agency
outside of and away from these social constraints and the expectation of marriage. Mrs. Pryor,
more than anything, offers Caroline a sense of community and a place of belonging not related to
marriage. Caroline experiences a figurative rebirth through the care of her estranged mother after
a near death at the carelessness which sprung from masculine and capitalist ideals that
constrained Caroline’s access to economy and love. Caroline’s mother, during her tenure as
Caroline’s nurse, also confesses that she had to flee Caroline’s father because of domestic abuse.
After her marriage, Mrs. Pryor witnessed “a transfiguration on the domestic hearth” (Brontë
405). Mrs. Pryor suffered at the hands of James Helstone, and it is implied that Caroline’s uncle,
Mr. Helstone, caused the death of his own wife through neglect. This leaves Caroline as the
inheritor of a tradition of abuse. That tradition of abuse is particularly marked when Mrs. Pryor
exclaims, “I have suffered! None saw - none knew; there was no sympathy - no redemption - no
redress” (Brontë 405). The abuse was bad enough to cause Mrs. Pryor to take a family name to
shield her from threats that “were uttered of forcing me to return to bondage” and meant the
return of violence and vice in her life (Brontë 408). Caroline is able to become a redeemer of her
father’s sins, because through Caroline his “terrible debt is canceled” (Brontë 406). Brontë offers
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a voice to the often-silent suffering some women endure in marriage and a place for them outside
of the tradition of abuse.
Further, scenes like this demonstrate that Brontë in no way idealizes marriage. Most of
the marriages encountered in the novel are flawed or failed, and so when we consider the
marriages at the end critically, it is crucial to consider the journeys of each character on the way
there. Caroline redeems her father’s misdeeds through her illness and finds a reason to live in her
sense of female community and companionship with her mother. Happy in herself outside of
marriage, Caroline is content in the life now available to her without marriage as a part of a
female community. Her love interest, Robert, has to become vulnerable and gain an
understanding of female confinement and abuse.
Mrs. Pryor is often read by critics as unnatural because she abandons her daughter and
resumes a family name not associated with her husband. Langer, paraphrasing Irigaray’s “Power
of Discourse,” points to how “patriarchal society operates in the name of the father and organizes
all social property so that it benefits the (male) head of the family” (278). Mrs. Pryor’s rejection
of Caroline when she was a child, by abandoning her when she left her marriage, is both a
maternal failure and a rejection of the patriarchal social order, an abandonment as well as a
refusal of complicity; perceiving Caroline to have the sweet face of her father, Mrs. Pryor
assumes she has his nature as well, and that Caroline will be a part of a system Mrs. Pryor cannot
remain in. Mrs. Pryor changes her name from Helstone, which operates both as a practical
protection from abuse and as a disruption of the patriarchal line: “a mother, ‘marker with the
name of the father,’ both reinforces and perpetuates the patriarchal order” (Langer 278). Mrs.
Pryor’s rejection of the paternal name combined with her abandonment of her daughter is a
refusal to be a part of a destructive cycle and a disruption of the patriarchal lineage. Langer
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further points to the appointment of Hortense as the maternal surrogate, but Hortense’s attempts
to bring Caroline successfully into the patriarchal social structure never quite succeed and, even
as Hortense is complicit, Brontë makes her foolish and a French outsider, further undermining
the power of the patriarchal social structure (Langer 279). In the sickroom, Mrs. Pryor
acknowledges her misreading. Brontë critiques female complicity and marriage throughout the
novel, and in the sickroom, she offers Caroline a matriarchal lineage by offering her a family and
a community divorced from the Helstone legacy of abuse and neglect, exemplified by both
Caroline’s father and the death of her Uncle Helstone’s wife.
Langer also points to all of the ways Caroline never quite succeeds at becoming the
expected and idealized heroine of a Victorian romance plot, contending that “by dismantling
traditional narrative plot sequences, Brontë’s novel critiques the very social norms which
sanction the romance plot” (277). Langer points out that “Caroline recognizes that within the
English social system, ‘Old Maids’ function under erasure; existing on the margins of society,
they are defined according to what they are not (wives and mothers)” (281). Caroline rejects this
erasure, an erasure her illness signifies, and finds a new path in her through a female community
with her mother. This small community is significant because it is a community that offers a path
outside of the social constraints as Caroline’s access to life is no longer defined in accordance
with her relationship to men.
Bailin reads Caroline as impotent because Caroline appears to perform gender naturally,
but Caroline is portrayed by Brontë as neither impotent or unnatural in her desire for access to a
life of her own through marriage or not. Caroline emerges from the sickroom self-aware and with
purpose due to a sense of female community found through her unnatural mother, rather than the
natural old maids and a life in service to others that would force her to put her own care and
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well-being after the care of others. Yet, Bailin dismisses Caroline’s recovery as only a “passive
form of self-assertion” (266), with this reading being problematic because it privileges
patriarchal ideologies regarding a feminine presenting woman as lacking agency and the
potential to effectively resist, even as Caroline asserts an awareness of the medical gaze, the
male “eye of science” (Brontë, Jane Eyre, qtd. in Bailin 268) as being unable to see or not caring
to see the real root of female distress. Langer argues that, “by exposing the ways in which a
patriarchal social system marginalizes and contains both the marriageable and unmarriageable
female subject, Brontë’s text continues to dismantle the narrative conventions within which
Caroline remains trapped” (281). Caroline erases the father and claims the mother, whereas
Shirley “claims the name of the father in order to disrupt and modify the system that empowers
him” (Langer 283). The female community Caroline finds in her mother is also linked to a
female community with Shirley. The two younger women build up imagined sites of female
power and together, as Langer notes of Shirley, through “the construction of a female imaginary,
suspended on the margins of the narrative,” challenge patriarchal constructions of the feminine
(283) through their disobedient and unconventional ways of performing womanhood and their
discourses regarding women. Hints at this disruptive female potential through community are
also present in their discussion of Nunnwood (Langer 283). Thus, Caroline leaves the sickroom
with access to a lineage outside of the patriarchal social structure, to a sense of self not defined
by her relationship to men.
Caroline’s domestic confinement and her illness are mirrored when Robert falls ill from a
gunshot. Drawing connections between Robert Moore’s illness and the blindness of Rochester at
the end of Jane Eyre, Bailin writes, “Robert’s ‘unmanning’ in the sickroom has a familiar
parallel in Rochester’s perpetual patient at the end of Jane Eyre” (267), but here, again, Bailin
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stops in the sickroom. Rochester, however, is not the perpetual patient, as after his marriage to
Jane he does begin to regain his sight, and, again, in Shirley Brontë uses the sickroom as a site
for transformation. In fact, what is particularly interesting is that Rochester’s capacity for
transformation in Jane Eyre is actually more limited than Robert’s is in Shirley. Rochester is not
in a permanent state of convalescence: he is recovering at the end of Jane Eyre. Robert is both
physically and metaphorically wounded by those same patriarchal principles that caused
Caroline to sicken: it is Robert’s conformity to patriarchal and capitalist ideals that render
marriage as an economic transaction causing him to put aside his obvious feelings for Caroline
and propose instead to Shirley. His choice is made based on access to capital rather than his
human sympathies, which would allow for a love of Caroline and care for his workers alongside
manufacturing progress. Instead, Robert proposes to Shirley Keeldar. Robert also misreads
Shirley and mistakenly believes that Shirley loves him, for his “name had magical influence,”
and he “felt in her a powerful magnet” (Brontë 498-99), but he confesses to Yorke that he does
not love her. Shirley’s response to Robert’s proposal marks the beginning of his journey through
illness into awareness and wholeness:
“You insinuate that all the frank kindness I have shown you has been a complicated, a
bold, and an immodest manoeuvre to ensnare a husband; you imply that at last you come
here out of pity to offer me your hand, because I have courted you. Let me say this: -Your
sight is jaundiced: you have seen wrong. Your mind is warped: you have judged wrong.
Your tongue betrays you: you now speak wrong. I never loved you. Be at rest there. My
heart is as pure of passion for you as yours is as barren of affection for me.” (Brontë 501)
Shirley refuses to be treated as a commodity, and this opens Robert’s eyes to the faultiness of his
choices and behavior bringing him the first stage of awareness. Robert is one of the many suitors
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Shirley rejects, yet her rejection of him is the harshest as she is also furious for Caroline’s sake.
And Robert’s description of Shirley right before she casts him out as if he is a demon mirrors her
own descriptions of the titan goddess earlier in the novel:
“By the lord! Yorke - she rose - she grew tall - she expanded and refined almost
to flame: there was a trembling all through her, as in live coal, when its vivid
vermillion is hottest.” (Brontë 502)
Shirley, an empowered and angry giantess, then casts him out: “thou art fallen. You- once in my
high esteem-are hurled down; you-once intimate in my friendship- are cast out, Go!” (Brontë
502). And this falling out of grace causes Robert to decide that he will never again mention
marriage to a woman unless he feels love (Brontë 503). Robert walks away from thoughts of
marriage completely at this point, and turns his focus on avenging the attack upon his mill; he
leaves for London and focuses solely on vengeance and commerce, which, showing little enough
internal growth, results in his being shot immediately upon his return.
Robert’s illness is interesting not only because it mimics Caroline’s illness and leads to
his transformation and redemption, by feminizing him in ways that grant him access to
vulnerability and personal knowledge of oppression, but also because it inverts fairytale
structure, allowing Caroline to become the hero, the active agent who rescues him from
confinement and death. After being shot, Robert becomes trapped in the upper stories of the
Yorke’s house, much like a princess trapped in the castle where, “they held the young millowner
captive, and hardly let the air breathe or the sun shine on him” (Brontë 528). Only Hortense and
Louis are allowed access, and after Hortense and Mrs. Yorke almost kill him, Robert is handed
over to Nurse Horsfall, under whose care, “Robert Moore had a pleasant time of it: in pain, in
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danger; too weak to move; almost too weak to speak; a sort of giantess as his keeper” (Brontë
530). Bailin points to Horsfall as a symbol of the male eye of science:
The professional nurse is a common butt of humor and contempt in Victorian fiction.
Drunken, licentious, and avaricious by reputation, she seems reviled in proportion to the
value placed on the cherished notion of natural female benevolence and nurturing
propensities as antidotes to social ills. (268)
Bailin points out that Horsfall’s “bullying of the enfeebled Robert also manifests the implicit
aggression that the more idealized feminine authority in the sickroom often disguises” (269). It
seems important to note, though, that Caroline never takes on the role of nurse, and, as Bailin
does recognize, even Mrs. Yorke and Hortense fail to provide that example of natural female
benevolence and nearly kill Robert with their incompetence. The only example of a natural
nurse is the unnatural mother, a fact which disrupts the Victorian ideal of nursing as a natural
state for women and challenges that binary as well.
Turned away from seeing Robert several times, Caroline must convince Mr. Yorke’s son
Martin to sneak her into the house so she can speak to Robert. This is when she learns from
Martin that Horsfall, the imposing and often drunk nurse, reportedly abuses and beats Robert.
Horsfall is a drunk who steals Robert’s food, teaches him docility in a trice, thumps him about
and is implied to be the one actually eating all his food. Martin also refers to Horsfall as “the
dragon that guards” Robert (536), yet again referencing the fairy tales Martin so avidly reads.
These fairytales shape Martin’s perception of himself and of Caroline, even as Brontë inverts the
trope by making Caroline the hero rather than the maiden. Robert’s confinement thus becomes
linked directly with an inability to escape domestic abuse, a situation that renders him
vulnerable. When Caroline asks Martin how Robert fares since she managed to sneak in to see
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him, Martin replies “as ill-used as ever- mewed up, kept in solitary confinement. They mean to
make either an idiot or a maniac of him and take out a commission of lunacy. Horsfall starves
him” (556). It is Caroline’s visit, her journey into the woods and into the tower, that gives
Robert the hope and the will to live.
The sicknesses of Caroline and Robert also align with the possibility of madness. While
Caroline was warned earlier of the potential for falling ill in a mental capacity and facing
confinement should she become a governess, Robert’s hysteria is more aligned with love
sickness than any other character’s illness. The mirroring of their sicknesses disrupts the
hegemonic binaries of masculine/feminine and agency/vulnerability by denying Robert access to
the privilege of movement and autonomy he has always known. His confinement forces him to
acknowledge the feelings he has been repressing in favor of choices made purely from an
economic standpoint, softening him and allowing the interiority hinted at in earlier moments in
the novel to move to the forefront of his personality. Before they marry, all parties have access to
both agency and vulnerability, and Brontë takes notions of womanly illnesses linked to madness,
which are first encountered in Caroline, then manifests that particular type of Othering onto the
rest of the characters in ways that further invert masculine opinions of “womanly” sickness.
Brontë is doing this in ways that disrupt social constraints. When Caroline at last gains access to
the tower, Brontë offers up a scene with a complete reversal of the type of romantic pining away
that is often reserved for women: “‘You are come at last,’ said the meagre man, gazing on his
visitress with hollow eyes” (Brontë 544). Robert tells Caroline he has been waiting for her to
come to him for nearly two months and that he has been “in sad pain, and danger, and misery”
(Brontë 545), and while the reader knows that this is in part because he was shot, it is also clear
that it is because he loves Caroline. He tells her that his depression is linked to his despairing of
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never seeing her again and that this idea causes “weakness that has wrought terrible depression
in me-terrible depression’ (Brontë 546). Robert indicates that he has given up completely on life
saying, “I doubt whether I shall live” (Brontë 546) and his desolation at the loss of her is
complete. But Caroline pronounces herself the knight come to rescue him telling him that she
shall alter all of this, “were there ten Mrs. Yorkes to do battle with” (Brontë 546). Here Caroline
is actively drawing on the strength she found in the sickroom and is able to defy conventional
ways of being to work to create change. While Bailin argues that “the women and the workers,”
in Shirley, “converge in their return to powerlessness” (276), this scene is instead another
example of how both do effect change throughout the novel, and, while the women and the
workers are all socially vulnerable, they are not without agency or the capacity to resist. Robert
takes strength from Caroline’s tale of her own illness, which he had been unaware of as he was
in London pursuing lawsuits and cries out, “May I be spared to make some atonement!” (Brontë
547). Robert is able to see that his attention has been caught up in capitalist concerns with not
enough thought to the state of those around him. Robert’s lesson in the schoolroom with
Coriolanus has come to full fruition and he is able to access the more feminine sentiment of
sympathy and apply it both as an employer and a potential husband. This final epiphany prompts
the growth that allows him to begin to heal and return to the world. Robert is a changed man with
values that allow him to be more sympathetic and in tune with Caroline, his future mother inlaw, and his mill workers. Having experienced abuse, confinement, and abandonment he is able
to take a new path with an understanding that is, like Caroline’s, now balanced in feminine and
masculine principles. Thus, it is through this disruption of illness and growth that we must view
the marriage of the characters rather than simply reading marriage as a blatant patriarchal
constraint within Shirley.
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Conclusion
While “Feminist critics who characterize Charlotte Brontë’s Shirley as a novel about the
‘Woman Question’ consistently express dissatisfaction with Shirley’s marriage, seeing marriage
as an institution that subordinates women” (McLaughlin 217), Brontë, rather than reject marriage
outright, redefines marriage in Shirley. Louis and Robert Moore are both francophone men, from
Antwerp in Belgium, rather than English men, and this link to Frenchness should also not be
readily dismissed as this novel engages directly with the political conflict between England and
France and can be read as a criticism of English masculinity. Brontë was avidly engaged in the
political events of the day and would have been very conscious of implications regarding
Frenchness and revolutionary thought (Harman). But there is also a cultural and literary history
of England perceiving itself as masculine and portraying France as feminine. There was a
tendency to portray France or French people as feminized Others, and Brontë draws on this
literary tradition in a way that disrupts ideals regarding English Masculinity. Shirley rejects and
mocks her numerous English suitors, but the feminized French tutor is the suitor she cultivates,
chooses, and raises up to her level. Brontë takes this tradition and uses it to project female desire
and temper male authority through a revisioning of roles. Brontë reverses the traditionally trope
of “imagining a feminine France [which] allowed the exploration of alternative ways to project
male desire and authority onto the writing of history” (Kirk Intro.), and projects female desire
and authority onto the revisioning of Othered male characters in a way that equalizes and rejects
the masculine/feminine binary.
Thus, there is an ambiguity embedded in the marital unions as these characters negotiate
the social constructs regarding class and gender to find a power balance that is not Caroline or
Shirley’s complete and total submission to a patriarch, despite their choices to marry. Brontë
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uses male characters who are othered by Frenchness and then further moves those male
characters through “womanly” sickness in order to redefine marriage more equitably. Shirley
makes it clear to Louis that she wants a helpmeet and an equal, and her property and autonomy is
not lost to Louis: “Mr. Moore, […] I do not ask you to take off my shoulders all the cares and
duties of property; but I do ask you to share the burden […] Be my companion through life, be
my guide where I am ignorant, be my master where I am faulty; be my friend always” (Brontë
587). Many feminist critiques (Gilbert and Gubar, Argyle, Langer) have argued that “Louis
increasingly speaks for Shirley” (Langer 289), that his narrative disruption silences Shirley, and
that, as Shuttleworth argues, this disempowers her. However, Louis reads Shirley’s marginalia,
he allows for her disruptions, he loves her for who she is. Meanwhile, Shirley, like Louis,
confines her emotional depth to the page yet they share a constant discourse, and much of what
they really need to say is placed on the intimate space of a shared page rather than spoken out
loud. So, rather than disempowerment, Shirley forces Louis into an active participatory role in
her house, an effort that speaks to Brontë’s addressing of class and gender, as Louis is both
socially vulnerable and the more feminized of the two. Shirley is a patriarch, and Louis, while
not deposing Shirley, is being raised up to a position of equal power and she has to give him the
space to operate as her equal in their interactions off the page. This is critically explored when
McLaughlin argues that Brontë successfully negotiates an ending that allows for a “subversive
alternative view of women’s power and potential” within the conventional role of wife (218) by
examining what Shirley reveals about her views on marriage, through her rejection of numerous
English suitors of the appropriate rank and by analyzing the Shirley-Louis story. Meanwhile, in
keeping with Brontë’s statement on womanly power, Caroline marries a manufacturer, which
allows her access into the counting house like Solomon’s wife. With all this in mind, it is clear
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that Brontë’s approach to the ‘Woman Question’ takes on perceptions of femininity and
masculinity and she does so in a way that challenges English patriarchy and masculinity through
a socio-political exploration of masculinity that seems to call for both tempering and change.
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Chapter Three: Rejecting Maternal Masks and Bending Gender in Aurora Leigh
A first reading of Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh might seem to suggest that
in order to fulfill the Victorian ideal of womanhood a woman must die, either physically or
metaphorically. Barrett Browning begins her challenge to the English idealizations of
womanhood and motherhood by creating visual and symbolic tension in the portrait of Aurora’s
dead mother. The painting is a riot of white and red as it contrasts the “swan-like supernatural
white life” (1.141) of Aurora’s mother with the “red stiff silk” (1.142) of the brocade dress the
mother was painted in posthumously; these images are then aligned with language that creates an
angel and whore binary of “ghost, fiend, and angel, fairy” (1.154), but all this tension and
contrast are aligned in one woman. Barrett Browning carries that tension and dual imagery out
across the text and onto the bodies of other characters using a layered complex symbolism that
creates a sort of double vision. Further, Barrett Browning paints Aurora’s mother through a
plurality of vision by offering the reader the lens of the child, the father, and the English Aunt to
demonstrate the many possible ways one single woman may be seen and read. Thus, both the
layering of symbol and plurality of vision combine to give the sense that Aurora’s mother
embodies both the ideal and its inverse, the angel and the whore existing in the same woman at
the same time.
Authors of The Madwoman in the Attic (1979), Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar see
within Aurora Leigh’s dead mother’s portrait “the face of the spiritualized Victorian woman,”
the face of the Victorian female ideal “who, having died to her own desires, her own self, her
own life, leads a posthumous existence in her own lifetime” (25). Gilbert and Gubar write of the
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significance of the portrait of Aurora Leigh’s dead mother and the implication that Aurora is
“fated to inhabit male-defined masks and costumes, as her mother did: […] male-defined masks
and costumes inevitably inhabit her, altering her vision” (19). These “male-defined costumes and
masks” refer to the many forms of oppression women were slated to wear during the Victorian
era as women lacked access to many forms of economy and autonomy and were subjected to
strict socially constructed rules and regulations regarding their behavior and what was deemed
appropriate for a woman. However, Barrett Browning’s symbolism is too complex to read in
such a singular way, and the two main female protagonists, Aurora and Marian, act as
disobedient women throughout by rejecting the performance those masks and costumes
represent. This is not to say that Gilbert and Gubar’s reading regarding the ways patriarchal
ideals shape a woman externally and internally is not important to how we read the novel, as
these masks and costumes of socially acceptable female performance do seek to confine Aurora
and Marian. However, Gilbert and Gubar’s reading does not account for notions of performance,
for the ideas of natural and unnatural performance that these “masks and costumes” represent.
For Aurora to perform womanhood naturally, in accordance with the ideas of Butler and
Dobson, would be for her to perform womanhood in the socially acceptable ways. By choosing
to reject marriage, by choosing to live alone in London and write, by choosing to take in a fallen
woman like Marian, Aurora rejects socially acceptable modes of behaving and performing
womanhood and works towards a vision of female equality and female community instead.
Aurora’s disobedience and refusal to perform as expected changes the lives of all of the
characters around her and frustrates the marriage plot that indicates conventional performance of
womanhood at the end of the novel. Aurora and Marian are both disobedient, and in this
vulnerability, Barrett Browning establishes the need for resistance. Female bodies are vulnerable
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throughout the novel. The bodies of the mother figures (Aurora’s dead biological mother,
Aurora’s English Aunt, Marian’s biological mother, and Lady Waldemar) are all vulnerable to
and indeed confined by these culturally prescribed performances that the “masks and costumes”
Gilbert and Gubar write of represent within Aurora Leigh. However, Barrett Browning’s choice
to align the visual imagery painted onto Aurora Leigh’s mother in the portrait with the visual
imagery of Lady Waldemar’s dress and body at a party illustrates how all manner of women
inhabit, and are inhabited by, socially constructed masks and costumes aligned with the false
binary of the angel and the whore rather than, as Gilbert and Gubar surmise, simply a Victorian
ideal. Barrett Browning’s extension of imagery that is ambiguous in its portrayal of the female
character, because of the contrasting vivid symbolism, onto the bodies of the maternal figures
helps to illustrate how the internalization of these patriarchal ideals by women causes deeper
damage to the next generation of women. In short, a failure of maternity to protect the next
generation. The bodies of Aurora and Marian are vulnerable to these potential inhabitors and
inhibitors throughout, but they resist every step of the way.
Barrett Browning’s double vision works with that vulnerable resistance (to borrow from
Butler) to frustrate the power of these “masks and costumes” and instead offers space for her two
main female protagonists to reject socially proscribed binary ways of being “good” or “bad” in a
number of vital ways that work towards the creation of a more equitable vision of the world.
Thus, the reoccurrence of the affective impact of failed maternity (through the upholding of
damaging patriarchal ideals, neglect, and abuse of the mother figures) upon the vulnerable bodies
and psyches of Aurora and Marian drive the plot of Aurora Leigh. This combines with Barret
Browning’s creation of sympathetic female protagonists, in Aurora and Marian, who are
consistently disobedient in their rejection of the rather strict social mores regarding female
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independence, female intelligence, and unwed mothers. But Barrett Browning takes this
disobedience even further into a deconstruction of gendered binaries by the creation of female
and male characters, Aurora and Romney specifically, who do not adhere to the strict binaries of
feminine and masculine. Not only are Aurora and Marian’s bodies vulnerable, but Romney’s
body is vulnerable as well. The great changes wrought upon Aurora, Marian, and Romney both
bodily and psychically throughout the course of the novel suggest that the central concern of
Aurora Leigh is not simply “Aurora’s self-development as a poet” (Gilbert and Gubar 19) but a
developed vision of an equitable society that rejects socially constructed binaries and genderbased constraints as false and implicates them as problematic regarding the way they restrict
women from access to power and autonomy.
With its experimental combination of the genres of novel and epic poem, Aurora Leigh
has been received ambiguously by feminist critics as the marriage between Romney and Aurora
at the end is read by some as a refutation of women’s writing. Marjorie Stone, in “Genre
Subversion and Gender Inversion: ‘The Princess’ and Aurora Leigh,” points out that even the
genre of novel and epic poem are gendered during this era, with the novel being aligned with the
feminine and the epic poem aligned with the masculine. This gendering of genre is at the center
of the argument that causes Aurora to reject Romney’s marriage proposal for he believes, at the
beginning of the novel, that no woman could ever be a great poet. Stone further explains that the
novel maintained a lower critical status compared to the epic poem, inferring that “the Victorian
tendency to insist on the hierarchy of genders may well have contributed to the stubborn
persistence of the traditional hierarchy of genres” (102). In Aurora Leigh, the bending of genre
and gender work together to challenge strict gendered spheres for men and women. And Barbara
Barrow in “Gender Language, and the Politics of Disembodiment in Aurora Leigh,” writes that
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the “emphasis on the body [within the poetic language of Aurora Leigh] also fuels the poem’s
internal dismissal of women’s poetry” (243). She then cites how Romney Leigh “points to
Aurora’s body as an obstacle to political expression [, to how his] powerful essentializing gesture
[…] invalidates Aurora’s poetry by means of her body” (243) and argues that this creates a
double bind within the poem.29 While Barrow’s point about Romney’s invalidation of Aurora as
a poet makes perfect sense, Romney’s invalidation of Aurora as a poet at the beginning of the
novel is corrected by his change in perspective at the end of the novel. This indicates that his
refutation of Aurora as a poet is not a double bind, because what is negated at the end is
Romney’s socially constructed, gender-based opinion rather than a woman’s capacity to write
epic poetry: Aurora proves Romney wrong, and he acknowledges it.
Aurora Leigh is further written in a voice that challenges and has the potential to
confound patriarchal readings that seek to essentialize bodies or verses, as Barrett Browning’s
bringing Romney around to a validation of Aurora’s poetry by the end demonstrates that the
patriarch is wrong and must change. Barrett Browning’s “commitment to representing these
[political questions] in an expressive, physical language” seems wholly in keeping with, as Stone
points out, Barret-Browning’s challenging of both genre and gender as binaries constructed by
Victorian ideology. Indeed, there is not a double bind. In Aurora Leigh, where Barrett Browning
is struggling to validate her own place as a writer in an era that negates her capacity, this conflict
is more outward facing than internal. Aurora Leigh operates as a poetic refutation of an external
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Barrow argues that Aurora’s marriage to Romney at the end creates an irreconcilable choice for Aurora
between being a poet or being a married woman. Barrow claims that Aurora’s choice to marry a man who at the
beginning of the novel could not see her as capable of being a great poet invalidates her having become a poet and in
some way signals regret. However, the text itself does not support this reading. Romney recognizes Aurora as the
greatest of poets at the end of the novel—no double bind exists here because Romney comes round to see the error
in his world view.
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and socially constructed conflict in a patriarchal society that does not value women or women’s
writing.
However, Barrow does examine the bodies present in Aurora Leigh in relation to political
power in insightful ways. And, as a central question of this chapter is, “What bodies are
vulnerable and how does their vulnerability impact their relationship to and access to power and
agency,” Barrow’s contention that “Aurora Leigh’s imagery of disembodiment seeks to create an
alternative political poetics that transcends this embodied hierarchy” is one that contains an
invaluable examination of how incarnation and transcendence operate within Barret-Browning’s
poetic vision. Elizabeth Barrett Browning challenges socially enforced gender distinctions in her
three main characters, Aurora Leigh, Romney Leigh, and Marian Erle, by asserting their defiance
of social norms and empowering their vulnerabilities in ways that allow them to transcend the
social constructs which are meant to mold and confine them to certain ways of being within the
hegemonically sanctioned binaries that define English femininity and masculinity. Therefore,
Barrett Browning, by “transcending this embodied hierarchy” successfully disrupts socially
constructed boundaries that impacted women and women’s writing during the nineteenth
century.
Barrett Browning tells the reader that the poet needs a double vision and must work to
reflect the age: “But Poets should / Exert a double vision; should have eyes / to see near things as
comprehensively /As if afar they took their point of sight” (5.183-186), and this clearly stated
notion of a double vision grants the reader the lens needed to see how Barrett Browning blurs
and disrupts the socially constructed boundaries and gendered binaries that operated as social
norms during the Victorian era. Aurora Leigh instructs on the misreading and writing onto
women constraints that are akin to death or death-in-life. Barrett Browning further cautions
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against an inheritance from the male poetic tradition. Even as she writes an epic poem, she
cautions against the harm done through the continued masculinist tradition of writing women:
Some beauteous dame, half chattel and half queen
As dead as must be, for the greater part,
The poems made on their chivalric bones;
And that’s no wonder, death inherits death. (5.196-199)
Stone, as mentioned earlier, points out that the novel maintained a lower critical status compared
to the epic poem, aligning with gendered notions of writing during the nineteenth century. By
combining the genre of novel with the genre of the epic poem to create a novel-in-verse, Barrett
Browning’s critique of these boundaries both frames the content and reinforces a rejection of
conventional and gendered binaries, and this double vision shapes how we should approach
Aurora Leigh. In Aurora Leigh genre bending is echoed by gender bending, with the challenges
to conventions of genre and gender working together to challenge restrictive spheres for men and
women. Another key to reading Aurora Leigh lies in how Barrett Browning defines what a poet’s
work should do, that the poem should serve to reflect and, through reflection, instruct:
Nay, if there’s room for poets in this world
A little overgrown (I think there is),
Their sole work is to represent the age
[…]—this live, throbbing age. (5.200-204)
And so, she asks her reader to look with a double vision, to look with a vision cautious of the
masculine writing tradition that was so dominant during her day.30 In Aurora Leigh, Barrett
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Barrett Browning’s status as a female writer who published under her own name rather than with a male
pseudonym or anonymously was extremely rare (Sampson).
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Browning offers a vision that can encompass both male and female writing, that collapses the
boundaries regarding gender and writing, and then asks the reader to consider the reflection and
instruction within the poem regarding the essentialist norms of her era. It is important to
remember that Barrett Browning was writing during a time when “to many men, the struggle for
female emancipation was purely and simply comic: to many women, deeply and fiercely tragic.
Both extremes […] made for tightly shut minds” (F.E.L. Priestley qtd. in Stone 103). Socially
constructed binaries, often culturally invisible, are challenged by Barret Browning through genre
and content; Stone indicates there is a “persistent use of gender reversals in characterization,
action, and imagery” throughout Aurora Leigh. So, Aurora in her journey and development as a
poet reflects not only the hard arduous work of poetry, not only her own creative frustration and
humility in the face of what it is to be a great poet, but also her grief at the rejection of her
identity and her work because of her gender. “I am sad.” Aurora Leigh tells the reader as she
explores a writer’s self-doubts and her own birth as a writer (5.399). “But I am sad,” Aurora
repeats as she expresses the writer’s continual dissatisfaction with their own creation (5.410).
And then she highlights her alienation from the male community of writers, her aloneness:
Who judges, by the attempted, what’s attained,
And with the silver arrow from his height
Has struck down all my works before my face
While I said nothing. Is there aught to say?
I called the artist but a greatened man,
He may be childless also, like a man.
I laboured on alone. (5.399-421)
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Despite Aurora’s talent, and the critical acclaim she receives, Aurora is continually denied
admission to the public sphere of Poet, and the company of other poets because of her gender.
However, while she is forced to labor alone and in sadness, because, as the stanza above shows,
she is excluded from the male community of writers, she is not completely alone. Barrett
Browning soon picks up a plural claiming, “We’re Hungry” (5.488), and the implication
becomes that women are hungry for knowledge, for admission, for a voice, for community, and
to be set free from the male-defined costumes, masks, and social expectations that lock women
into the death-in-life of the Victorian domestic ideal of the “Angel in the House.”
Neutralizing the Affective Impact of Failed Maternity
I felt a mother-want about the world,
And still went seeking, like a bleating lamb
Left out at night in shutting up the fold—
As restless as a nest-deserted bird
Grown chill through something being away, though what
It knows not. (1.41-45)
Form and force of affect can provide insight into Barrett Browning’s rendering of Aurora,
Marian, and Romney.31 Brian Massumi asks us to begin our inquiry “with movement rather than
stasis, with process always underway rather than position taken” (Gregg 4). And Aurora and
Marian stay in motion throughout Aurora Leigh. Further, their motion is movement that indicates
how affect can be both internal and external, emotional and bodily, in its presentation. Aurora,
orphaned, moves from Italy to England. Aurora, spurning marriage, moves from her aunt’s estate
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Affect Theory is, in its very nature, ephemeral. Gegory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg, in their lyrical
and elliptical introduction to The Affect Theory Reader, note that the “concept of ‘affect’ has gradually accrued a
sweeping assortment of philosophical/ psychological/physiological underpinnings, critical vocabularies, and
ontological pathways” (5).
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in the country to London to become a writer. Aurora, motivated by emotionally based curiosity,
goes to meet Marian, to see this daughter of itinerant parents Aurora’s once-spurned lover
Romney has chosen as a wife. Marian’s story is also a story of movement: a story of a child
without a home reading any scrap of a book that drifted her way as she trudged the roads with
her parents, a story of movement and fear as she fled through the woods when her mother sought
to sell her into prostitution, a story of moving away from steady work that Romney found her out
of a sense of duty to care for a dying friend. Marian’s story is also a story of a potential
movement from poverty to wealth. However, Marian is betrayed by Lady Waldemar and
propelled into movement to what she thinks is a more stable life, where instead Marian is
brutally raped.32 Marian speaks of her existence as a movement from life into death, but in
“death” she moves fully into motherhood. Restless Aurora, seeking inspiration, moves to Italy,
finding Marian in France and the two women move into a new home and a new life together. The
movement in Aurora Leigh is the result of deep emotional and bodily responses to abuse and
neglect resulting from failed maternity.33 Therefore, in this chapter, we will examine how the
value of the affective impact that propels Aurora and Marian’s movements lies also in the
discourse Elizabeth Barrett Browning relates regarding power at intersections of gender and
class.
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The limited understanding of sex and reproduction and socially skewed views on biological difference
shaped the Victorian perception of fallenness, or sexual ruin, in a woman. Up until the nineteenth century
conception and pregnancy after a rape was viewed as an indication of desire and consent on the part of the woman
raped (Laqueur 161). The juridical ramifications were written down in the 1756 edition of Burn’s Justice of the
Peace, which states that “a woman cannot conceive unless she doth consent” (qtd. in Laqueur 162). A notion
persisted that the emotional trauma associated with rape would prevent orgasm and it was still believed that female
orgasm was required for conception (Laqueur 162). Marian Erle, raped in Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh,
challenges this juridical and scientific misreading of the female body as implicated in its own violation.
33
Gilles Deleuze’s Spinozist ethology of bodily capacities “locates affect in the midst of things and
relations (in immanence) and then, in the complex assemblages that come to compose bodies and worlds
simultaneously” (Gregg 6).
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The movements of Aurora and Marian are in a way liminal: they are responsive and
altering, containing both the protagonist’s powerlessness and their power. Sarah Ahmed, in
“Happy Objects,” writes that “Affect is what sticks, or what sustains or preserves the connection
between ideas, values, and objects” and asks us to consider “how we are touched by what we are
near” (30-1). In Aurora Leigh, we can consider how these movements born of affective response
ultimately work to neutralize powers that threaten. Binaries directed much of the thought
regarding the roles of men and women during the Victorian era, and Barrett Browning challenges
those boundaries through both the affective impact that propels the plot and use of what Roland
Barthes termed “the neutral” in ways that provide the bodies of Aurora, Marian, and Romney,
and through them the reader, with “predicaments and potentials for realizing a world that subsists
within and exceeds the horizons and boundaries of the norm” (Gregg 7). Through movement and
the introduction of language that moves Aurora, Marian, and Romney beyond gendered binaries,
Barrett Browning is able to “neutralize the exercise of power which rules an opponent ‘out’”
(Barthes 1).34 Barrett Browning, in Aurora Leigh, uses the in-betweens of movement, the
slippages of binaries, and stretches them in a way that allows her to do what Barthes writes of
doing, of writing in “a free manner—to be looking for my own style of being present to the
struggle of my own time” (Barthes 8).
Aurora Leigh confronts the damaging nature of the Victorian ideal of motherhood in
ways that indicate its negative impact on the living. Barrett Browning creates a complicated
double vision of mothers by providing both Aurora Leigh and Marian each with two maternal
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Barthes was responding to what he considered “the fascism of Language” because language “always
demands a choice, an identification of gender, of person, of desire for one or the other of two opposed values’
(Krauss 4). And, Barthes, drawing from the work of Saussure and considering the play of power within the use of
language itself brings into play the idea of the neutral or the lateral choice; this is a discourse which negates binaries
through the introduction of a neutral (or neuter depending upon translation) which acts as an extension of, a
“plus/minus” to “register a form that is rarely taken into account” (Barthes 196-97).
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figures— their biological mothers and then the female guardian who looks after them, or claims
to look after them, when they are no longer in their biological mother’s care. These maternal
figures (Aurora’s mother, Aurora’s Aunt, Marian’s mother, and Lady Waldemar) are all aligned
with death and failure, creating an arc in Aurora Leigh regarding different types of failed
maternity, ranging from unrealistic ideals to a real lack of care, and their potential affective
impact upon the next generation of women. Laura Faulk, in “Destructive Maternity in Aurora
Leigh” (2013), notes that Victorian novels often depict or mention mothers who die in
childbirth.35 Further, Faulk argues that “these deaths solidify the maternal ideal: the maternal
absence allows and encourages unpolluted devotion to the mother’s memory, creating an idol of
maternal perfection that no living mother could attain” (42). This is a sentiment that mirrors
Gilbert and Gubar’s reading of Aurora’s mother. However, Faulk contends that,
Aurora Leigh confronts the problems of maternity itself and the absent mother,
addressing female sexuality, pregnancy, and birthing from a female point of view. This
novel-in-verse reveals the dangers and resulting fear of maternity, and thereby sexuality,
that the trope of the idealized mother typically obfuscates in Victorian fiction. (42)
Barrett Browning inverts the male vision of maternity through Aurora and Lady Waldemar’s
rejection of motherhood and an exploration of the affective impact upon Aurora and Marian
resulting from a lack of care and maternal guidance. Faulk focuses primarily on the dangers of
pregnancy and birth, which narrows the scope and erases some of the nuance with which Barrett
Browning addresses maternity as a part of Victorian womanhood in Aurora Leigh. Faulk notes
that “the poem provides a space for Barrett Browning to criticize social and even medical ideals
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A few examples of Victorian novels where this happens are Wuthering Heights, Oliver Twist,
Northanger Abbey, David Copperfield, and Mary Barton.
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of maternity” (43), and I would argue that Barrett Browning does this as a part of her larger
challenge to the social dangers women face and the complete failure of society to allow women
to live full lives, to be more than just angel or monster, more than merely mothers. Aurora Leigh
thus builds a correctional foundation for a vision of a new world that allows women to truly
crown themselves as they wish to be in the world.
The portrayal of Aurora’s mother complicates her position as the idealized maternal
“Angel in the House’’ and establishes the reader’s gaze in our first real view of her through a
young girl’s gaze. Aurora’s mother is introduced through Aurora’s eyes: “That picture of my
mother on the wall / [that…] I, a little child, would crouch for hours upon the floor […] and gaze
[at…] half in terror, half in awe” (1.135 -138). The mother is immediately fixed as an object to
be gazed upon for hours, but one which is regarding ambiguously even by her daughter—
inspiring both terror and awe. Trapped within the portrait held fast “for hours [while Aurora] sat
and stared” (1.143), her mother presents a “swan-like supernatural white life” (1.138) signifying
her grace, her purity, and her death which stand in sharp contrast to “the red stiff silk” (1.139)
dress in which she was painted posthumously. The Italian maid refuses to let the painter paint
Aurora’s mother in a traditional English shroud and brings him a piece of a brocade she had
worn to the palace in Florence. The painting brings into play multiple visions, male and female,
English and Italian, and rich and poor. This plurality of vision presents the reader with sharp
contrast in color and symbolism as the “Angel in the House” is often aligned with imagery that is
specifically white whereas the monster tends to wear red.36 This also opens up a potential
plurality of reading that neutralizes the binary of red and white within the angle/whore paradigm
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We see this, for example, in the portrait of Lady Audley in Lady Audley’s Secret with the heavy crimson
dress signaling the dangerousness of the woman.
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as there is the potential of mistranslation brought about by the mother’s Italian nationality that
Aurora and the reader locate within the binary of good and evil by associating red with sex and
violence rather than passion and life. She is the tender mother who loved Aurora— “But I still
catch my mother at her post / Beside the nursery-door, with finger up. / ‘Hush, Hush – here’s too
much noise!’ while her sweet eyes / Leap forward, taking part against her word / In the child’s
riot” (1.15 – 19)—the woman who was loved deeply by Aurora’s father, and the temptress
reviled by Aurora’s Aunt. Aurora’s mother, through the eyes of the dead-in-life domestic sisterin-law, is written into the role of evil enchantress even as she holds the role, through death, of the
maternal ideal. Aurora complains, “And thus my father’s sister was to me my mother’s hater”
(1.359-60), which places Aurora’s foreign mother further in an ambiguous place, through this
double vision, as both the face of the Victorian maternal ideal and a temptress, a passionate
woman who drew an English man away from his familial duties and country.
Barrett Browning creates a tension through the plurality of the gaze in the portrayal of
Aurora’s mother that acknowledges the complicity of women in the construction of the
“costumes and masks” that conform to patriarchal ideals and construct female performance while
exposing and condemning English ideals of maternity and womanhood as too restrictive and flat.
Dolores Rosenblum “takes the view that Barrett Browning successfully overthrows the silent,
dead and distorted iconicity of the female face in nineteenth century poetry” (qtd. in Gbogi 506),
and while Rosenblum’s focus is on the recovery of Marian after her social fall at the hands of
violent men and Lady Waldemar, I think this claim is true regarding the way the portrait of
Aurora’s mother works as well. Aurora’s dead mother is highly active in her posthumous
portrait, for Barrett Browning’s description gives the reader the sense that Aurora’s mother is
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somehow trying to escape being entrapped through tension in the active words “sailing” and
“breaking out of bounds”:
That swan-like supernatural white life
Just sailing upward from the red stiff silk
Which seemed to have no part in it nor power
To keep it from quite breaking out of bounds. (1; 139 -142)
Thus, Aurora’s mother is not only trapped in a portrait, and in death, but she is also trapped
within the portrayal of a binary: the ideal woman and the demon woman—two worlds that
appear to conflict written upon her. The portrait thus becomes symbolic of the permanent and
harmful way of reading women with each binary “seeming” to barely constrain the other. The
way a woman is allowed to perform, the masks and costumes she can wear, appear rigid. This
imagery of being trapped and attempting to escape further aligns the dead mother with one
whom she appears in stark contrast too, Aurora’s Aunt, who is living “a sort of cage-bird life”
(1:305). Thus, both women are aligned, despite their difference, through their constraints.37 And
Aurora, gazing upon this image of her mother, confesses that she too has written “whatever I last
read, or heard, or dreamed” (1.148) upon that face:
By turns
Ghost, fiend, and angel, fairy, witch, and sprite;
A dauntless Muse who eyes a dreadful Fate;
A loving Psyche who loses sight of Love;
A still Medusa with mild milky brows
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These images also all work together to reference and reinforce the ideas put forth by Mary
Wollstonecraft in A Vindication of the Rights of Woman.
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All curdled and all clothed upon with snakes
Whose slime falls fast as sweat will; or anon
Our Lady of the Passion, stabbed with swords (1.153 – 160)
The portrait of the mother, aligned with the Italian version of the virgin Mary and her seven
sorrows (represented by the swords) becomes a portrait of womanhood onto which the girl-child
Aurora writes all the sharp contradictions that she is told a woman is. Through Aurora’s pen,
Barrett Browning exposes not only the damage of the male poetic tradition in its portrayal of
women but how women have been written through the creative portrayals of their own mothers.
Barrett Browning establishes tension and contradiction inherent in even the most idealized
Victorian image of womanhood—that of the dead mother—for she is clearly full of passion,
sensuality, and life even in her pious posthumous reflection and alignment with the Madonna.
Ambiguous imagery and the contrasting colors red and milky white, align Aurora Leigh’s
dead mother with Lady Waldemar indicating that whether women seem good or bad, seem to be
the angel or the whore, all types of women are complicit in the furthering of damaging social
constructs. Barrett Browning creates parallels of failed or absent motherhood in women who
seem good or evil as the frame that shapes the lives of Aurora and Marian Erle. The same tension
of contrasts from the description of the portrait is used to describe Lady Waldemar through
Aurora’s gaze: “How lovely, one I love not looked tonight! / She’s very pretty, Lady Waldemar”
(5.612 -613). Lady Waldemar, like Aurora’s mother, is a bursting riot of red dress and white
skin. Using the name of a flower, Amaranth, as the color for the red dress, Barrett Browning
conjures up images of danger directly related to the situation with Marian for common names of
Amaranth are “Lady Bleeding” and “Love-Lies-Bleeding” (Folkard 212). The red dress becomes
even more symbolic of the danger women can pose to each other and of the social repercussions
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that Marian suffers for being raped, but do not seem to touch Lady Waldemar, who is clearly
wanton, illustrating the buffer from ruin wealth can be, a social buffer never available to poor
women.
Double vision is further employed through the choice of the color amaranth, which
allows for a more nuanced coding of womanhood through symbolism, as the Greek association
with amaranth is one of immortality; the amaranth flower is specifically known for remaining
full of life long after it is picked (Folkard 212). The portrait provides a sort of immortality for
Aurora’s mother and Lady Waldemar’s sensuality confers a similar sense of immortality. Barrett
Browning notes of Lady Waldemar that “she missed, though, a gay hair, / A single one—I saw it;
otherwise / The woman looked immortal” (5. 616-18). Thus, the choice of word for the color
becomes a damning commentary from Aurora in its implication of beauty that is past its prime,
and looking fresh far past its plucking, a contrast that indicates decay or death with the
appearance of a full bloom of life. Barret Browning is commenting on the dangers of valuing
women for their beauty. Further, these lines point directly to the social hypocrisy that aligns
outer beauty with inner purity and highlights the different standards held for women of different
social classes. Lady Waldemar’s description also eerily replicates the language used to describe
the portrait of Aurora’s mother:
Those alabaster shoulders and bare breasts,
Of which pearls, drowned out the sight of milk,
Were lost, excepting for the ruby clasp!
They split the amaranth velvet bodice down
To the waist or nearly, with the audacious press
Of full-breathed beauty. If the heart within
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Were half as white! (5.619-25).
The adjectives here are violent and urgent: the tension between exterior whiteness, aligned with
maternity (through milk) and purity, is contrasted with the implied darkness of Lady Waldemar’s
heart, confined, but nearly split open, by the red (amaranth) dress and its ruby clap. The velvet
texture here is an interesting contrast to the stiff silk of the earlier portrait of Aurora’s mother.
Amaranth is also called velvet flower, and Lady Waldemar’s dress is velvet, conjuring up a
suppleness of the living woman’s body that contrasts the stiff materiality of the body of the dead
woman. That sensuality speaks both of Lady Waldemar’s aliveness, her sensuality, and of the
danger she poses to other women, especially those who are economically vulnerable like Marian.
The betrayal of vulnerable women by women who are their guardians signals a criticism
of the objectification of women in Victorian England that confined them to more menial roles
and valued them based on purity and domestic capability. These values surrounding the notion of
the “Angel in the House,” or ideal womanhood, were a part of the patriarchal social structure of
the era, and these social constraints related to gender and class created power dynamics among
women that furthered the systems that oppressed them. Barret Browning exposes how these
oppressive systems encourage women to distrust and work against each other in order to survive.
Marian is sold twice by her own sex—first her mother and then later Lady Waldemar. The
affective impact of an oppressive system results in a lack of care by guardians: Marian’s mother,
abused by her drunk husband and near starving, abuses the person more vulnerable than herself,
her daughter, and then attempts to sell Marian. Marian has economic value as a commodity.
Lady Waldemar quite simply uses her power to remove Marian as an obstacle to a good
marriage, but marriage for women was also about access to economy, stability, and safety.
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The abuse of Marian Erle points to the way women work to further the patriarchy when
they look out only for themselves. Marian is vulnerable to both men and women. Marian’s
mother, after a bad beating, drags Marian outside where “a man stood, with beast’s eyes”
(3.1050). This is the squire that Marian’s mother is selling her to in order to ease the financial
stress of her drunk and abusive husband. The action is one that turns away from female solidarity
for survival. And Marian, before she runs away cries:
“Oh, mother!” then, with desperate glance to heaven,
“God, free me from my mother,” she shrieked out,
“These Mothers are too dreadful” (3.1060-62)
The abuse Marian’s mother receives is replicated upon her daughter. Marian, rather than a child
to protect, becomes reduced to the commodity that may afford her mother relief from the abuse.
Marian’s mother becomes emblematic of the problematic portrayal of poor or lower-class
mothers as monstrous abusers, and in Aurora Leigh, unless we consider the ironizing of the
terms “very good” and “very kind” that Barrett Browning cultivates in her regard of middle-class
mothers it would be easy to read Barrett Browning’s portrayal as a classist stereotype. And there
are definitely moments within Aurora Leigh where Barrett Browning’s idealisms regarding the
rights of all people to a good life, regardless of class and gender, seem clouded and colored by a
very bourgeois fear of the power of the lower classes en masse. There is a dissonance that speaks
to a good deal of cultural invisibility that betrays unacknowledged prejudice stemming from her
safe position as a woman with access to her own fortune. However, in the context of this
argument regarding Barrett Browning’s awareness of a need for female solidarity in order to
subvert and change social constraints placed on women, Marian’s mother is only one of several
failed mothers in Aurora Leigh. Barrett Browning points to the many abuses of mothers of all
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classes. Marian is sold into prostitution by women. Barrett Browning also blurs for the reader the
line between prostitution and marriage by indicating the lack of choice by the woman in both
instances. In both, the relationship is primarily transactional. the woman is a commodity and
financial difficulties are eased, at least temporarily. Aurora’s Aunt, for example, is so horrified
by Aurora’s rejection of Romney’s marriage proposal that she essentially disowns Aurora
because of it, throwing into question the effect and the affective impact of hegemonically
sanctioned good intentions—asking the reader to really consider what makes one a good woman.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning subverts notions of what a good woman is by asking her
reader to distrust those in the text who are labeled as good and kind. Michael Gbogi’s definition
of subversion will serve well here as it is, “construed liberally and strictly as a feminist poetics of
illuminating and dismantling the architecture of patriarchal subjugation” (505). Barrett Browning
dismantles the architecture of patriarchal subjugation by highlighting the way in which the
women of different classes are portrayed by using normalized language (good, kind) and then
calling that language into question. To be a good woman was made much of in the Victorian era,
and women of a certain class were further expected to be kind, which means caring for those
who are in need, but Barrett Browning clearly warns her reader about the danger in language
beseeching, “good? / Distrust that word” (4.479-80).
Maternity and female guardianship are suspect throughout Aurora Leigh, as Barrett
Browning demonstrates how “good” women further the restrictions that damage women of all
classes. The reader’s first encounter with a woman who is good and kind subtly sets the tone.
Aurora’s English guardian, her aunt, is written in a way that denotes a clear criticism of English
domestic life: “She had lived, we’ll say, / A harmless life, she called a virtuous life, / A quiet life,
which was not life at all” (1.287 –89). Immediately virtue and domesticity are aligned with
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death-in-life. And the contrast between young Aurora and her guardian is made clear for her aunt
“had lived / A sort of Cage-bird life, born in a cage” (1.304-05), whereas Aurora “alas, / A wild
bird scarcely fledged, was brought to her cage, / And she was there to meet me. Very kind”
(1.309–11). The word kind immediately becomes suspect as it is never a kindness to place any
living creature in a cage; despite the provision of clean water and fresh seed the specter of the
cage, also now associated with death-in-life, negates the kindness and ironizes the tone.
Faulk argues “Aurora Leigh complicates the simple dichotomy of good and evil women
by inverting the characteristics of maternity from the unattainable ideal set forth by many
Victorians” (48). However, Faulk’s reading of Lady Waldemar neglects Barrett Browning’s use
of irony throughout Aurora Leigh and passes over the ways in which Lady Waldemar also serves
as a criticism of the hypocrisy of upper-class English women in their treatment of poor women.
Barrett Browning is again questioning what is good, what is kind, and what is ideal:
The word’s grown dangerous. In the middle age,
I think they called malignant fays and imps
Good people. A good neighbor, even in this,
Is fatal sometimes—cuts your morning up
To mincemeat of the very smallest talk,
That helps to sugar her bohea at night
With your reputation. I have known good wives,
As chaste, or nearly so, as Potiphar’s;
And good, good mothers, who would use a child
To better an intrigue. (4.488-95)
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The list continues: good friends, good critics, good statesmen, good patriots, good kings, and
good popes all serving to demonstrate how ill those called “good” often are. Through her listing,
Barrett Browning is slowly dismantling the hierarchy of the patriarchal power structure from the
bottom (your neighbor) to the top (the pope). Guardians and mothers in Aurora Leigh continually
fail their daughters and are further consigned to share the company of all good people who betray
the trust of those they should care for.
Marian’s betrayal by Lady Waldemar uses the same language used to describe Aurora’s
Aunt, which reiterates Barrett Browning’s demonstration of the depth of damage an upper-class
woman in power can do to a lower class or vulnerable woman in her care. Marian tells Aurora of
the events before she fled her wedding and left Romney at the altar:
“And still the lady came,” said Marian Erle,
“Much oftener than he knew it, Mister Leigh.
She bade me never tell him she had come,
She liked to love me better than he knew,
So very kind was Lady Waldemar: [emphasis mine]
And every time she brought with her more light,
And every light made sorrow clearer.” (6.878-84)
Double vision again informs how we must read this paragraph, for encoded within “kind” is
cruelty, and encoded within “light” is deceit parading as truth for personal gain. Both words
indicate their opposites and expose Lady Waldemar’s abuse of Marian. Having finally convinced
Marian that she must leave Romney for his own benefit, Lady Waldemar wrapped Marian “in
her generous arms at once, / And let me dream a moment how it feels / to have a real mother,
like some girls: / But when I looked her face was younger” (6.1001-04). Lady Waldemar plays at
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being Marian’s mother, but like a vampire, steals her youth for “though Lady Waldemar was
kind / she hurt me, hurt as if the morning sun” (6.1007-08). This second betrayal by a maternal
figure is the blow that ultimately leads to Marian’s fall or death.
Throughout Aurora Leigh the failure of mothers is a motif which further works as an
extended metaphor for the failure of English society in the care of its daughters; Barrett
Browning criticizes both the domestic cage of marriage, in which a woman loses her rights, and
the lack of proper education for young English girls. Aligning country with maternity, Barrett
Browning further claims England offers a failed maternity to her daughters, and in the end she
and Marian must escape and turn to Italy. Italy as a mother has very specific poetic resonance
(the birthplace of Dante, its influence on the Romantics), and perhaps for this reason Barrett
Browning turns to Italy as both symbolic of a freer, more poetic soul and as a mother that can
make room for a new vision of women. Following Barrett Browning’s admonishing of the
education an English girl receives is the prediction of Aurora’s death: “The Italian child, For all
her blue eyes and her quiet ways, / Thrives ill in England: she is paler yet / Than when we came
the last time; she will die” (1.495-96). A very clear commentary that such a domestic life full of
domestic work, is not a life at all, but a death sentence in life: “the works of women are
symbolical. We sew, sew, prick our fingers, dull our sight, / Producing what?” (1.456-58).
Aurora, rejecting this life sentence, chooses not to die.
It is compelling how Aurora Leigh’s double vision plays with life and death throughout.
Barrett Browning specifically inverts the imagery of the dead holy and idealized Victorian
mother figure at the end—through Marian. Marian is a part of the laboring poor, fallen due to her
rape, and stained through her keeping of an illegitimate child and refusal to become a
respectable woman through marriage to Romney. Marian, despite her fallenness, is the only
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successful mother in Aurora Leigh because she does not orphan, abandon, or betray her child.
Marian’s own claim of death can be read as metaphor for her social ruin and as symbolic of the
affective impact of her rape, but it is also defiant. Marian’s declaration of death empowers her to
operate as a living single mother outside of social mores: free from marriage, pure after her fall
by her refusal to accept the victim shaming of the era, and a good mother through both her
continued presence and her love of the child. Marian, an unmarried woman who bore a child
conceived in a ditch through rape and refuses to be married or shamed, encompasses the
Victorian ideal of sweet selfless maternity. Furthermore, Barrett Browning is defying literary
mores that demand a fallen woman die (like Ruth in Gaskell’s Ruth) or be transferred to another
continent (like Emily in Dickens’s David Copperfield). Audiences were scandalized by Marian
Erle, for all the aforementioned reasons, and Barrett Browning reveled in it— she was, after all,
responding to a major question of the day, the ‘Woman Question,’ and the way women were
treated by society. Barrett Browning’s implication through this inversion is a criticism of all the
social failures that occur and impact women. The failure of Marian’s mother to protect her
combined with the schemes of Lady Waldemar led to Marian’s fall, their abuse and neglect made
her vulnerable to the rape that ruined her, but Marian defiantly finds her own happy ending.
Marian’s own sense of self and agency mirrors Aurora’s throughout and their defiance in the
face of continued social oppression, reinforced through maternal failures, carries them through to
a new life in sisterhood.
Disobedient Maidens
Barrett Browning creates tension in the reader’s perception of Victorian womanhood,
encouraging the reader to sympathize with women who are disobedient and who reject being
constrained by marriage and English notions of domesticity. The two main protagonists, Aurora
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Leigh and Marian Erle, are disobedient women who enact their agency repeatedly through
rejection and saying, “No.” Aurora rejects what she sees as failed English maternity and chooses
a mother that is in part her own imaginative invention created through the vision of her dead
mother’s portrait and an idealized, but lost, homeland. Aurora rejects Romney Leigh’s marriage
proposal because Romney loves Aurora for her beauty and not herself, for her ability to help him
but with no real thought to who she is. Aurora rejects Romney’s money, and “in tearing up the
document [where Romney would have given her money] she gains independence” (Stone 121).
Further, “In rejecting economic dependence on Romney, Aurora also insists that she does not
need his aid to keep her or her honor, and that no one’s honor— ‘Nor man’s nor woman’s’
[2.1056]—can be deputed to another” (Stone 121).
Aurora’s rejection of marriage and maternity, despite the fact that she actually does love
Romney, is a rejection of accepting that a woman should be limited in her pursuits. Barrett
Browning thus ushers in a character that is self-aware enough to know that he cannot, at that
stage of his life, return her love in a way that would nurture and sustain her too. Faulk asserts
that “Aurora shifts symbols of femininity away from her body, preferring a less womanly
existence, a childless life, so she can pursue her career ambitions” (49). And, while it is easy to
see how Faulk reads “Aurora’s own denial of her body and its desires” as a “fear of sexuality and
its desires” (49) it seems more in keeping with the overall themes of the novel-in-verse that
Aurora rightly recognizes the dangers of marriage to her creative self. Aurora’s self-crowning
and rejection of Romney’s marriage proposal align with each other as an acceptance of who she
is, a poet, rather than a denial of bodily desire. Rather than desiring and fearing motherhood, as
Faulk contends (50), Aurora desires equal partnership and fears death through the constraint and
expectations written onto Victorian womanhood through the institutions of marriage and
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motherhood. The displacement of her own desire instead allows Aurora to create a new world
through poetic vision and place it in Italy. Aurora thus chooses to channel her energy into
creative work rather than into marriage and sexuality, as her English mothers insist she do. By
rejecting marriage and turning instead to her own poetic vision she is able to achieve the same
creative heights as the male poets, and Romney must go on his own journey to become a
husband who can actually see the value of her creative work.
This notion of honor and independence is more fraught for Marian Erle, who lacks access
to her own economy yet still rejects becoming a mistress, being “set up” by the “too good”
squire, by running away “with force” (3. 1056-57; 3.1064). What places Marian Erle in
continued danger is her lack of access to economic autonomy, but even then, she does not always
act with reason; she follows her heart and her own moral compass, which is situated in the care
of others. Marian Erle chooses to serve a dying woman even though she knows it will cost her
job. This self-sacrificing nature is what draws Romney to Marian, and while she cares about him,
Marian rejects marriage to Romney twice. Her sacrificing nature is not actually an idealized
domestic nature: Marian embraces maternity, but not marriage, which is perhaps the most
disobedient act of the entire novel, and she does it twice. Barrett Browning creates nuance and
depth in the variations of disobedience expressed by each woman that adds complexity to both
characters and prevents them from fitting neatly into hegemonically sanctioned notions of how
womanhood is performed.
Marian Erle’s “death” is a rejection of life as an idealized woman and mother. Marian,
upon reuniting with Aurora accidentally in Paris says to Aurora,
And so, that little stone, called Marian Erle,
Picked up and dropped by you and another friend,
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Was ground and tortured by the incessant sea
And bruised from what she was—changed! death’s change (6.809-12)
This indicates the affective impact (the grinding up of, the torturing, and the bruising Marian
experiences is of both body and spirit) of the betrayal of other women and the rape she endured
as a result. It also indicates that there are many types of death, not just the death encoded on the
surface. Marian has experienced an emotional death through the trauma of rape and a social
death through ruin. She continues:
And she, I said, was murdered: Marian’s dead.
What can you do with people when they are dead,
But if you are pious, sing a hymn and go,
Or if you are tender, heave a sigh and go,
But go by all means—and permit the grass
To keep its green feud up ‘twixt them and you?
Then leave me—let me rest I’m dead, I say (6.813-19)
Line 813 indicates a violent death and a rebirth, that the person who is speaking is Marian but is
also no longer Marian—Marian is dead, and a new Marian stands in her place. This rebirth is
also one of the images that aligns Marian, for critics like Isobel Armstrong, as a female Christ
reborn through the violence of others and washed pure in her own death. In “Aurora, The
Morning Star: The Female Poet, Christology and Revelation in Aurora Leigh,” Corinne Davies
argues that “because Armstrong stops in Book 6, she stresses the passion and the suffering Christ
and misses the active, creative, revealing and redemptive Christ figured forth ultimately and
jubilantly in the female poet Aurora of the last three books” (54-55). Feminist critics locate the
idea of the female Christ within Aurora Leigh but disagree on who wears Christ’s face. Again,
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the double vision of Aurora Leigh allows for a plurality of Christs within the novel-in-verse, all
offering roads to liberation and redemption. Davies argues that Aurora has had to confront the
woman’s body through Marian’s rape and is now trying to understand herself as woman and poet
and to understand the relationship between art and life and love” (57). Thus, Marian’s suffering
offers liberation and redemption to Aurora, and they both work in ways that redeem and liberate
Romney.
Addressing the topics of the female body, female sexuality, and rape was particularly
tricky during the nineteen century as women were often blamed for any assault that might take
place but also as the view of different classes of women colored their rights. Carolyn A. Conley,
in “Rape and Justice in Victorian England,” illustrates the social mores regarding sexual assault
of the era by reviewing a newspaper article on a series of assaults on women, one upper class and
the rest working class. The paper only detailed the lady’s hysterics:
The paper did not say what effect the assaults had had on the working women;
presumably, they went back to work. Since the ideal image of a lady called for sexual
ignorance, hysteria was the only possible response. Working women, however, were
expected to cope with reality. But despite the different expectations for ladies and
working women, gender was still more important than status. The laborer convicted of all
four assaults was sentenced to only six months. (532)
Barrett Browning is confronting sexuality directly, and she makes it clear that Victorian
allowances for what were perceived by the male-run judiciary system as “normal impulses and
youthful exuberances” (Conley 533) left the weight and stigma of rape on the female victim
regardless of class and that “the loss of virginity or marital chastity reduced a woman’s value
regardless of the circumstances” (Conley 534). The lines from Aurora Leigh that follow criticize
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a society that does not know what to do with women who face this sort of social death through
rape, a society that abandons women who experience sexual trauma with a prayer or a sigh, but
abandons them nonetheless:
And if to save the child from death as well,
The mother in me has survived the rest,
Why, that’s God’s miracle you must not tax,
I’m not less dead for that: I’m nothing more
But just a mother. (6.820-24)
Marian further explains that she does not actually care what has happened to Romney Leigh:
‘Tis nought to Marian if he’s sad or sick.
Another would have crawled beside your foot
And prayed your words out. (6.844-46)
This indicates that she is not going to behave in the manner a woman in her position is expected
to behave by societal standards. Comparing herself to an animal “a beast, a dog, / A starved cat,
if he had fed it once with milk, / Would show less hardness” (6.846-48), Marian claims she has
lost her ability to care for even Romney, saying finally “But I’m dead, you see, / And that
explains it” (VI, 448-49), but this is immediately betrayed as an unreliable claim by her care and
concern for him in the next stanza.
Beyond Class and Gender
Aurora Leigh and Marian Erle both have unconventional educations for their gender and
class. Stone points out how novels were more acceptable literary domains for women than epic
and philosophic poetry because “novels did not require or display the knowledge of classical
models barred to most women” (115), which matters because Barrett Browning points to the
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educational inequity assumed to be internal difference by Romney Leigh when he speaks of
women’s writing utilizing classic Greek without the accents. Aurora, however, was not educated
according to her gender. Aurora’s mother died when Aurora was four (1.31-35), and her
education began in Italy with her father, who taught her both proper classical models and the
importance of love. Her father died when she was thirteen (1.204-10), and this is when she is
sent to live with her “kind” aunt whose education in English womanhood stands in sharp contrast
to what she has been taught by her father. Marian Erle is self-educated. Barret Browning details
Marian’s patchwork education and love of books but makes it clear that while her education
comprises “stray odd volume[s]” or “half a play of Shakespeare’s torn across” tossed down from
Miller’s or Butcher’s boys or peddlers as she traveled with her parents, and that she would hide,
and cherish, and pore over when allowed to rest (3.966-92). Barrett Browning very much
indicates that Marian is capable and that she desires knowledge even attending, “when some city
friend would take her by the hand / […] a lecture at an institute” (3.996-97). Marian is literate
and catches what fragments of knowledge fall her way, making the reader see her as more than
just a victim of the society she was born into but a being capable and desiring of knowledge, a
being possessed of the agency to capture and store those bright bits of literature and culture. To
Aurora, “she said, in speaking of it, ‘If a flower / were thrown you out of heaven at intervals, /
you’d soon attain a trick of looking up—” (3.1009-11). Neither character allows the social
constraints that apply to them to shape them internally even when they cannot control how the
world shapes them externally.
Aurora Leigh challenges the notion that a person is solely their biological sex, and this
aspect very specifically points to the socially constructed nature of gender. Barrett Browning
“challenges the ‘violent order’ of gender and genre hierarchies: turning men into compulsive
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nurturers and women into knights-errant” (Stone 127). Aurora exclaims, “It seems as if I had a
man in me” (7.213), and Stone demonstrates that there is a “persistent use of gender reversals in
characterization, action, and imagery” (102) throughout Aurora Leigh. Elizabeth Barrett
Browning uses the masculinely aligned genre of the epic poem to question notions held during
the nineteenth century about gender, “deliberately unsettling genre distinctions in order to
facilitate and reinforce their questioning of gender distinctions” (Stone 103). Aurora is thus
primed by her father’s example to reject Romney’s cold and limited versions of men and women,
which echo the established gender binaries and social expectations. Stone argues further that,
“What she said of her experimentation with rhyme can also be said of her free-wheeling
questioning of gender and genre distinctions: ‘If I deal too much with licenses, it is not because I
am idle, but because I am speculative for freedom’s sake’ [Letter to Hugh Stuart Boyd]” (127).
Freedom is valued by Barrett Browning, especially a freedom of self-expression that moves
beyond socially sanctioned gender expectations. This same sentiment is expressed when Aurora
exclaims, “I am not too much / A woman, not to be a man for once!” (2.984-985). Barrett
Browning effectively challenges the male/female binary by locating both male and female within
her main protagonist.
And while Aurora identifies as sometimes masculine and sometimes feminine, it should
be noted that the two patriarchs of the novel, Romney and her father, are both feminized. Aurora
has always loved Romney, but she knew on her birthday, when she crowned herself and he
proposed, that to marry him would be to lose herself. Romney must transform from a sighted
man incapable of seeing to a man who has accessed deeper vision. As such, we must strive to
read him not through a sighted perception of lack, a reading through the lens of hegemonically
sanctioned notions of gender and wholeness that mistakenly perceive men and sighted bodies as
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having something more than women and disabled bodies. This perception is so deeply engrained
that it is present in the very structure of the words our society have so long used to describe what
is just difference; it is a perception that places the value on one way of being over another. So, to
read Romney’s blindness as a complete lack, a castration or emasculation, is to read him from
the perception that privileges maleness and sight. To read his effeminization and blindness
through a lens that does not privilege those attributes of maleness and sight as superior allows us
to see how Barrett Browning challenges the validity of these hegemonically sanctioned ideals.
Romney is able to see the world and, finally, Aurora in his blinded condition, so to read
Romney’s blindness only as a physical and material lack (the very real physical lack of sight) is,
I think, to misread it. Romney is liberated from patriarchal constructs and his single vision of
the world by his blindness, which frees Romney and Aurora to be themselves in a relationship
that is true to who they are; two people who are operating outside of the boundaries of English
masculinity and femininity. Aurora exclaims,
Men define a man,
The creature who stands frontward to the stars,
The creature who looks inward to himself
The tool-wright, laughing creature. “Tis enough:
We’ll say instead, the inconsequent creature, man,
For that’s his specialty. What creature else
Conceives the circle, and then walks the square?
Loves things proved bad, and leaves a thing proved good?
You think the bee makes honey half a year,
To loathe the comb in winter and desire
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The little ant’s food rather? But a man—
Note men! — they are but women after all
As women are but Auroras! —there are men
Born tender (7.1006-19)
These lines point to the contradictions inherent in human nature, and to a non-binary reading of
men and women, one that allows for plurality, for men to be nurturers and women poets. Stone
further locates “the suggestion that Romney has a woman’s heart within him [like Aurora’s
father did], indicate[s] that gender is not the ultimate reality for Barrett Browning” (122).
Women, particularly unmarried women, in Victorian culture were often encouraged to
spend their life in service to others, but it is Romney Leigh who strives for this through the first
third of the novel. Stone points out that Barrett Browning was criticized for creating a heroine
who was “accessibly masculine and a hero criticized as a ‘milksop’” (118), but the perception of
Romney as a milksop and Aurora as masculine is a reading from a patriarchal lens that confines
men and women to certain spheres. Stone argues that Barrett Browning
subverts th[e] convention[s] of chivalric romance by underscoring the gender inversion
brought about by the Victorian cult of true womanhood. As Aurora ironically points out,
self-sacrifice and self-denial in the cause of helping others is so much a part of correct
‘womanly behavior’ in her age that it has become not man’s but
woman’s trade
to suffer torment for another to see
The world’s male chivalry has perished out,
But women are knights-errant to the last (VII.222-225)
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Nevertheless [… Barrett Browning] unsettles and questions even her own
generalizations. No character in Aurora Leigh is more intent on suffering torment to ease
others than Quixotic Romney. (121)
At the end of Aurora Leigh, Aurora is the patriarch in husbandship to Marian Erle and Romney:
“In a reversal of the usual Victorian domestic contract, Romney finally decides to dedicate
himself to the service of her art as well; asking Aurora to ‘work for two,’ he vows that he ‘for
two shall love’” (Stone 122). Thus when we incorporate Stone’s ideas regarding gender into a
consideration of the ways Barrett Browning layers symbolism and vision it becomes clear that
Barrett Browning collapses gender binaries in a way that forces Romney Leigh to move beyond
his single vision that prevents him from seeing both Aurora and Marian’s worth as defined
outside of their gender, their role as helpmate, and their procreative ability, before he is a worthy
husband in an equitable marriage. In Aurora Leigh Barrett Browning’s double vision inverts both
life/death and vision/blindness. Marian’s claiming of death and subsequent rejection of social
mores allows her to live her life—an unmarried mother with a happy ending and community—
whereas Romney’s physical blindness acknowledges ironically the single vison he had at the
beginning of the novel and myriad ways of seeing the world he now has open to him.
Vision
A central theme in Aurora Leigh is Aurora’s education of Romney, through a subversion
and a usurpation of the traditionally masculinely aligned poetic tradition about the potential of
women beyond the social restrictions and expectations placed upon them by Victorian ideals and
mores. Romney, in the beginning, tells Aurora that he does not believe she can become a poet
because of her gender:
Therefore, this same world
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Uncomprehended by you, must remain
Uninfluenced by you. —Women as you are,
Mere women, personal and passionate,
You give us doting mothers, and perfect wives,
Sublime Madonnas, and enduring saints!
We get no Christ from you—and verily
We shall get no poet, in my mind. (2; 218 -225)
Barrett Browning comments on the idealized perception of women as madonnas and mothers as
a social failure through Romney’s dismissal of Aurora as a poet. Romney, at first, represents the
hegemonic standards held for women. Romney must be taught to see a new vision, one that
allows for women and men to exist in myriad ways of being, not just master or husband and
helpmate, and this is done through his interactions with the three women, who were all potential
brides, and the development of Aurora’s poetic work as well as his own failed social project.
Barrett Browning uses the metaphor of male blindness to criticize the social failings that
allow for such exploitations and re-vision a better world where women are allowed economy and
“all class-walls level as Jericho’s” (IX; 932). It would be easy in any feminist reading of Aurora
Leigh to be initially frustrated with the marriage of Aurora Leigh to Romney with his persistent
“God-Like” nobility, honor, and penchant for being wrong; however, it is through Romney’s
literal blindness that his figurative blindness to the real trials of women and social class are
exposed. Aurora and Romney’s alignment and declaration of mutual love at the end is symbolic
of Aurora’s capacity to show him a more equitable world through her own poetic double vision,
an extension and reflection of the double vision Barrett Browning employs with symbol and
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language throughout. Thus, Aurora’s female poetics are crucial to the creation of a new vision
for the world.
Examination of Barrett Browning’s double vision in Aurora Leigh involves
consideration of both male and female poetic tradition. Gbogi notes that critics often align
Barrett Browning with male poetic fathers, even to the exclusion of aligning her with
contemporary female poets like Christina Rossetti. Gbogi argues that “that Browning’s attempt
to create a subversive feminist poetic tradition is more similar to Rossetti’s than is generally
thought” (505). Gbogi is right. For example, both Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh and
Christina Rossetti’s “Goblin Market” use imagery that specifically evokes a vision of a female
Christ and align thematically in their treatment of rape, fallenness, and the redemptive potential
of sisterhood. Turning to Marian Erle to start a new life for both of them, Aurora writes, “The
man had baffled, chafed me, till I flung / For refuge to the woman” (4.347 – 348). The ways
Marian and Aurora rescue each other throughout the text from bad mothering, ignorance, and
social isolation is absolutely crucial.
Aurora, awake to her own trials, was blind to the trials of lower-class women until she
found Marian. Their cross-class relationship has more weight and value than the marriage of
Marian to Romney would have because it is what creates a real bridge of solidarity, whereas the
marriage would have reinforced a patriarchally sanctioned rags-to-riches fantasy standard to
novels of the time. Failing to align Barrett Browning with her contemporary female poets and
only with her male poetic fathers works against what she does in Aurora Leigh by “foster[ing]
the popular Victorian myth that poetry is man’s exclusive preserve” (504), which Aurora
contests and challenges throughout, “while on the other hand, it erases the possibility of a
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coherent female/feminist poetic tradition in which not only Browning but a number of other
women participated during her lifetime” (504). Gbogi argues that,
In Aurora Leigh, Browning re-contextualizes the theme of love as a recurring subject of
poetic discourse. Rather than being a patriarchal endorsement, as critics often suggest,
Romney’s marriage to Aurora in Book IX is an apt metaphor by which Browning seems
to accentuate the relevance of both man and woman as mutually dependent on each other.
By the time of the reunification, Romney’s chauvinistic tendencies have been neutralized.
He now accepts that Aurora can strive towards a vocational goal in the same way a man
can. (514)
Furthering the ways in which Romney’s blindness and awareness at the end is rather a central
premise of the text because it is about the power of poetic double vision which allows us to see
the way that bodies are transformed and have transformative power through the marks left upon
them by society, a sort of social transmutation that echoes the sacrifice of Christ for the good of
the whole. Aurora Leigh ends with a prophetic vision, as promised when Aurora first crowned
herself with Ivy, Aurora now speaks for the soul of the age, and she,
fed his blind, majestic eyes
Upon the thought of perfect noon: And when
I saw his soul saw— (IX; 960-962)
leaving the reader with the vision of a female poet describing a new vision for a better day and
age.
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Chapter Four: Natural Womanhood in The Mill on the Floss
George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss troubles traditional binaries, like nature/culture,
boy/girl, male/female, by challenging the notion that society and nature are separate. Maggie
Tulliver, Eliot’s main protagonist, can be read in relation to the central environmental element in
the novel, the River Floss, indicating that the ways society and nature intersect are vital
representations of the way socially constructed hegemonic ideologies impact the environment,
individual people, and society at large. Melanie Hacke points out how Eliot’s “anthropomorphic
language underscores the similarities between the impulsive, dark-complexioned heroine,
Maggie Tulliver, and the River Floss” (116). Eliot even introduces the River Floss before
Maggie. The narrator exclaims, “How lovely the little river is with its dark, changing wavelets! It
seems to me like a living companion while I wonder along the bank and listen to its low placid
voice” (Eliot 51), evoking Maggie’s dark unruly tresses before the reader even meets her and
personifying the river as one who is speaks while being “deaf and loving” (Eliot 51). Eliot moves
the reader backward out of the River Floss to the little girl, “who is watching it too: she has been
standing on just the same spot at the edge of the water ever since I arrived at the bridge […] so
rapt in its movement” (52). In this way, Eliot ties Maggie and the River Floss together in a
familial way while framing Maggie as a force of nature with her own agency. However, Maggie
and the river are not alone. Along with “the rush of the water” Eliot gives us “the booming of the
mill” which brings “a dreamy deafness, which seems to heighten the peacefulness of the scene”
(52). The combination of the man-made mill working with the natural force of the river creates a
tableau that poses the girl within the sphere of and on the edge of progress. The narrator’s fond
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tone links the girl and the River Floss, but also ties Maggie to the mill—the child, nature, and
progress are all held momentarily in a tableau that denotes a girl, a town, and a landscape
standing on the precipice of great change. And this tableau frames the way that legal arguments
surrounding the River Floss in the novel parallel the social constraints placed upon Maggie
regarding access to work and marriage because of her gender and class. In The Mill on the Floss,
Eliot’s conflation of Maggie Tulliver with the River Floss works to challenge binaries in ways
that indicate it is dangerous for the entire society when social expectations work against
individual capacity and agency. Through Maggie’s rejection of girling, through multiple
potential readings of anthropomorphic natural imagery, and through the portrayal of Maggie’s
internal conflicts regarding duty, intellect, and passion, Eliot encodes a social critique of
Victorian mores that deny women access to autonomy through meaningful work and deny
women access to agency in their relationship choices.
Disputes and acts of control are acted out over Maggie’s body and the body of water that
is the River Floss in a way that creates a parallel between the social constraints placed upon
women and the changing industrial practices that disrupt nature in potentially catastrophic ways
like flooding. Eliot uses nature to challenge Victorian perceptions of “individual womanhood”
and “contemporary ideas about nature – and subjugation” (34), as M. Melissa Elston argues.38
Attempts to harness the River Floss’s energy parallel the attempts of Maggie’s family to control
and diminish her agency, and Ashton Nichols’s concept of “urbanature” is useful here.39 The
notion of urbanature challenges the ideology, or popular belief, that nature and man-made items
are wholly distinct or in complete opposition. Maggie’s connection to the River Floss subverts
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and troubles ideology regarding the nature/culture binary because she is read as of nature and in
culture at the same time. But Eliot also points to the devaluation of women as a commodity to be
harnessed through this symbolic connection between Maggie and the River Floss. Nichols uses
the term urbanature in a way that asks us to consider “that all human and nonhuman lives, as
well as all animate and inanimate objects around those lives, are linked in a complex web of
interdependent interrelatedness” (xiii). This connection between Maggie and the River Floss,
encoded in the opening scene, also indicates an interrelatedness between industrialization and the
‘Woman Question,’ an interrelatedness we also see in Brontë’s Shirley. And we can benefit from
reading The Mill on the Floss from such an ecocentric viewpoint where the River Floss, the
town, the mill, and the male and female characters are all valued similarly, because such a
reading challenges society’s harnessing of women’s energy for nothing but domestic labor as
unnatural and potentially dangerous. Furthermore, the many attempts by men to harness the
energy of the River Floss and the energy of the girl, both straining against their own
commodification, expose cultural anxiety regarding agency in both women and nature. Mr.
Tulliver and Philip Wakem’s father feud throughout the novel via arbitration over waterpower
and the mill, over access to the River Floss. Philip Wakem, Stephen Guest, and Maggie’s brother
Tom feud similarly over who should have access to Maggie through marriage. And Maggie’s
death with Tom in the river, rather than redeeming a fallen woman as the trope is intended to do,
implicates socially constructed mores regarding good womanhood as culpable, because Eliot
demonstrates that Maggie does not need redeeming, and is not actually fallen, before her death.
The legal disputes surrounding the River Floss can be read as symbolic of the social
constraints placed on women. The River Floss is a force of nature whose power multiple men,
including Maggie’s father Mr. Tulliver, seek to control. The River Floss is the focus of Mr.
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Tulliver’s legal disputes, which ultimately lead to his downfall and death. In Tulliver’s multiple
arbitrations regarding who has the right to control the River Floss, he contends “there never
would have been any dispute about the height of water if everybody was what they should be”
(59). This is an idea that extends out to the failure of his two children, Tom and Maggie, to
conform to accepted social norms aligned with their gender and class. Maggie and Tom are not
what the Tullivers and Dodsons think they should be. And Eliot’s challenging of socially
constructed gender binaries in The Mill on the Floss indicates that what people should be is
socially proscribed rather than innate, as Judith Butler’s notions of performed identity have
shown us. Butler’s theories explicitly address the common misconception people have that
socially expected norms are natural, and Eliot, writing long before Butler’s groundbreaking
work in Gender Trouble, uses nature in The Mill on the Floss to expose and critique the
commonly held beliefs of her era that produced the social constructs regarding gender and class.
Girling
Maggie, inhabiting nature and culture, defies her mother’s cultural sensibilities and
expectations through her alignment with the River Floss. Further, Maggie is the central pivot
point of Eliot’s exploration of the intersection of culture and nature, both environmental and
human, that can be seen in The Mill on the Floss. One commonly held belief during the Victorian
era was that a woman’s natural place is in the domestic space of the home, yet Maggie is not
only conflated with her natural environment but also is more often portrayed in nature, often
wandering by the River Floss or walking in the woods. Maggie’s domestic moments are
generally fraught with dissatisfaction, and Maggie’s childhood forays into nature, her connection
with the River Floss and the land, result in an association with muddiness. And Maggie’s
muddiness creates a critique of norms associated with gender and class most readily
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demonstrated by her mother, Mrs. Tulliver’s, constant dismay regarding “how to keep her in a
clean pinafore for two hours together” (Eliot 56-7). Maggie, and her older brother Tom, are not
what Mr. and Mrs. Tulliver think they should be. Maggie is fiercely intelligent, independent, and
impulsive— qualities valued in a boy rather than a girl. Maggie continues to fail at performing as
a girl, and later as a woman. Maggie’s forays into the Red Deeps with Philip become almost
didactic symbols of her own sexual agency. Eliot encodes female desire, something Victorian
notions of propriety worked tirelessly to erase, into the natural setting of the forest.
Eliot’s aligning of Maggie with the River Floss, a force of nature whose cultivation and
control poses a hazard to the community around it (as her female desire that is encoded into the
forest does), challenges the Dodsons’ reading of her as a being out of nature or unnatural.
Instead, Eliot highlights how the cultivation of gender norms is what is out of keeping with
natural diversity and natural inclination, and that these cultural norms are damaging as well.
Butler asks us to,
Consider the medical interpellation which […] shifts an infant from an ‘it’ to a ‘she’ or
‘he,’ and in that naming, the girl is ‘girled,’ brought into the domain of language and
kinship through the interpellation of gender. But that girling of the girl does not end
there, on the contrary, that founding interpellation is reiterated by various authorities, and
throughout various intervals of time to reinforce or contest this naturalized effect. The
naming is at once the setting of a boundary, and also the repeated inculcation of a norm.
(Bodies 7-8)
Interpellation and reiteration, Butler’s terms for the way repeated actions work to calcify a
perception of an action as normal, work together to create an appearance of naturalness and
binarism assigned to attributes aligned with socially proscribed perceptions of masculine and
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feminine. Victorian women endured strict gendered definitions that impacted them socially and
limited a woman’s access to a livable life, and to humanness. A woman’s access to a livable life
was dependent on her performance of naturalized womanhood, something Maggie repeatedly
fails to do. Further, Butler taught us to question performances of gender as natural:
Gender is the repeated stylization of the body, a set of repeated acts within a highly
rigid regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a
natural sort of being. A political genealogy of gender ontologies, if it is successful, will
deconstruct the substantive appearance of gender into its constitutive acts and locate and
account for those acts within the compulsory frames set by the various forces that police
the social appearance of gender. (Gender Trouble 45)
However, as Igi Moon notes, “the problem with [Butler’s] discursive and dialogical presentation
is that there can be no room for discussion of a pre-discursive, feeling, sentient body that can be
leaky, and that is messy, undefinably and largely ‘meaningless’ without language and culture”
(66).40 Moon asks us to take into consideration the way that boying or girling the body at birth
also includes the gendering of emotions, and how “a language of emotions is introduced very
early in a child’s life to socialize cis-gendered boys and girls to align with enforced dominant
cultural meanings” (66). Much of Maggie’s struggle throughout the novel is linked to the
intensity of non-feminine emotions (anger, curiosity, agency, and desire) which she fails to
repress. Her emotions result in actions that are perceived by the society she lives in as
unwomanly and are also symbolized throughout in various ways by the current of the River
Floss, which carries her away with Stephen and also carries her to her death. Moon defines
feminine emotions as those which involve nurturing, caring for others, and the cultivation of
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relationships, while they align emotions socially gendered as masculine with autonomy,
combativeness, and outward expressions of anger (66).41 Maggie’s childhood is full of outward
expressions of anger: she has a doll she brutally beats kept in the attic, she cuts off her hair in a
violent episode, and she pushes Lucy into the mud. Maggie’s anger is also channeled into her
willful walking and her episode of running away to the gypsies— in her need for freedom and
autonomy she struggles to stay still, and continually fails to remain docile and present within the
domestic environment. These actions are all outward expressions of Maggie’s inner state, her
emotional response to the restrictions placed upon her, and her failure to fit comfortably into the
socially constructed performance of womanhood. Through these emotionally driven actions Eliot
troubles Victorian expectations regarding gendered perceptions of emotion and troubles social
perceptions that Maggie is unwomanly because of her repetitive failures at female gender
performance. Maggie’s perceived failures offer resistance to social mores because Maggie
remains vulnerable while continuing to express to Eliot’s female readers a variety of alternative
ways of performing female identity outside of the separate spheres ideology.
Eliot also troubles masculine gender performance with Maggie’s brother Tom, even
though Tom does not reject boying. Eliot informs the reader that Tom is generic boyishness
embodied; however, Tom becomes associated with “social markers of the feminine” (Moon 66)
through Tulliver’s scheme to educate him and through the nurturing roles he repeatedly takes on.
So, while Tom is indeed very much boyish, there are nuanced moments in the novel when
characters treat him in ways that are based on gender expectations of what all boys should be and
serve to demonstrate that gender is not in fact a marker of innate nature or intellectual capacity.
Tom is important to this reading of the novel because his lack of intellectual capacity for
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classical book knowledge stands in stark contrast with Maggie’s intellectual capacity throughout.
The reader sees how Maggie would have excelled if given access to classical education, but Tom
is intellectually out of his depth under Mr. Stelling’s tutelage:
Mr. Stelling was not the man to enfeeble and emasculate his pupil’s mind by simplifying
and explaining, or to reduce the tonic effect of etymology by mixing it with smattering,
extraneous information, such as is given to girls. (Eliot 177)
Eliot is noting that Tom may have been more successful if he had been given some extra
information, the kind generally included in a girl’s education, but Stelling’s notions of masculine
capacity prevent Tom from receiving the type of information he needs to actually be able to learn
the material. Tom is slow in thought, driven by duty, and loyal to a sense of what is socially
perceived as right, which would have worked out well for him had been given an education
relevant to the more middle-class world of business. Had Mr. Tulliver not been threatened by
Tom’s acquisition of power and had instead intended Tom to follow in his footsteps as operator
of Dorlcote Mill he would have provided Tom with a different type of education. However, Mr.
Tulliver aspires for Tom to become a gentleman and scholar. And Tom, disinherited by his father
from a future at his father’s mill, ironically lacks his younger sister’s aptitude for the classical
scholarship intended for upper class gentlemen. What Tom does have is access to is an aptitude
for business and a slow but steady determination that allows him to work his way back to the
mill, that allows him to reclaim his own access to the land his father disinherited him from. The
reader can see Maggie and Tom struggling to be as their parents think “they should be”
throughout, and this tension challenges a perception of socially constructed binaries related to
gender performance as natural. In The Mill on the Floss this serves as a critique for how
damaging, and ultimately destructive, socially constructed ideologies that seek to constrain a
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person’s nature, specifically because of their gender or social class, are. It is dangerous for the
town of St. Ogg to over harness the waterpower of the River Floss, an act which results in the
tragic flood that kills Maggie and Tom at the end of the novel, just as it is dangerous to restrict
Maggie and Tom’s natures because of gender and class expectations.
Eliot’s use of nature in alignment with Maggie and Tom’s innate personal characteristics
helps to demonstrate that cultural conceptions of what is natural behavior for a girl or a boy, or
people of a specific class, are constructed and not innate. The impact of Stelling’s treatment of
Tom with a gender- and class-based, rather than capacity-based, educational methodology is to
place Tom in a position of vulnerability. Stelling refuses to give Tom the basics that will help
him learn. Ironically, however, it is Stelling’s failure to acknowledge Tom’s non-bookishness
that does this: “Yet, strange to say, under this vigorous treatment Tom became more like a girl
than he had ever been in his life before” (Eliot 77). Moon contends that social perceptions of
gender create a belief that a boy will be left “vulnerable, less tough, less ‘hard’ than a ‘real’ boy;
that he will somehow feel less ‘boy’ as a consequence of the influence from ‘girly’ extras” (66).
Tom is quite aware that this educational method is failing him, “and his pride [gets] into an
uneasy condition which quite nullifie[s] his boyish self-satisfaction and g[ives] him something of
the girl’s susceptibility” (Eliot 77). Stelling’s failures as a teacher impact Tom’s sense of self in a
way that brings him to a more emotionally vulnerable place in the novel, a place that aligns him,
if only briefly, with his sister.
Tom’s educational dilemma exposes anxieties about masculine capacity in Victorian
society, a dilemma furthered by Mrs. Stelling’s use of him as nursemaid for her daughter. Tom is
also placed in the feminine position of nurturer by Mr. Stelling’s wife, who has him watch her
eldest child every afternoon. Tom is tasked with attending to the “little cherub Laura, [who], not
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being an accomplished walker, at present, [has] a ribbon fastened around her waist by which
Tom” holds her. But, as Laura rarely walks, Tom spends his time “carrying this fine child round
and round the garden, within sight of Mrs. Stelling’s window” (Eliot 179). This capacity as
nursemaid is not emasculating for Tom, as Eliot indicates Tom is actually quite naturally
inclined to nurturing little Laura in his loneliness, and that “there was too much in him of the
fiber of true manliness” to detest the act. Eliot’s juxtaposition of a notion of true manliness that
incorporates masculine nurturing with the role of child rearing further challenges binary
expectations regarding gender roles and in doing so successfully troubles social conventions by
offering men alternative ways of being as well.
Maggie, who does not excel at nurturing (as readers learned from the rabbit incident, in
which she allowed all of Tom’s lop-eared rabbits to starve to death), instead mirrors her father in
her tendency to outward expressions of anger. Eliot’s continual linking of Maggie with outward
expressions of anger solidify Maggie’s rejection of girling, a rejection which further serves to
challenge those perceived binaries. Hacke argues that The Mill on the Floss “questions whether
restrained manners are really preferable to spontaneity” (122), but Eliot’s social critique is more
nuanced and probing than a commentary on manners. Rather, Eliot is challenging educational
practices, parenting methods, and social mores that dictate capacity or behavior as natural or
unnatural for certain genders.
Maggie, like Tom, is self-aware enough to know she does not conform to gender
expectations, and her anger at being a round peg in the square hole of girlness is displaced onto
idealized feminine forms. Both the outward expression of her anger and the active displacement
of that anger onto signifiers of what she is not indicate a deep-seated emotional rejection of
girling. Eliot incorporates doubling in a way that aligns with Freud’s notion of the uncanny in
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Maggie’s two dolls. Both dolls are associated with the emotion of shame. The first doll is kept in
a public space, and Maggie, embarrassed after an incident of inappropriate cleverness with her
father’s guest Mr. Riley,
shut up the book at once, with a sense of disgrace, but not being inclined to see after her
mother, she compromised the matter by going into a dark corner behind her father’s
chair, and nursing her doll, towards which she had an occasional fit of fondness in Tom’s
absence, neglecting its toilette, but lavishing so many warm kisses on it that the waxen
cheeks had a wasted unhealthy appearance. (Eliot 63)
Maggie’s public doll is mostly neglected and receives attention only when she herself is not
attended to, and Maggie, this infers, would rather be outside playing with Tom than indoors
playing with dolls. Maggie’s capacity to love deeply is also noted here as far greater than her
capacity to care for anything in practical domestic ways like cleaning them. The doll’s double,
however, fairs far worse than a dirty, unhealthy appearance, for it is the receiver of Maggie’s
rage and kept hidden in the attic. The attic is a familiar but hidden space in the home, and it is
where Maggie “fretted out all her ill-humours” (Eliot 71). The attic, like the Red Deeps (a
forest), operates as a liminal and Othered space that allows for expression of both public and
private self. And the violence Maggie visits upon this doll demonstrates her capacity for the
masculinely aligned emotion of anger and the socially proscribed repression of it for women.
The doll in the attic “which once stared with the roundest of eyes above the reddest of
cheeks” (Eliot 71) is a symbol of femininity and the domestic idealization of the nurturing
female, and, as such Maggie’s anger visited bodily upon this “Fetish which she punished for all
her misfortunes” (Eliot 71) stands in for all Maggie’s failed performances of girlhood. The doll,
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was now utterly defaced by a long career of vicarious suffering. Three nails driven into
the head commemorated as many crises in Maggie’s nine years of earthly struggle. (Eliot
71)
Maggie, rather than being docile and compliant, has a violent and combative response to
restrictions and shame based on her gender. Realizing that putting any more nails in would
destroy her fetish, Maggie takes to
alternately grinding and beating the wooden head against the rough brick of the great
chimneys that made two square pillars supporting the roof. That was what she did this
morning on reaching the attic, sobbing all the while with a passion that expelled every
other form of consciousness—even the grievance that had caused it. (Eliot 72)
Maggie’s rage is caused by Mrs. Tulliver’s attempt to curl her “reluctant black crop,” her
mother’s remonstrance over Maggie’s defiant nature (when she wet her hair to thwart her
mother), and her mother’s refusal to let her play outside so that she will be presentable when
company arrives. Maggie’s rage is caused by the performance and the restrictions of girlhood
much as the river’s flooding later in the novel is caused by the restrictions of new agricultural
practices.
Maggie’s hair is also symbolic of her inability to conform or meet people’s expectations
of what a girl should be: compliant. Maggie’s hair is a constant bane of her mother’s existence
because it refuses to curl or hold its curl—a signifier that Maggie is not particularly susceptible
to cultural or social cultivation. Much like the river, her power and agency are difficult to
harness. But Maggie’s hair is also symbolic of how oppressed she feels by social expectations,
and in a fit of anger she cuts it all off herself. This defiant act is an outward marking of her
rejection of gendered norms and her inward marking of self as non-conforming:
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One delicious grinding snip, and then another and another, and the hinderlocks fell
heavily on the floor, and Maggie stood cropped in a jagged, uneven manner, but with a
sense of clearness and freedom, as if she had emerged from a wood into the open plain.
(Eliot 105)
For one brief moment the reader sees Maggie’s outer and inner self in alignment—her hair is not
feminine, and she is free, like a boy or a wild river unharnessed by men. However, that moment
between her rejection of her feminine-presenting hair and the world she lives in with its
associations and expectations is brief, because Tom promptly exclaims with mocking laughter
that she looks “like the idiot we throw our nut-shells to at school” (Eliot 105).
Female disobedience and defiance is yet again aligned with insanity and degradation,
making the repercussions for being non-conforming painfully clear to Maggie. Maggie was
motivated by a desire for people to look beyond her feminine appearance and simply “think her a
clever little girl” (Eliot 105). Maggie has rightly deduced that if she were not a girl she would be
made much of rather than thought a nuisance, and an eventual danger, to the society she lives in.
Maggie’s repeated attempts to rebel cause her shame because she wants to be both loved and
accepted but her family, and the wider society that they represent, refuse to acknowledge her
strengths because of her gender. Maggie discovers that she cannot escape those social pressures
and expectations no matter what changes she makes to her appearance, but Eliot’s creation of a
protagonist who is so vulnerable in her difference gives readers, especially the female readers of
her time, a heroine who imagines and actively attempts new ways of being a woman. Even if
Maggie does not succeed, does not find a place in the world as it is, one cannot help but want her
to. Eliot, through Maggie’s tragic death, asks her readers to begin to imagine the kind of society
where a girl like Maggie might thrive. Eliot also offers her readers a warning through the death
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of Maggie in conjunction with the flooding of the River Floss. Maggie’s rejection of girling
parallels the potential for flooding of the River Floss caused by over cultivation of waterpower,
and this parallel demonstrates the danger of over cultivation of the human spirit according to
strict social norms.
Muddied: Maggie’s Dislocation
Maggie’s coloring is a part of what dislocates her socially. Her brown skin is a point of
contention for the Dodson side of the family, the side of the family most caught up in cultural
mores, and Maggie’s dark skin serves to align her with nature, with the earth or land, that people
like the Dodsons seek to cultivate. Mrs. Tulliver’s distress over—and distance from—Maggie is
connected to Maggie’s complexion:
“You talk o’ ‘cuteness, Mr. Tulliver,” she observed as she sat down, “but I’m sure the
child’s half an idiot in some things; for if I send her upstairs to fetch anything she forgets
what she’s gone for, an’ perhaps ‘ull sit down on the floor I’ the sunshine an’ sing to
herself like a Bedlam creatur’, all the while I am waiting for her down-stairs. That niver
run i’ my family, thank God, no more nor a brown skin as makes her look like a
mulatter.” (Eliot 57)
Mrs. Tulliver distances herself from Maggie by making it clear that Maggie is unlike the people
in her own family. Maggie is also starkly aware of the contrast in both coloring and behavior
between herself and her cousin Lucy, who her mother quite vocally favors throughout. And
Maggie is further frustrated by Lucy’s exemplary response to being girled. Early on Maggie
displaces her own shame and anger at not being able to perform girlness well, onto Lucy, even
though she loves Lucy very much. Maggie’s internal passions, her intelligence, her personal
affection for Lucy, her jealousy of everyone else’s approval of and love for Lucy, her own shame
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and frustration at failing to be as pleasing and good as Lucy, all work together to create a need to
act in Maggie, a need to have access to some sort of power, and the only possible target, more
vulnerable than Maggie herself, is sweet, little Lucy. This results in Maggie “looking like a small
Medusa with her snakes cropped” finally pushing “with a fierce thrust of her small brown arm
[…] poor little pink-and-white Lucy into the cow-trodden mud” (Eliot 138, 140). Eliot highlights
the visual difference between the girls in Maggie’s moment of revenge, and Lucy stands for all
the ways Maggie does not conform to idealized femininity. Maggie, despite loving Lucy, rejects
this version of girlhood she is expected to conform to by pushing it into the earth. In this way
Maggie gains a sense of active agency against that which she is not and will never be even if it is
unjustly displaced onto her friend and cousin. Maggie makes Lucy brown and muddy like
herself, and it is in this muddiness that Maggie also gets to see Lucy feel shame, as Maggie so
often does. Maggie, as a child and a girl, has no access to power and no way to escape the system
in place, so she takes out her powerlessness on her fellow girl. Eliot, by giving us, “Lucy, with
one side of her person, from her small foot to her bonnet-crown, wet and discolored with mud,
holding out two tiny, blackened hands, and making a very piteous face” (Eliot 137), also shows
how that the social system creates a boundary against female community, because the only
possible target for Maggie is another vulnerable body. Tom, who initially tattled on Maggie in
his own small act of revenge, does not escape adult scrutiny in this situation. Both of the Tulliver
children are treated as of concern in the muddying of Lucy. The adults, especially Mrs. Pullet,
opine on the unnaturalness of Maggie and Tom, and how neither one will possibly come to a
good end, which represents a larger social stance working against deviance from adherence to
the Victorian separate spheres aligned with male and female.
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Maggie’s dislocation from her own family is further indicated by the Dodsons connecting
her to the gypsies, but when Maggie seeks out the gypsies, she discovers that she really doesn’t
seem to belong anywhere. When Maggie cuts off all her hair at the beginning of the novel, in one
of her many acts of rebellion, Aunt Pullet comments,
“She’s more like a gypsy nor ever,” said Aunt Pullet, in a pitying tone; “it’s very bad
luck, sister, as the gell should be so brown—the boy’s fair enough. I doubt it’ll stand in
her way i’ life to be so brown.” (Eliot 109)
Maggie is marked by her brownness as Other, an outsider in her own family, and as less than, as
Aunt Pullet indicates that Maggie will have trouble advancing socially through marriage because
of her brown skin. Maggie’s coloring is linked by the Dodsons to her naughtiness even though it
is their feminine expectations in tension with Maggie’s boyish active will and innate bookish
intelligence that create the real conflict. Maggie’s nature, outside the acceptable sphere of
cultured norms for a girl, gets displaced onto her coloring, which further increases her own sense
of not belonging in her family: Maggie “had been so often told she was like a gypsy, and ‘half
wild,’ that when she was miserable it seemed her the only way of escaping” (Eliot 143). Maggie
wants community and acceptance and does not receive it from her family until the very end of
the novel, when aunt Glegg and Lucy continue to stand by her side in the face of total social ruin.
This lack of acceptance during childhood causes Maggie to seek out the gypsies; however, her
social privilege and access to a patchwork education based on random books cause Maggie to
naively think that if the gypsies are like her in color, they will share her respect for knowledge.
And she misguidedly thinks that her access to that patchwork knowledge, a knowledge she
knows is privileged beyond the gypsies’ access to reading and writing, will immediately cause
the gypsies to recognize her as superior to them. Eliot has created a vulnerable child’s imagining
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of what it is to have power, but the dynamic involves an intersection with a marginalized group
of people. Gypsies, a “constant ubiquitous marker of otherness” in English literature of the
nineteenth century “could signify social marginality, nomadism, alienation, and lawlessness” and
were vulnerable to cultural constraints not dissimilar to the restraints of women because the
English viewed the Romany as a separate race (Nord 190). For this reason, the gypsy is not an
uncommon figure in the work of female writers of the nineteenth century. As Deborah Nord
discusses,
In a cluster of works written by women in the middle decades of the nineteenth century—
Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847), and
George Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss (1860) and The Spanish Gypsy (1868)—gypsy
figures mark not only cultural difference but a deep sense of unconventional, indeed
aberrant, femininity. The strictures of conventional femininity, experienced by these
women writers as perhaps more limiting and stifling than a generic “hedge-clipped”
Englishness, impressed upon them their own anomalousness and their deviance from
acceptable modes of feminine thought, behavior, and appearance. They felt this
difference, I want to suggest, not just in a spiritual or intellectual but in a physical sense,
and they found in the gypsy an image that would express in a self-consciously literary
way their feelings of an almost racial separateness. For Eliot this was most clearly the
case, for Emily and particularly Charlotte Brontë more ambiguously so. But all associated
the gypsy figure with an unconventional femininity located in blood and bone, and with a
bodily and temperamental difference figured as the result of accident or heredity. (190)
And Maggie’s romantic fantasies of what the gypsies are reflect her inner self, her desire for
agency, and her desire to be valued for what she is rather than the gypsies’ reality. The ironic
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fantasy about acceptance by and power over a marginalized group of people causes her to rush
“into the adventure of seeking kindred” (Eliot 145). But the gypsies are her kindred in looks
only, and the class difference becomes readily apparent in their reference, at points scathing, to
Maggie as “little lady” throughout the whole episode, indicating that expectations regarding
Maggie’s gendered behavior is also classed. Maggie is startled by both her physical resemblance
to them, “for this face, with the bright dark eyes and the long hair, was really something like
what she used to see in the glass before she cut her hair off” (Eliot 146), and her cultural
differences from them. They lack good food, they speak a different language, and she quickly
becomes aware that they are actually more amused by her than grateful to her for her presence,
which causes her sense of loneliness and isolation to grow as the scene continues. Maggie’s
idealized fantasy turns into fear of the Other, a fear of harm the gypsies might cause her. Much
like the Dodsons’ perceptions of Maggie, neither the fantasy nor the fears are true. The gypsies
are poor and resent her privilege, but they return Maggie home unharmed and a little less
ignorant of the world. Maggie now knows there is no ideal community where she belongs having
been rejected by both the gypsies and the women of her family as not properly part of either
world.
Maggie’s failure at being girled, at being docile, staying clean, sitting still, or completing
domestic tasks, is taken by Mrs. Tulliver to indicate that Maggie is lacking in intelligence and
may not be sane, solidifying for the reader the damage of separate gender spheres. Maggie is not
naturally good at or naturally interested in those things expected of girls. Therefore, Maggie’s
lack, in Mrs. Tulliver’s eyes, stems from her failure to behave like a natural or normal girl;
Maggie is incapable of following simple directions or completing basic domestic tasks for her
mother. Instead of doing as she should, Maggie gets distracted, and Mrs. Tulliver links Maggie’s
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free-spirited nature, evinced by Maggie’s singing in sunshine, with the insanity of Bedlam. This
difference or othering from her own mother is marked upon her bodily because Maggie does not
look like her mother. Maggie is not “pink-and-white” like Tom and Lucy but brown like the
muddy River Floss her mother so frets over her “wanderin’ up an’ down […], like a wild thing”
(Eliot 57). Mrs. Tulliver rejects Maggie’s innate connection with the wilderness and outdoor
spaces that are uncultivated, and therefore dangerous, and continuously aligns these attributes
with Maggie’s darker complexion.
Maggie’s skin color also has deeper social implications in her access to society and
marriage. The contrast between Maggie and Cousin Lucy continues throughout the novel and is
also expressed in a love-triangle with Stephen Guest, a wealthy high-society bachelor who
becomes madly infatuated with Maggie while engaged to Lucy. Lucy operates as a foil for
Maggie because Lucy adheres so fully to the Victorian ideal of being a small, blond,
domestically adroit, proper, and even slightly insipid (as Philip would say) woman. Lucy faced
some social challenges as Stephen Guest’s prospective wife, which sets Maggie up as being a
wholly unacceptable marriage prospect for him. Lucy, when telling Maggie of Stephen,
confesses that his sisters,
Are even civil to me now. At first, I think they didn’t like his paying me attention; and
that was natural. It does seem out of keeping that I should ever live in a great place like
the Park House—such a little insignificant thing as I am. (Eliot 381)
Lucy is completely self-depreciating, a sharp contrast to Maggie’s independence, and this
eventual acceptance of Lucy by Stephen’s upper-class family, despite her middle-class social
status, is further connected with Stephen’s perception of Lucy as a sort of ideal wife. Lucy is
pretty, “but not to a maddening extent” as well as “accomplished, gentle, affectionate, and not
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stupid” (Eliot 380). Eliot demonstrates that by being this safe, ideal, docile female Lucy is able
to be accepted into an even higher rank of society than she was born into—she is tame and
domesticated. Lucy is the type of woman Stephen is expected to marry if everyone is what they
should be. Lucy is not in need of conquering or cultivation. So, while Lucy “had had to
overcome a slight unwillingness and disappointment in his father and sisters” (Eliot 380) because
her social station is still beneath his, her purity helps her overcome that, and all this socially
perceived purity is represented bodily by her whiteness. Lucy’s whiteness, and lack of desire to
play in the mud, stands in sharp contrast to Maggie’s brownness and ease with nature throughout
the novel.
Maggie’s proximity to nature, as indicated by her skin tone, is a barrier to upper-class
society. During a conversation with Aunt Pullet and Lucy regarding what to dress Maggie in
when she is inevitably invited to Park House, Stephen’s family Estate, Maggie’s skin is brought
up by the Dodson women yet again:
“Maggie’s arms are a pretty shape,” said Mrs. Tulliver. “They’re like mine used to be—
only mine was never brown: I wish she’d had our family skin.”
“Nonsense, aunty!” said Lucy patting her aunt Tulliver’s shoulder, “you don’t understand
those things. A painter would think Maggie’s complexion beautiful.”
“May be, my dear,” said Mrs. Tulliver submissively. “You know better than I do. Only
when I was young a brown skin wasn’t thought well on among respectable folks.”
“No,” said uncle Pullet, who took intense interest in the ladies’ conversation as he sucked
his lozenges. “Though there was a song about the ‘Nut-brown Maid,’ too; I think she was
crazy—crazy Kate—but I can’t justly remember.”
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“O dear, dear!” said Maggie, laughing, but impatient; “I think that will be the end of my
brown skin, if it is always to be talked about so much.” (Eliot 393)
Here Maggie’s coloring immediately bars her from full access or acceptance among “respectable
folks” like the Guests. And while a painter or artist might find Maggie’s “complexion beautiful,”
that type of beauty is more in association with the Pre-Raphaelite artistic movement known for
capturing “altered social perspectives,” for painting prostitutes, unconventional mythical women
like the Lady of Shallot and Ophelia, and common women, rather than aligned with conventional
nineteenth-century painters who privileged clear hierarchies by placing “divine form over
human, male form over female, and anthropocentric form over nature” (Elston 42). Maggie is
thus aligned with the unconventional or even subversive by Lucy’s well-meant, good-natured,
remonstrance of Mrs. Tulliver. And this is furthered by uncle Pullet’s conflation of “The Nut
Brown Maid” and “Crazy Kate” in ways that imply sexual promiscuity and insanity. The
reference the “The Nut Brown Maid” could refer both to an old Scottish ballad or a fifteenth
century poem about a nut-brown maid who is willing to lose her position in society for the love
of one man banished into the woods.42 This banished man in the poem, of course, ends up being
a Baron’s son, a trope regarding social advancement as linked to fidelity. William Cowper’s
“Crazy Kate,” from The Task, is a poem which describes the tattered disheveled state of a gypsy
woman whose love died at sea. “Crazy Kate” details a protagonist’s deteriorating mental state
because of the loss of love but not her coloring, which can instead be assumed from the girl’s
status as a gypsy. The conflation of these works, the layered potential readings, serve to align
Maggie with otherness and a choice between illicit love and fidelity, as well as with possible
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Uncle Pullet refers to lyrics which indicates a reference to the traditional ballad about a brief sexual
encounter with frank and open-faced girl who is lacking in guile
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desperation, ruin, and yet again, insanity. Her brownness subverts and challenges clear hierarchal
lines much as the conflated art and literature troubles clearly delineated binaries using ambiguity
and multiple possible meanings.
Troubling the Rights of Heritage
In The Mill on The Floss Eliot criticizes Victorian child-rearing practices, specifically
regarding education, and cultural mores. Eliot does so in ways that critique the placement of
short-term individual desires over the good of the whole. Mr. and Mrs. Tulliver represent
different ways mothers and fathers, representative of society at large, deny their children a future
when they fail at their duty of care. Mr. Tulliver, in his scheme for Tom’s education, is
disenfranchising Tom of family heritage and traditional knowledge. Archer, Maggraf, and
Thomas, summarizing the county reports of Sir James Caird, note that “perhaps the most striking
aspect of Caird’s work is his observation that farmers no longer pass on knowledge of the
fundamentals of farming in their respective localities” (703).43 Tom, like Maggie, experiences a
dislocation from his family as his father disowns him by refusing to grant Tom access to the
knowledge associated with the mill or the mill as a continuation of family business. Mr.
Tulliver’s disowning of Tom is representative of a larger cultural dislocation, a disruption of
rural heritage in the face of urbanization. Tulliver does not want Tom to take over the running of
the mill, and regarding his reason for Tom’s going off to school Tulliver declares,
I don’t mean Tom to be a miller and farmer. I see no fun I’ that: why if I made him a
miller an’ farmer, he’d be expectin’ to take to the mill an’ the land, an’ a-hinting at me as
it was time for me to lay by an’ think o’ my latter end. Nay, nay, I’ve seen enough o’ that
wi’ sons. I’ll never pull my coat off before I go to bed. I shall give Tom an eddication an’
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Caird was a Scottish agriculturist commissioned by the Times to survey English Agriculture in 1851 .
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put him to a business as he may make a nest for himself, an’ not want to push me out o’
mine. (Eliot 60 -61)
Thus, it is self-interest, a refusal to surrender authority and ownership to his son whose coming
of age threatens Mr. Tulliver’s power and position. It is the interest of maintaining his own
position and his own access to the land and power, rather than real paternal care, that motivates
Mr. Tulliver to send Tom off for a classical education. And, as Archer, Marggraf, and Thomas
assert, Eliot is demonstrating the ramification of having farmers leave the land, because “if
farmers are leaving the land, the most important mechanism for the transmission of best
practice—father to son, master to apprentice, generation to generation-will be broken beyond
repair” (704). Tulliver is cheating Tom of family knowledge, and Tom is unable to succeed in his
new place, because he is given a classical education, rather than an education relevant to
business. This classical education is inappropriate for him because it is neither of interest to him
nor in alignment with his nature which, despite his Dodsonesque pink and whiteness, is very
much aligned with care of the natural world and crafting of material items, a Tulliver quality.
Tom and Maggie both operate in discord with their same-gender parent, the affective
consequences of which have deep and permanent ramifications.
Discord and maternal distance are established between Maggie and Mrs. Tulliver early
on, for though Maggie’s mother was “the flower of her family for beauty and amiability […,]
milk and mildness are not the best things for keeping and when they turn only a little sour, they
may disagree with young stomachs seriously” (58). As milk is symbolic of maternal nurturing,
the implication is that Mrs. Tulliver’s type of nurturing is in fact bad for her children, that her
care causes more harm than good. Fuchs points out that all of the loving mothers in The Mill on
the Floss died young or “are seriously depleted by poverty and ill-health” like Maggie’s Aunt
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Moss (422). So, as with both Brontë’s Shirley and Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh,
we have another novel by a woman writer in the Victorian era that troubles notions of Victorian
ideals regarding parenting, but Eliot extends her criticism to address the role of fathers more
explicitly. Maggie’s father, with all his flaws, is a very present force in her story and her
childhood, and she and Tom both inherit characteristics from him.
Maggie and Tom are both described as at odds with nature, but it is instead their
performance of gendered and class-based characteristics that are being deemed unnatural.
Maggie and Tom’s vexed relationships, with each other and with their places in society, are
established for the reader by the disruption of Tom’s happy homecoming. Tom realizes that his
pet rabbits, which he asked Maggie to look after while he was gone, are dead. The scene is
framed by Maggie trying to encourage Luke, her father’s assistant at the mill, to take an interest
in books and a world outside of Dorlcote Mill. The reluctance to learn or change in Luke’s reply
is an idea that is echoed by many other characters throughout the novel:
Nay, Miss, I’n got to keep count o’ the flour an’ corn—I can’t do wi’ knowin’ so many
things beyond my work. That’s what brings folks to the gallows—knowin’ everything but
what they’n got to get their bread by. An’ they’re mostly lies, I think, what’s printed i’
the books. (Eliot 74)
Luke’s reply shows a deep belief that people should not deviate from the place they are given in
life as well as a deep distrust of knowledge and book learning. Luke explicitly links knowledge
with destruction and death if that knowledge goes beyond the immediate necessity of specialized
local work, knowledge necessary for survival. Not only does this place Luke as one of the many
voices of conformity we hear regarding social mores, but it also aligns Luke with Tom for
Maggie as, “Tom’s not fond of reading” (Eliot 74). However, Tom is still aligned deeply with
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the mill and mill life for Maggie, and she immediately imagines their life as grownups where she
“shall keep his house” and they “shall always live together” (Eliot 74). Though Maggie rejects
girling, she still knows the domestic path is expected of her and she idealizes Tom with sisterly
adoration. Despite her own curious and quick mind, Maggie is still too young to realize that her
love of book knowledge may cause her to yearn for more than the simple domestic life she
currently struggles with. Eliot also deftly acknowledges that many types of knowledge hold
value when Maggie exclaims “But I think Tom’s clever, for all he doesn’t like books: he makes
beautiful whipcord and rabbit-pens” (Eliot 74). Maggie does not value her capacity for book
learning over Tom’s capacity for making things with his hands. This is a pointed irony when we
consider that men’s intellectual knowledge was distinctly valued over women’s domestic labor.
Tom is a gifted craftsman, and Tulliver’s choice to ignore Tom’s natural inclinations and
disinclination for book learning when designing his education is as much a crime as society’s
denial of access to education to women who are gifted in book learning. Maggie and Tom are
both forced into roles by familial and societal expectations that are considered natural for their
gender but are not in fact natural to their personalities and capabilities. Through Luke, and later
other characters, Eliot critiques the way social expectations link ability to thrive with this
concept of naturalness. Eliot also exposes how the belief that gender and class are major
determiners of certain natural characteristics is an error, and that instead social mores delineate
what is perceived as right or natural behavior. In short, Eliot troubles social mores regarding
natural and unnatural performance in both direct didactic ways and in ways that are more
layered and seemingly ambiguous.
The rabbits serve as an allegory about the danger of a lack of care stemming from a
perception of unnaturalness, a parallel to Maggie and Tom’s drowning at the end of the novel.
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Luke perceives the lop-eared rabbits that died as unnatural, and thus proclaims to Maggie that
they would have died no matter what, a flawed logic that is later mirrored in the way characters
like Maggie and Philip are treated by Tom and many other people in St. Ogg’s. Maggie is
blamed for the death of the rabbits, as she explains “Tom told me to take care of ‘em, and I
forgot,” but Harry, “an offal creature as iver come about the primises” was also tasked to keep an
eye on them (Eliot 74). The rabbits were located “in that far tool-house, an’ it was nobody’s
business to see to ‘em” (Eliot 74) and were thus neglected by all who might have had the power
to keep them alive, including Luke, who seems to have been very aware of their suffering. A
clear lack of social care and concern for the rabbits—“nash” or delicate soft things as Luke calls
them—existed because they were only of value to Tom. Eliot here implies that damage is only
registered as mattering to a society if what or who is damaged is valued by the dominant culture.
Luke claims, “they’d happen ha’ died, if they’d been fed,” which is both Darwinian in its
consideration of breeding but is also rooted in Luke’s narrow view of the world, because he
perceives the lop-eared rabbits, a relatively new breed at the time, as being against the natural
order, or not as they should be.44 Luke insists,
Things out o’ nature niver thrive, God A’mighty doesn’t like ‘em. He made the rabbits
ears to lie back, an’ it’s nothing but contrariness to make ‘em hing down like a mastiff
dogs. Master Tom ‘ull know better nor buy such things another time. (Eliot 75)
Smith contends there is no connection between the story of the Lop-eared rabbits and the
discussion of breeding elsewhere in the novel, but I disagree. Luke’s discussion here is
specifically about the breeding of domestic animals for specific characters, and Maggie, as a
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Jonathan Smith notes that, “Lop-eared rabbits have long, heavy ears that hang down the side of the head
rather than standing erect. In 1829, when The Mill opens, they were relatively new, among the first of the “fancy”
rabbit breeds in England. Despite their large size, lop-eared rabbits were indeed “nash”—delicate—although it is
clearly Maggie’s failure to feed them, not their fragile constitutions, that leads to their untimely demise” (19).
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woman, is a being meant to inhabit domestic spaces and exhibit specific characteristics.
Maggie’s hair, like the rabbits’ ears, is indicative of certain inherited traits like independence and
intelligence, only her traits are not specifically valued in the domestic space of home and
marriage. As Mary Jean Corbett points out, “discourses of breeding significantly shaped norms
of biological reproduction among humans, and how to produce or prevent ‘variation’ was a key
issue” (117). Eliot seems to be indicating that the middle class is attempting to breed docile and
compliant women to inhabit their domestic spaces, like fragile pets. Luke is blaming the
vulnerable creature who was starved to death for its own demise because of a perceived flaw or
difference, and Eliot is playing with Darwinian ideas regarding innate characteristics, because
she “like her contemporary Charles Darwin, and her partner George Henry Lewes, […], pursued
the meanings of family likeness, of inheritance, and of the historical/cultural/biological
production of difference” (Corbett 116). Luke’s narrow view is echoed throughout the novel in
the treatment of its vulnerable (different) protagonists by family members and wider society, and
the episode of the rabbits denotes a communal failure to nurture rather than difference as the real
reason for a failure to thrive.
The language of farming and livestock breeding is used to express the way Maggie and
Tom both fail to conform to cultural expectations, which matters because it aligns them with
commodities and aligns their contrary natures with a failure of cultivation. Right after Tom has
managed to pay off his father’s debt, his father Mr. Tulliver assaults Wakem. Mr. Tulliver’s
health takes such a dive from the event that he enters the sickroom for the final time. This casts a
shadow over Tom’s industry and moment of redemption. The narrator notes that “Mingled seed
must bear a mingled crop” (Eliot 370), pointing to how Tulliver’s disenfranchising of Tom
continues as the natures of father and son are so unattuned. This statement also works to
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reinforce the visual and internal contrasts that Eliot has been creating between Maggie and Tom
from the beginning with phrases like, “the dark-eyed demonstrative, rebellious girl may after all
turn out to be a passive being compared with this pink-and-white bit of masculinity with
indeterminate features” (77). Maggie and Tom push against expectations of boy and girl like a
mingled crop of red and white wheat, and, were it not for social expectations their ends would
have been very different. Archer, Marggraf and Thomas contend that “Eliot develops the theme
of an impure grain supply in order to conceptualize the more inscrutable question of human
nature” (706). Eliot does not, however, necessarily condemn those natures as actual failures,
because she encourages the readers to sympathize with the characters as flawed or simply
distinct throughout:
Certain seeds which are required to find a nidus for themselves under unfavorable
circumstances, have been supplied by nature with an apparatus of hooks, so that they will
get a hold on very unreceptive surfaces. The spiritual seed which had been scattered over
Mr. Tulliver had apparently been destitute of any corresponding provision, and had
slipped off to the winds again, from a total absence of hooks. (Eliot 296)
There are numerous characters in the novel who are revealed as more realistic because while
they are unreceptive to very specific cultural mores, while they are different, they are not bad.
Eliot seems to be playing with a Darwinian notion of inherited traits in order to trouble restrictive
social practices. As Corbett notes, “having expected his traits to descend to sons and his wife’s
traits to their daughters, Mr. Tulliver retrospectively claims to have based his selection of Bessy
from the pool of available Dodson women on her good looks, her family’s reputation ‘for
managing,’ and her ‘soft temperament and moderate intelligence, qualities that contrast strongly,
he believes, with his own” (124). Mr. Tulliver operates as an unreceptive surface to socially
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proscribed religious mores, being primarily focused on capital, but he does attempt to act with
care towards women—Maggie and his sister Gritty in particular. He is hotheaded and inflexible,
the latter a trait Tom inherits, but he does not intend to do harm. He is misguided and flawed, an
aspect of Eliot’s psychological realism. Tom is unreceptive to the classical education he is given
because he is more inclined to craftsmanship and straight-forward business practices, to
managing, a Dodson quality. Tom is quite successful when he is finally granted access to a world
that makes sense to him, and his inflexibility towards Maggie is balanced by his rigid desire to
do the right thing, even when he is misguided by social mores that work against his own nature
as well. And Maggie, of course, is unreceptive to girling, to the outward performance of
womanness as deemed culturally appropriate within the domestic sphere. We see Tulliver’s bad
choice in giving Wakem a flogging, even as we sympathize with his desire for revenge and
further see his selfishness in constantly undermining Tom, because Tulliver is ultimately
threatened by his own eventual loss of power. Mr. Tulliver essentially works towards the ruin of
his own son, which makes Tulliver a faulty farmer who casts his seeds carelessly, in his choice
of a wife for just the trait of physical beauty, and fails to properly care for his crop, Maggie and
Tom. Through this Eliot offers a social critique of a society that values women for only their
capacity for domestic labor and their physical attractiveness. Further, Tulliver’s social fears and
bad decisions are what ruin him, while Tom, despite a faulty education finds his own path and
plods steadily through trying to mitigate the damage. But Tom never finds joy in this novel, and
he shares his father’s stubbornness and his mother’s faulty sense of what is right according to
society. According to Archer, Marggraf, and Thomas, “Eliot subtly reworks Matt 13:24-30,
using the parable to break from centuries of scriptural exegesis by ensuring that neither side of
the binary oppositions of wheat and tares/darnel, white and red wheat, brother and sister, Dodson
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and Tulliver, or orthodoxy and heresy is privileged” (706). Eliot’s choice to do this indicates an
acceptance of non-normative behaviors outside of social constraints, and serves to underscore
that it is social perception and social mores that create a valuing of specific traits like
active/passive as aligned with specific genders and classes.
The social construction of what a woman should be is exposed particularly with people’s
reactions to Maggie and Tom from even an early age, again with the language of farming and
livestock being used in a way that indicates that certain traits are valued in some stock, some
children, not others depending on their gender. Maggie and Tom’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tulliver
privilege certain traits and aspects very specifically, and smartness in the girl rather than the boy
is not one of them. Mr. Tulliver complains to Bessie of Maggie’s intelligence:
“It seems a bit of a pity though,” said Mr. Tulliver, as the lad should take after the
mother’s side instead of the little wench. That’s the worst on’t with the crossing o’
breeds: you can never justly calkilate what’ll come on’t. The little un takes after my side,
now: she’s twice as ‘cute as Tom. Too ‘cute for a woman, I’m afraid,” continued Mr.
Tulliver, turning his head dubiously first on one side and then on the other. “It’s no
mischief much when she’s a little un, but an over ‘cute woman’s no better nor a longtailed sheep—she’ll fetch none the bigger price for that.” (Eliot 56)
Mrs. Tulliver disagrees; she thinks it’s a mischief now as well, her relationship to her daughter is
one of distress and disavowal throughout. Mrs. Tulliver is perpetually wishing and exclaiming
that Lucy should have been hers, not Maggie. Maggie is too smart, too ‘cute (acute), and the
Tullivers make it clear that this is a trait that is not valued by anyone in a wife. Maggie will have
a harder time on the marriage market for being independent and intelligent, and her lack of
access to a career and education indicates a failure on society’s end to ensure she has rights, the
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capacity to live a happy fulfilling life outside of the domestic space or the institution of marriage.
Much as the men in the novel seek to harness the power of the River Floss, Eliot indicates that
the power of women is harnessed and contained in domestic spaces by cultural mores. And
Maggie’s lack of rights, a lack of access to choose how to harness and direct her own power,
parallels Tom being disowned by his rightful inheritance by his father. Society and family fail in
their duty of care. Maggie, as a commodity, got all the wrong traits. She is not readily
marriageable, and her intelligence and independent nature are not valued in a woman. And, while
the narrator refers to her as a “mistake of nature” in this section, the line is very wholly
connected to her mother, Mrs. Tulliver’s, perception of Maggie as unnatural. Maggie’s failure to
conform to all of Mrs. Tulliver’s attempts at girling is instead representative of a failure of rights
for Maggie as a member of society. Maggie’s destiny, much like the flow of the River Floss, is
controlled and cultivated by men, and getting married to Philip Wakem or Stephen Guest would
mean giving up some vital aspect of herself. Philip and Maggie are intellectually aligned whereas
Stephen and Maggie have natural physical chemistry, and this division between the two troubles
social expectations regarding a woman’s sexual agency while challenging the binary of
mind/heart. Eliot is indicating that women are not fulfilled only by love and duty.
Maggie’s lack of control over her own destiny can be seen as a parallel to the struggle for
water rights in the novel. The River Floss is under siege by new irrigation practices and mills,
practices that can increase flooding and endanger many lives in communities that rely on tidal
power (Archer, Marggraf, and Thomas; Hacke). St. Ogg’s is a small-town facing changes due to
industrial progress, and in crafting such a setting, Eliot offers the reader a view of the changes
such development and growth have on communities and the environment. Nichols points back to
an important shift in the conception of nature during the Romantic era,
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[There was] a revolutionary turn away from a fallen version of “Nature” that was static
and unchanging toward a Romantic “nature” characterized by dynamic links among all
living things. This shift eventually leads toward a new emphasis on connections between
nature and society. (xvi)
This is a connection seen in Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss. Eliot directly equates the control of the
natural environment with the control of people’s natures throughout. Franco Moretti, in The Way
of the World: The Bildungsroman in European Culture, argues that we can read the coming-ofage story of the protagonist as an allegory for the journey or progress that the civilization is
undergoing at the time. Moretti indicates that the end goal for the protagonist in a classical
Bildungsroman is to assimilate to “strengthen one’s sense of belonging to the wider community,”
to achieve normalcy and maturity (19). However, in Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss, St. Ogg’s, and
the rural and agriculturally rich environment around the town, reflect the bildungsroman in
progress: St. Ogg’s transformation, with its dispute over the body of water, parallel Maggie’s
transformation and the constraints placed upon her due to class and gender. Moretti’s focus
appears to be inherently masculine in perspective and does not seem to account for a female
response to wider society that is necessarily, because of a lower social status, one of oppression.
Maggie, as different, as intellectually capable, cannot assimilate into a society that she does not,
as a woman, have equal access to. Moretti argues that in order to live an individual has to accept
the social conditions, and Maggie does try to be normal, “an unmarked entity” (11) as Moretti
defines normality, but she is marked as different in so many ways and normalcy involves gender
performance that is outside of Maggie’s actual nature. Eliot uses the conventions of the classic
Bildungsroman to expose the damage to women by such acts of control and she parallels this
with the River Floss, whose flooding kills Maggie but is also a result of similar restrictions.
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Thus, Eliot doubles Maggie’s enclosure by trapping her in family and society that rejects her
difference and a genre that does not accommodate her story. Archer, Turley, and Tomas explain
that,
Between 1825 and 1845—the approximate period in which the novel takes place—the
technologies of river and mill management, largely unchanged for centuries, were “on the
verge of historical transformation.” In part this “transformation” was driven by the repeal
of the Corn Laws in 1846 and the proliferation of industrial mills along tidal rivers, but it
was also a consequence of the naturalization of the language and metaphors of free
market economics that had been taking place since the second half of the eighteenth
century. Advocates of Adam Smith’s political economy used the image of a river of corn
to argue that prices freed from regulation would find their natural level. Critics of Smith
[argued] that deregulation was likely to result in inundation and destruction to property,
land, and lives. (702-03)
Tulliver’s arbitrations over waterpower and his numerous “questionable conclusions” (59) about
nature and society are both symbolic and symptomatic of the cultural coming-of-age occurring
because of the industrial revolution in England and the changing technologies of river and land
management. Viewed from an ecocentric standpoint both Maggie and the River Floss are
experiencing the pangs of growth and change, and the constraints placed upon them are likely to
result in destruction and disaster. Hacke argues that The Mill on the Floss is actually an antibildungsroman because the deaths of Maggie and Tom, overwhelmed by broken machinery
floating in a massive expanse when the River Floss floods, expose “the unrealistic and
potentially harmful supposition of a separation between the natural and human worlds” and
disrupt the traditional Bildungsroman script that results in an acceptance of capitalism and
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bourgeois culture (118). Hacke’s reading offers valuable insight because of the way she troubles
how The Mill on the Floss uncovers anxieties about nature’s agency, anxieties that also tie in
directly to cultural anxieties about the ‘Woman Question.’ Thus, as we saw with Elizabeth
Barrett Browning’s Aurora Leigh, there is a double vision that occurs in Eliot’s The Mill on the
Floss: the physical environments mirror the characters in their development to trouble our
perception of binaries regarding nature/culture and male/female as natural. Because of the
anthropomorphic language that conflates Maggie with the River Floss, this idea of a struggle
regarding rights and access can be extended onto Maggie who is under siege by expectations
involving familial duty and gendered notions of education and propriety.
Duty, Intellect, and Passion
That Maggie’s struggle with the social mores and expectations that constrain her are
personified in the three men whose pull on her love and loyalty illustrates how nearly impossible
it is for a Victorian woman to balance the pull of duty, intellect, and passion. Ultimately, Maggie
wants a life independent of the three men who hold sway over her life: Tom, Philip, and Stephen.
She tells Philip, before her abduction by Stephen, that she is leaving for a new situation soon:
Yes, I must not stay here long. It would unfit me for the life I must begin again at last. I
can’t live in dependence—I can’t live with my brother—though he is very good to me.
He would like to provide for me; but that would be intolerable to me.” (Eliot 419)
Maggie admits to enjoying not having to work hard, but, more importantly, she finds the idea of
dependence upsetting. And it isn’t dependence just on Tom: it is dependence on any of the three
men in her life that would ultimately curtail Maggie in a way she can’t accept. For Maggie,
freedom is more central to her being than her sense of duty, her intellectual pursuits, or even her
desire or passion for Stephen Guest. And Tom, Philip, and Stephen all seek to curtail at least one
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element in her nature which prevents Maggie from finding a fulfilling path in life for she is
incapable of being untrue to her own inner nature.
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Chapter Five: Schreiner’s “True Woman”
Despite a rigidly Christian and intensely itinerant upbringing in secluded African
missionary settlements, Olive Schreiner, born in Cape Colony South Africa at the Wittenbergen
mission station in March of 1855, became one of the foremost freethinking radicals moving in
London’s intellectual circles. The impact of her critical work in non-violent political movements
and in advancing feminist causes (across racial boundaries) is far-reaching and more than
startling when we consider the limited access she had to literature and the young age she came to
the conclusions she did.45 Raised in a colonial farming community she was brought up with
“restrictive and punitive moral codes; girls were raised for household duties and marriage, and
little beyond” (First and Scott 23). And, as First and Scott note, Schreiner’s movement to a
secular point of view during this period would have been rather commonplace had she lived in
England; however,
What was extraordinary was the fact that this crisis of faith occurred in a particularly
closed culture, in which a system of theology co-terminus with family authority had not
yet been challenged. Still, her age and sex would have put her at some disadvantage, even
in England. (56)
Olive, at 15, an adolescent girl with a patchwork education, was asking advanced theological
questions that “few women—aside from very public individuals like Harriet Martineau and
George Eliot” were discussing (56). What we do know about her reading and access was that a

45

First and Scott note her influence on Howard Thurman and her relation to other figures in discourse on
non-violence.
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stranger, Willie Bertram, gave her Herbert Spencer’s First Principles when she was 15 and that
reading Spencer helped her “believe in a unity underlying all nature” (Letter to Ellis qtd. First
and Scott 59). First Principles was pivotal in Schreiner’s development as it is the underlying
current that encouraged her in-depth exploration of biological evolution, but her reading of
Darwin and of John Stuart Mill play an equally important role in her focus on natural variation in
the biological development of individuals, the value of all living beings, and the condition of
women: the central currents running through her most well-known novel The Story of an African
Farm.46 Schreiner’s colonial perspective, her awareness of women’s physical strength from her
farming upbringing, and her biocentric perspective of the intimate relationship between man and
nature, influenced her perception of Victorian gender norms as inaccurate and dangerously
limited. Schreiner works with narrative form to explore this social quandary in a way that creates
the curious blend of realism and allegory shaping The Story of an African Farm.47 These
qualities work together in the novel to collapse binaries, specifically those binaries associated
with Nature/Culture and Male/Female that held so much sway during the Victorian era.
Schreiner’s work in The Story of an African Farm earnestly resists gender norms as natural and
refuses to privilege man over woman or nature; Schreiner specifically troubles the institution of
marriage through her collapsing of binaries thus exposing the socially constructed power
imbalances created by gender norms by having the two characters who do marry at the end, Em
and Gregory, both placed in a position of vulnerability and service.

46

First and Scott detail her avid reading of Mill, of Darwin’s Variation of Plants and Animals, and a
number of other books she borrowed from the Cradock Public Library
47
Jed Esty argues that The Story of an African Farm “despite its nineteenth-century date of publication,
seems to anticipate a number of modernist fictional technique” (407). Esty contends that Schreiner’s “systematic
assimilation of an uneven and markedly colonial temporality into its plot structure, characterization, and figurative
language” creates the novel’s “remarkable force” while also addressing “the problem of the bildungsroman in the
age of Empire” (408).
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The Story of an African Farm, considered by many to be the first New Woman novel,
though written before Sarah Grand coined the term in 1894, stands as an unconventional late
nineteenth-century work. According to Andrew van der Vlies, in “The Editorial Empire: The
Fiction of ‘Greater Britain’, the Early Readers of Olive Schreiner’s The Story of an African
Farm,” Schreiner’s novel does not conform to the general Victorian conventions of popular or
colonial fiction, “being neither a tale of polite society, nor of adventures on wild frontiers” (237);
instead The Story of an African Farm (African Farm) is more Bildungsroman, a tale of three
orphaned children, Waldo, Lyndall, and Em, who grow up on a South African farm under the
supervision of Tant’ Sannie, Em’s father’s second wife, a Boer woman who shows no maternal
care towards the three children. Two of the children, Waldo and Lyndall, are united in their
suffering a crisis of faith. Waldo’s crisis is spiritual, a struggle with the expectations and beliefs
of Christian doctrine, and Lyndall’s is cultural, a struggle regarding gendered norms and social
expectations. It is Waldo and Lyndall’s unconventional thinking, their journeys, and their
choices that deviate from expected norms that Schreiner’s narrator encourages readers to
empathize with. The Story of the African Farm also challenges, as Eliot’s Mill does, conventions
of Bildungsroman in ways that make it readable as an anti-Bildungsroman because both Waldo
and Lyndall die at the end of the novel. Their deaths at the end link them to the natural world
indicating, like Eliot, a movement against capitalism specifically associated with antiBildungsroman. Their lives are cut short because the culture they live in contains restrictions that
prevent them from thriving socially, intellectually, and spiritually. Em never leaves the farm, but
her journey is nevertheless important as, we see, in Schreiner’s psychological realism, that life
happens and changes one whether an outward journey takes place or not. Schreiner’s work is
unconventional in both its topics and in Schreiner’s writing style, which combines realism with
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allegory, and is, as Esty contends, modernist in its techniques. As Carolyn Burdett notes, in Olive
Schreiner, Schreiner’s “allegories and short stories contributed to the widespread literary
experimentation at the fin-de-siecle” (7). Schreiner also was not writing the kind of travel or
adventure novel expected about the colonies: her work did not align with what publishers were
looking for and accepting about South African at the time—more common were works by
English writers like Sir H. Rider Haggard’s adventure stories that exoticized the landscape and
indigenous cultures for English readers. Schreiner was positioned uniquely as a woman writer
who was actually from the colonies, and her ideologies do not align neatly with imperial mores.
These challenges to social and genre conventions unsurprisingly led to challenges with initial
publication for Schreiner: with “six publishers [being] implicated in the rejection—and finally
acceptance—of The Story of an African Farm between 1880 and 1882,” the novel was finally
accepted and published in 1883 (van der Vlies 240). Schreiner’s challenge to the current order
re-staged in the novel’s publication history.
Much of the controversy regarding publication centered on the perception of Lyndall’s
conduct. Schreiner recounts in a letter to Philip Kent how Michael Bentley, of Richard Bentley
and Sons, held onto the manuscript for quite some time before deciding and explained the reason
for the rejection in person:
Then I went to Richard Bentley. He kept the MS a long time, & then
wrote that he would like to see me. I went. He said that three of his
readers had read the book & that he had read it through twice himself.
That he had never felt such reluctance in letting a book pass from his
hands, but that Lyndall’s conduct was highly reprehensible. Of
course I couldn’t change that, so I took the MS to Rimmington of New
Bond Street. (“Olive Schreiner to Philip Kent”)
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Macmillan’s later rejection letter to Schreiner cited Lyndall’s behavior as “unpleasant” and
further “not only not defensible but not even intelligible” (qtd. in van der Vlies 244). As van der
Vlies notes, publishers “exercised an important role in safeguarding an imaginary standard, the
boundaries of a canon policed by a London-based, imperially-minded readership. Olive
Schreiner however, having grown up in South Africa and having spent time in London, had a
perspective of women and society that did not align with this patriarchal and imperialist
ideology. George Meredith, of Chapman and Hall, who did finally accept and publish African
Farm, initially insisted that Schreiner revise the novel so that the unconventional female
protagonist Lyndall repents of her refusal to marry. Moretti reminds us that,
the Bildungsroman—the symbolic form that more than any other has portrayed and
promoted modern socialization— is also the most contradictory of modern symbolic
forms, we realize that in our world socialization itself consists first of all in the
interiorization of contradiction. The next step being not to ‘solve’ the contradiction, but
rather to learn to live with it, and even transform it into a tool for survival. (10)
Repentance of her refusal to marry would have had Lyndall come back into the fold of
conventional belief regarding the sanctity of heteronormative marriage practices, and marriage to
her stranger would have redeemed Lyndall just enough for bearing an illegitimate child that her
death at the end could be less ambiguous about the morality of Lyndall’s choices. Such a choice
would have aligned with the socialization of women to accept their place in the domestic sphere.
However, Schreiner stood firm: Lyndall’s refusal to marry held, she remained an unrepentant,
unmarried-by-choice, fallen woman, and the novel was published, Lyndall’s reprehensible
actions and all.
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The Story of an African Farm has experienced very mixed popular and academic
responses. As van der Vlies points out, even when first published this novel “was discussed in
terms of its relation to dominant critical categories and genres, to religious and gender
conventions, and to the discourse of Africa and Empire,” and he contends that both Schreiner
and her novel, “like the novel’s characters, crossed boundaries and asserted hybrid identities”
(255, 258). Further, critics like Burdett are not alone in the contention that “The Story of an
African Farm helped establish [Schreiner] as an important proponent of women’s rights,” and
Burdett further asserts that Schreiner’s “South African experience determined that feminism was
increasingly fused with analysis and condemnation of other forms of oppression, making
Schreiner’s a distinctive critical voice in the period” (3). Munslow Ong, in Olive Schreiner and
African Modernism: Allegory, Empire and Postcolonial Writing, challenges criticism of
Schreiner’s writing style by arguing that Schreiner’s work is modernist, and scholars like Ong
have also begun to challenge earlier criticisms of Schreiner’s work as racist in its representation
of Black Africans, asserting instead that Schreiner’s work opens up space for resistance from
Black Africans. Hannah Freeman, in “Dissolution and Landscape in Olive Schreiner’s The Story
of an African Farm,” notes how “Schreiner fought for indigenous peoples and the Boers, both of
whom she believed lived a more sustainable existence with the landscape” (19). Therefore, there
is still much room for more critical examination of how Schreiner’s biocentric philosophy, which
values all forms of life equally rather than privileging human life, shapes her feminism in her
novels. This biocentric philosophy works alongside a devotion to both psychological and gender
realism, a desire to capture the many nuances of the psyche of each character and to manifest her
characters as fully actualized exposing all the ways that fully actualized beings in both nature
and culture do not conform to hegemonically sanctioned ideals.
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Academic scholarship on the novel has begun to demonstrate how Schreiner frustrates
both the marriage plot and gender norms and to explore how Schreiner crafted a new woman
novel. More recently, Rachel Hollander, in “Queer Hospitality and African Resistance in the
Novels of Olive Schreiner,” contends that Schreiner’s feminist critique [actually] extends beyond
the fin-de-siecle ‘Woman Question’ to create queer spaces that reflect the complexity of both
race and gender in colonial South Africa” (85). And Amy Vander Heiden, in “Identity in Flux:
The Duster and Dust in Olive Schreiner’s The Story of an African Farm,” argues that both
dusters, a feminine symbol of clean domestic spaces, and dust, the all-pervasive intruder of
domestic spaces, in the novel “solidify and call into question character’s identity in terms of
nationality, class, and gender” (1). Vander Heiden indicates that dusters and dust are symbols
that move beyond boundaries associated with class, and in this novel, duster and dust also move
beyond gendered boundaries. These symbols are one of the ways Schreiner collapses gender
binaries. Finally, it is crucial to note that all of these criticisms focus primarily on Lyndall,
Waldo, and Gregory Rose. Em, the third of the orphan children and the only one of them to
survive, is very rarely considered in any depth nor is her marriage to Gregory really unpacked by
previous scholars. Many scholars assume that Em and Gregory return to a traditional
heteronormative pairing, but like Mumford, I argue that Gregory’s internal change is too deep for
us to read the final marriage that way. And Em transforms too. Em is, by the close, arguably the
most accepting and wise character in the entire novel, standing quietly in a position of real-world
power as the owner and matriarch of the farm. Hollander asserts that conflicting perspectives
within Schreiner’s works demonstrate her “complex negotiations between individual ethics and
structural power relations, between queer intimacy and heteronormative expectation” (74). I will
borrow from Hollander in a broader use of the term “queer” here as referring more to non-
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normative relationships and families that challenge heteronormative expectations than to
explicitly same-sex encounters between individual characters (75).
However, I do think those encounters exist in The Story of an African Farm, and that it is
important to acknowledge the transvestitism of Gregory Rose and the love of Waldo for his male
stranger as behavior that is explicitly queer in a more traditional sense of rejecting
heteronormative categories of gender and sexuality. Gregory Rose may be attracted to women,
but he is also more aligned with the feminine domestic space and dons women’s clothes to take
on a role of servitude as Lyndall’s nurse as she dies. Gregory’s womanhood is rendered as a
natural state for him by Schreiner. Further, Waldo loves intellectually, and his love for Lyndall
and his male stranger creates an unmistakable bisexuality in his romantic ideals. Hollander and
Munslow Ong have both done significant work that indicates the potential for African resistance
that allows us to trouble the text further by considering what other moments of vulnerability
open up new space for change and new ways of being for both men and women and revision the
heteronormative institution of marriage. The rebelliousness and willful disobedience of Lyndall,
aside from her death, is an important part of what moves African Farm from Bildungsroman to
New Woman novel, but it is also the vulnerability of less active characters, like Otto and Em,
that generates the space where real change can occur.
Towards an Equitable Ecofeminist Reading
There have been numerous criticisms of the novel’s failures in feminism and
empowerment. As we have seen with Brontë and Eliot, “positive visions of female community”
(Hollander 87) are scarce in popular fiction of the Victorian era, and Schreiner is no different: a
positive female community is not developed in The Story of an African Farm. Nor is Schreiner
different from her contemporary female writers in her straightforward critique of female
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complicity in the ongoing oppression of women. Schreiner also very rarely addresses race
explicitly in her fiction even as she develops an otherwise intersectional approach and worked
tirelessly in her real life in support of all women, advocating strongly for the rights of Black
African women alongside their white sisters.48 Instead, like Eliot, we see Schreiner use nature to
highlight the damage capitalist-based ideologies that are inherently anthropocentric do by
encouraging the commodification of people and labor and by restricting people to very limited
social roles.
Animals also share the novel as fully realized characters. Burdett asserts that Doss,
Waldo and Lyndall’s dog, operates in a way more representative of a secular and Darwinian
world “where humans are no more important than animals” (19). Animals are also very common
symbols in feminist literature signaling which male characters can be trusted, as with Tartar in
Shirley, and linking the plight of abused animals with oppressed women. Nathalie SaudoWelby’s lovely close reading of the ostriches in the novel demonstrate not only how Schreiner
tends to have a single symbol operating in a variety of ways but also how Schreiner is
reinforcing, through the non-human world, how unnatural Victorian gender norms that restrict
gender performance are. The ostriches’ hatred of Blenkins denote him as an oppressive force
while title chapters like “He Makes His Nest” and “He Bites,” indicate how his character
operates to collapse the human/non-human binary (Saudo-Welby 5-6). Gregory Rose’s wearing
of an ostrich feather signals his future cross-dressing and preference for female roles (SuadoWelby 8). But most notably Saudo-Welby points to the passage where Lyndall and Waldo
observe the ostriches:
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The Olive Schreiner online archive of Schreiner’s letters has a section entitled “The ‘Woman Question’
& Enfranchisement” which contains letters detailing “Schreiner’s involvement in the Cape Women’s
Enfranchisement League, her resignation from it in protest against white women’s endorsement of a racial basis to
the franchise campaign and her repeated rejections of this” in favor of universal adult suffrage.
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Since the realism of the description of the South African grassland is limited to a bare
minimum, the animals stand out even more, and almost all of them become integrated
into Lyndall’s argument to strengthen her point […]. Like a few other kinds of birds,
male and female ostriches take an equal share in hatching the eggs. Lyndall points to the
ostriches in order to prove that gender roles are not clearly defined, and that they can
overlap. She also makes a connection between the instability of sexual roles in the
animal spere and the human capacity to empathize with people of the other sex to get
over the cultural limitations of gender roles. (Saudo-Welby 6-7)
And the novel continually blurs potential distinctions or barriers which often represent separation
between the natural and the cultivated world, human and non-human, and male and female.
Further, Schreiner establishes a biocentric perspective from the beginning of The Story of
an African Farm which serves to blur the nature/culture, human/non-human boundaries
throughout the rest of the novel. Schreiner begins the novel at night outside and moves the reader
from the living African plain into the homestead through the watchful gaze of a personified
moon. The gaze of the moon upon the living plain establishes a feminine and biocentric
perspective which bathes African plain and characters equally in its reflective light, presenting a
world where “the homestead was not less quiet than the solitary plain” (35). Both are brought
equally into view. Schreiner also works with the standard feminine symbol of the moon
ironically as the moon operates unconventionally by establishing a feminine gaze on the world
within the novel from the onset rather than a reflection of a patriarchal gaze which the moon so
often reflects. The moon, and its not-so-traditionally-passive feminine gaze, also operate in
conjunction with Lyndall and Em throughout the novel to collapse preconceived perceptions
about natural-seeming gender performance. Schreiner deploys a symbol aligned conventionally
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with the feminine, with the reflection of the masculine, but then denies her male protagonist its
nurturing gaze in the opening scene.
The landscape, with its feminized gaze, will remain persistently present throughout the
novel, but from the beginning only one character, Lyndall, is fully awake to its presence.
Lyndall, ever associated with the moon, with a reflected light that conventionally obscures rather
than reveals, indicates the moon’s association with inner truths or hidden truths. And Lyndall’s
stance from the beginning is a desire to locate knowledge, to see the truth of things in the world,
and an awareness that her access to knowledge is obscured. Both Lyndall and Em work in ways
that reveal the deeper natures of and the inner complexities in those around them. Further, while
the moon’s watch establishes Lyndall as awake to life in a deeper more philosophical sense, it
anchors Em as a character operating from a more biocentric lineage, a loved daughter of the
moon when she is notably lacking in maternal care under the gaze of Tant’ Sannie who is only
looking out for herself. Schreiner does not offer her reader female human mothers capable of
good mothering or any female community, besides Em and Lyndall, but locates that potential in
the land and nature instead. This displaces notions of maternal care and female community as
operating outside of society and culture, which indicates a perception of social restrictions and
socially constructed mores as unnatural. Schreiner aligns nature and Lyndall in this first meeting,
describing Lyndall as “belonging of right to the moonlight,” a beautiful child, outwardly
feminine, thus aligned with night, mystery, and nature. However, the moonlight’s watch disturbs
Lyndall’s sleep:
The child had dropped her cover on the floor, and the moonlight looked in at the naked
little limbs. Presently she opened her eyes and looked at the moonlight that was bathing
her.
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‘Em!’ she called to the sleeper in the other bed; but received no answer. (Schreiner 36)
This passage demonstrates Lyndall’s consciousness, and her aloneness and vulnerability as a
child and a girl. Lyndall looks the moonlight in the face whereas Em sleeps on peacefully,
innocently, “a yellow-haired child with a low forehead and a face of freckles; but the loving
moon hid defects here as elsewhere” (6). Em lacks Lyndall’s beauty and awareness, but she is
established as in a loving relationship with the maternal moon and, considering their orphan
status, this symbolic lineage linked with the natural world in contrast with the failed maternity of
their stepmother in the anthropocentric world establishes Em as a more liminal figure than just
the future “Angel in the House.” Schreiner did not view the human and natural world as divided;
she perceived a unity in all things, so it is crucial to be careful that we do not read this apparent
human/non-human binary as such. It is instead a continuum that establishes the impact of varied
lines of maternal lineage, human and nonhuman. Further, Tant’ Sannie cannot be read as fully
representative of just the human world as she aligns with a common type of female Schreiner
located in her examination of the animal world:
I traced, as far as I was able, the evolution of sex in different branches of non-human life.
Many large facts surprised me in following this line of thought by their bearing on the
whole modern sex problem. Such facts as this; that, in the great majority of the species on
the earth the female form exceeds the male in size and strength and often in predatory
instinct; and that sex relationships may assume almost any form on earth as the
conditions of life vary; and that, even in their sexual relations towards offspring, those
differences which we, conventionally, are apt to suppose are inherent in the paternal or
the maternal sex form, are not inherent— (Women and Labour 11)
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The moon and ‘Tante Sannie are maternal figures that operate simultaneously in both the human
and non-human sphere in a way that fully collapses this binary. But Schreiner is also challenging
conventional notions of maternal instinct, by having Otto, Waldo’s father, operate as the primary
human nurturer within the farm- a male mother. Waldo is not bathed in the light of a positive
maternity linked with nature. He lacks the care of a traditional female mother, be it the Moon or
the girls’ stepmother Tant’ Sannie. And, Waldo, by contrast, begins the novel in the dark. The
moon’s watch, representative of the feminine and nature, cannot reach him, but he is not asleep.
Schreiner establishes Waldo as in immediate spiritual crisis, in complete darkness, and in deep
agony aligned with the tick-tick-ticking of his father’s watch and disturbed by Christian social
mores. Here Schreiner places Christianity, its rigid rules and strict modes of being, in opposition
to nature. Waldo, not bathed in the light of this moon, is separated from nature by the dogma of
his spiritual upbringing, and Schreiner’s admiration for Emerson shines through in Waldo’s later
redemption from his religious crises of faith into his transcendental contemplation of nature and,
eventually, society. But Schreiner refuses to let this patriarchal lineage of religion remain
untroubled, because Otto, Waldo’s father, the chief Christian and missionary figure in the novel,
the purveyor of this rigid doctrine so central to Waldo’s inner pain and separation from nature, is
also the human figure who lovingly mothers all three children, with gentleness, and stories, and
food, in his humble cottage on the farm challenging notions that it is only women who can
mother.
The Importance of Vulnerability
Where the anthropomorphic maternal lineage of the three children in the form of Tant’
Sannie is lacking and cruel, the paternal lineage in the form of Waldo’s father Otto, at the very
beginning of the novel before he dies, strives for a more biocentric sustainability and kindness
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regarding all things. However, Otto also represents a colonial failure in the duty of care that can
be linked to Schreiner’s criticism of female complicity through Tant’ Sannie. Waldo’s father is
the primary nurturer for the three children, with Otto “represented as a naïve, nurturing, and
deeply empathetic man” (Hollander 78). Otto inhabits the healthy domestic space for Lyndall,
Em, and his own son Waldo. His home is clean and tidy, and his “conscious intentions are
inconsistent with the imperialist dynamics in the novel” (Hollander 83). Hollander views Otto as
a “missionary character who refuses to impede native resistance” (79), and the novel offers a
good deal of ambiguity: the narrator mocks him slightly, with his naivety and goodness making
all of the children vulnerable to more predatory colonial figures like Bonaparte Blenkins, but
Otto’s vulnerability also creates space for a reclaiming of power by the Black Africans he
oversees and by Lyndall who must take an active role in saving Waldo once Otto is dead.
Hollander also states that another important aspect of Otto’s nature is that it “suggests
Schreiner’s awareness of the complicity between European missionaries and later, more
economic imperialist forays into South Africa” (80).
Schreiner’s work is thus heavily layered with social critique on a variety of intersectional
levels. But it is also important to consider her own sense of a duty of care, a care extended to the
portrayal of her villains like Bonaparte Blenkins which exposes her concern with psychological
realism, with creating fully actualized characters who are more than farce and have a developed
interiority. It evidently bothered her that he was rendered with less identity that other characters
in the novel as she wrote to Havelock Ellis on the 16th of March 1884,
When I said that Bonaparte was not “idealized” enough perhaps I
was using the word in a sense of my own; what I meant was that he was
painted roughly from the outside (just as I might off-hand describe
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the people who sat at dinner with me this evening) not sympathetically
from the inside showing the how & the why of his being the manner of
sinner he was. I should have entered into him showed his many sides,
not only the one superficial side that was ridiculous; then he would
have been a real human creature to love or to hate, & not farcical at all.
Bonaparte, had Schreiner developed his interiority, would have been flawed but nuanced and
thus readers would have seen not just his cruelty but his vulnerability as well. Vulnerability may
cause potential harm to some characters, but ultimately it is this quality repeated throughout the
novel that is crucial in the creation of space for those who are oppressed to resist in both passive
and active ways. For example, Tant’ Sannie’s meek husband Little Piet does not resist, but Em’s
active strength and movement forward throughout the novel ultimately places her in a position of
power as head of the household with a husband who, while not in love with her, has learned to
serve. Artistically, Schreiner makes a concerted link between psychological realism and the
potential of a similar future of outwardly revealed gender realism that allows for male and
female gendered norms to be valued and revealed regardless of biological sex.
Place is central to the novel’s identity formation, but the farm is not only a stable,
cultivated, western place, it is also a natural, in-flux, dynamic and living place, a place that is as
alive as many of the characters in the novel. Again, Schreiner uses conventional symbols in ways
that trouble the binary these symbols would generally signify. The farm is a fixed, isolated place,
but each stranger who comes, each arrival and departure of our protagonist and all the other
surrounding characters, work to transform the farm and the notion of home. As their identities
shift, so too does their relationship with place. Home for the three orphans stays centered on each
other more than the farm, especially the farmhouse where Tant’ Sannie reigns. Schreiner
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interweaves man, animal, and nature through the landscape of the farm. Doss, the little ‘kopje’ of
the opening passage, the red sand, the rocks, ostriches, and chickens are all living aspects of
nature and the farm that align with the characters and reflect their truths in ways that serve to
collapse the distinctions between the land, the people, the plants, rocks, and animals. For
Schreiner, both nature and culture are intertwined and valuable for the goals of growth,
awareness, and awakening. The domestic space, penetrated by the moon in the opening scene, is
dynamic and fraught, with the home being presented as “a diverse, insecure, and changeable
space” (Hollander 74) literally reflected by a binary-breaking light. Nature is alive to Schreiner.
The home and the land coexist and become a fully actualized place in the novel intertwined with
everyone’s growth; everyone who leaves must return to the farm, or to the land in Lyndall’s case,
to recount their stories or have their story recounted. The three children’s sense of self is rooted
in each other and the farm as a place of origin, but their growth is also tied to the narrative
expression of self. Schreiner places value on the power of narrative to sanction alternate ways of
being, which allows for the home to remain a dynamic space shifting with the growth of its
characters. The return to the farm, to the place of origin also allows for insight into the change of
self. Waldo, returned to the farm from his journey into the world, writes to Lyndall, not knowing
she is dead, “Of all the things I have ever seen, only the sea is like a human being; the sky is not,
nor the earth. But the sea is always moving, always something deep in itself stirring it. It never
rests; it is always wanting, wanting, wanting” (Schreiner 259). Identity and desire are linked in
ways that shape a person’s inner truth, and the farm signifies a space where those deeper truths
are spoken, where the inner and outer worlds can find simultaneous expression.
On the farm there are distinctions in place that align with the character’s identity
formation and establish both girls as women operating outside of the norms proscribed and
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sanctioned by a patriarchal society because the spaces themselves operate outside of those
sanctioned distinctions. Schreiner believed that “an increased sense of sexual and paternal
responsibility” was central to the “civilizing and humanizing of man” (Women and Labour 19).
The main house on the farm where Tant’ Sannie rules stands in contrast to Otto’s cabin:
This place was the one home the girls had known for many a year. The house where
Tant’ Sannie lived and ruled was a place to sleep in, to eat in, not to be happy in. It was in
vain she told them they were grown too old to go there; every morning and evening found
them there. (Schreiner 54)
Both girls actively work against Tant’ Sannie’s rules by visiting Otto’s cabin, the initial space of
mothering in the novel. Otto mothers the children and also actively engages in the domestic care
of his own home, work aligned as women’s work. Schreiner felt that people should value “the
work woman has done and still does in the modern world, and [acknowledge] the gigantic evils
which arise from the fact that her labour, especially domestic labour, often the most wearisome
and unending known to any section of the human race, is not adequately recognised or
recompensed” (Women and Labour 18). Tant’ Sannie, as overseer of the farm, does not engage
in domestic labor, but supervises it, while Otto, the overseer of the farm, does engage in
domestic labor. Schreiner is again challenging perceptions of male and female gender roles and
encouraging the reader to value domestic labor, a valuation that necessarily alters how Em is
read and valued as a character. We cannot read Em, as so many critics do49, when they give her
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Burdett comments that “only the conformist Em lives at the end of the novel” (13) implying that
Schreiner invokes the standard Bildungsroman formula of having only the protagonists who accept the socialization
survive and that Em is not a subversive character. Van Biljon’s more recent work still labels Em as “conventional
and docile” (51) and views Em as a traditional foil for Lyndall’s unconventional rejection of gender norms while
contending, in a slightly more nuanced argument, that Em has been misjudged and underestimated” (22). The
Dissertation never fully addresses how, unfortunately, and Van Biljon also misreads Em’s feelings about Gregory
Rose believing Em’s love for Gregory “became her sole consideration and joy in life” (31) and that Em maintains a
contentment and belief in fulfillment through marriage that Schreiner does not give the reader.
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character any attention at all, as simply “the young docile Victorian ‘angel’, [who] follows the
expected course of women for her time [by] obeying authority figures and eventually marrying a
neglectful man” (Freeman 20). We cannot do this if we value Em’s domestic labor as Schreiner
asks us to do. Schreiner indicates that Em’s choice to perform both domestic and farm labor, to
not leave the home, does not actually preclude her from growth and self-actualization in the
chapter title “Waldo Goes Out to Taste Life, and Em Stays at Home and Tastes it” (221). Em
may not ever leave the domestic space of the farm, but that space with its constant flux is a
liminal one through which all other characters pass and transform and which she, as ultimate
matriarch, turns into a safe, comforting, place to return to. Em is also not confined to domestic
labor engaging in all labor-related aspects of her farm by the end of the novel. Further, the home
itself is much transformed by the end of the novel, indicating and echoing stages of development
the characters experience and undergo.
Em is the only one of the protagonists who stays with the farm through the novel’s
entirety, but her love of the farm is shared by Waldo. Her presence there is the one steady beat
amongst the transitions and upheaval, but her assumption of ownership and rule there should not
be so readily dismissed. Treated as the humdrum “Angel in the House,” Em is both the witness
to these stories and the figure doling out from the attic what other characters need at just the right
time: giving Waldo access to her father’s non-fiction books, like J. S. Mill’s Political Economy,
and Gregory access to her mother’s clothing. It is important to give more attention to her passive
presence and subtle acts of care that open up space for active resistance in other characters. Her
vulnerability and more traditional female role have led her to be disregarded in scholarship. It is
more common for scholarship to not really address Em at all, or to mention her only in passing,
placing the focus primarily on “Waldo and Lyndall, the main characters of resistance”
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(Waterman 58) or on Gregory Rose’s transvestitism. But this misreading or oversight stems not
from a lack of subversion in Em so much as a continued misreading of Schreiner from a
patriarchal place of valuation that only perceives active resistance. Em’s narrative is not as
conventional when we consider the ultimate transformation of the other characters alongside her
assumption of the role of ruling matriarch. Waldo and Lyndall both return to the land, but
Gregory passes through the sickroom as a female nurse before marrying Em making their
marriage at the end one that does subvert heteronormative expectations. This transformation
aligns with Hollander’s contention that, “Schreiner represents fluid gender roles and the
contingency of home in ways that exceed and thus subvert the oppressive structures of race and
class she also records” (76).
The Large Matriarch in Marriage
The Story of an African Farm troubles the power imbalance in Victorian heteronormative
marriage practices. Schreiner had a deep interest in science and the natural world, and she did not
maintain a heteronormative perspective of sexuality that aligned with the Victorian separate
spheres ideology. This world view and rejection of strictly codified gender norms is reflected in
both her own behavior as a young woman and her depiction of Tant’ Sannie’s courtship of Little
Piet. Freeman chronicles some of the instances from Schreiner’s youth that demonstrate her
rejection of “strict Victorian gender codes and prescribed behaviors,” writing,
Schreiner discovered the impracticality of Victorian customs early on, and their absurdity
in the colonies heightened her desire to escape such artificiality. In her husband Samuel
Cronwright-Schreiner’s biography of Schreiner, he recounts her persistence in wearing
boy’s clothing, if any at all, as a young girl: “She liked, as a child, to go about without
any clothing. That was, she told Ellis, what she was most often punished for. At a little
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later age she was fond of wearing boys' clothes and would have done so when grown up
had her figure been adapted to male costume” (68). (Freeman 20)
Schreiner’s letters to her dear friend Edward Carpenter, who was a writer, a socialist philosopher
and a pioneering activist for environmental protection as well as the rights of gay people,
women, and animals, indicates that Schreiner’s desire to truly feel the sand upon her skin led to
her continuing the practice of no clothing far into adulthood (“Edward”). Carpenter and
Schreiner became friends after publication of The Story of an African Farm, but their shared
interest and letters do much to indicate Schreiner’s unconventional beliefs and rejection of
heteronormative ideologies. Schreiner also once wrote to him, “I wish I was a man that I might
be friends with you all,” indicating that even in this most supportive of friendships Schreiner felt
there were social limits set upon her because of her gender. Schreiner’s perception of
female/male relationships as not conforming to the Victorian norms in the real world is
reflected more comically in her portrayal of Tant’ Sannie’s courtship to Little Piet Vander Walt.

Tant’ Sannie and Little Piet’s courtship acts as a counterpoint to the other marriage
narratives in The Story of an African Farm, where the characters exhibit growth. It is easy to read
the surface level farce in the passages, but we should instead keep Schreiner’s views and
scientific thoughts on gender at the forefront rather than only the apparent farce. Lyndall and
Em’s guardian Tant’ Sannie is a symbol of failed maternity because she fails to protect and
nurture the children. Waterman argues that Tant’ Sannie operates as a masculine and sadistic
representative of power, and she and Bonaparte Blenkins are linked to imperial misuse of power,
extending the metaphor of a lack of care for the children out to an imperial lack of care for the
colonies. Nevertheless, Tant’ Sannie’s courtship with Little Piet Vander Walt troubles
traditional views of matrimony because it offers a view of gender roles in matrimony that
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challenge heteronormative expectations by instead portraying woman as in control, even
predatory, and men as meek and insipid.
Whereas we have established that Tant’ Sannie blurs human/non-human and male/female
binaries, Schreiner also collapses the gender binaries using passive adjectives that trouble Little
Piet’s masculinity and nudge him into a more traditionally feminine role, thus exposing
inequitable power dynamics. As Little Piet approaches the house he rides in “meek subjection to
the will of Heaven,” and the maid describes his “weak eyes” and “little round nose” (200). The
“weak eyes” subvert his masculinity and the “little round nose,” a characteristic that would be a
positive attribute in a pert young bride-to-be, nudge him toward the feminine. But most
importantly, Little Piet has had no say in his own marital destiny: a situation mirrored later in
Gregory’s final engagement to Em, because the choice of his first and second (Tant’ Sannie)
wife were actually made by his first wife who had “courted him” (201). Readers learn that “ten
months of severe domestic rule [under his first wife] had not raised his spirit nor courage” (201),
and on her death bed she laid down such strict rules about who he could and could not marry that
Tant’ Sannie, fat, over 30, with two dead husbands and no mole, is the only remaining option for
him. Further, Little Piet Vander Walt meekly tells Tant’ Sannie what a good wife his first wife
was, really sparking Tant’ Sannie’s jealousy, when he describes his first wife’s active physical
aggression against others in the shape of breaking “a churn stick over a maid’s head” (203). The
contrast between the gentle meek man and his large, violent first wife is more than farce: it
represents an alternative dynamic to the more common trope of a large active male figure and a
meek little female wife. The dynamic points to a social institution that is inequitable in its power
dynamics, a tension which Schreiner makes more visible through inversion of gender. Only
Lyndall is as much associated with the word “little” in the novel, for her outward feminine
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appearance, and it is clear Little Piet, who has been feminized, has no desire to actually marry
Tant’ Sannie, that his choice in marital partner is not his own, placing him in a distinctly
unbalanced power situation that many women face. Little Piet is driven by social expectations,
duty, and domestic need—qualities more likely to be seen in vulnerable heroines of novels. All
of these things work to blur conventional boundaries between men and women and expose the
false power dynamic that disenfranchises women in heteronormative marriages.
Lyndall and Gregory: Rejecting Marriage and Gender Norms
Lyndall is lauded as a New Woman character because of the ways her character embodies
more than just the female characteristics considered appropriate for her gender. She is delicate
and beautiful, but she also has intellectual aspirations and an independent and active nature,
considered masculine at the time. Lyndall’s stranger, when he finds out he is the father of her
unborn child, offers to marry her, but she always refuses, making her a disobedient woman by
social standards: “‘ I cannot marry you,’ she said slowly, “because I cannot be tied; but, if you
wish, you may take me away with you, and take care of me; then when we do not love we can
say goodbye’” (Schreiner 239). Her desire for independence and freedom is central to her
identity and her rejection of heteronormative social expectations, something that puts her
character in direct tension with Victorian norms for proper female behavior. Unlike Little Piet,
Lyndall does not meekly accept a fate she does not want. It’s important that male freedom is
limited and restricted in Schreiner’s troubling of marriage practices because it makes Lyndall’s
reaching for freedom more emotionally accessible to male readers who have been asked to
envision themselves in the situation through characters like Little Piet (who Schreiner indicates
is in love with another woman) in his marriage to Tant’ Sannie and Gregory Rose to Em. When
the stranger asks Lyndall why she will not marry him, she replies, “Because once you have me
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you would hold me fast. I shall never be free again” (Schreiner 236). This aligns with Schreiner’s
beliefs, explored in depth in her later work Woman and Labour, regarding the inequitable power
dynamics in marriage and the damage this causes women. Lyndall attests that her stranger, even
though she loves him, does not see her for who she truly is and that is what would make her hate
him in time:
If I had been married to you for a year, I should have come to my senses, and seen that
your hands and your voice are like the hands and voice of any other man. I cannot quite
see that now. But it is all madness. You call into activity one part of my nature, there is a
higher part that you know nothing of, that you never touch. If I married you, afterwards it
would arise and assert itself, and I should hate you always, as I do now sometimes.
(Schreiner 237)
Lyndall knows that all of her intellectual aspirations will be stifled in a traditional marriage, and
her refusal to marry is a refusal to be less than she is. Much of who she is internally is aligned
with the public sphere that was considered masculine at the time. Her innate character is active,
strong, and intelligent, but to marry would be to deny that part of herself. Here she indicates that
she does not believe she could maintain the role of passive wife or live for long confined to the
domestic sphere. Her innate combination of masculine and feminine attributes means that she
cannot comfortably find a place for herself in heteronormative culture. She is one of many
characters in the novel who combine feminine and masculine attributes.
Whereas Lyndall is the most masculinely aligned female character, Gregory Rose is the
most femininely aligned male character. We are first introduced to Gregory through the
narrator’s vantage point and Schreiner girls him from the onset. When we meet Gregory Rose he
sighs and pines audibly on the steps of his daube-and-wattle one-room home. Brought inside
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with him we discover his “whitewashed walls covered with prints cut from the Illustrated
London News, and in which there was a noticeable preponderance of female faces and figures”
and how opposite the gun rack is his duster, allowing Gregory to keep his room “scrupulously
neat and clean […] just as he had seen his mother do” (174). His space embodies masculine and
feminine principles, but the feminine, a love of fashion and a clean domestic space and an
alignment with his mother, aspects are clearly represented as a part of his identity from the start.
Schreiner also chooses to have much of his internal feeling revealed through epistolary
correspondence with his sister, letters, on pink paper, a color “suitable to the state of his feeling”
(175) and perhaps even more his boyishness. Furthermore, the narratorial depiction of Gregory is
contrasted with Schreiner’s depiction of him though is his own performance of masculinity on
paper, a performance he has to correct through rewriting, being aware that his sentiment makes
him sound “conceited or unmanly” (175), a part of himself he attempts to erase in his writing by
overblown misogyny that he reveals is a direct response to his father’s “calling me a noodle and
a milksop, just because he couldn’t understand my fine nature” (176). It can also be noted that
the performance of masculinity on paper is also a long-lasting type of performance that he is
revising, a fact which indicates internal confusion. Gregory’s sense of identity conflicts with
traditional masculinity, and Schreiner uses clear symbols of domesticity and the more intimate
and feminized epistolary form to make that tension palpable.
Lyndall’s perception of Gregory Rose reinforces and solidifies him as both feminine and
childish, or still a boy. When asked by Em if Lyndall likes Em’s future husband, Lyndall replies,
“he must have been a fine baby” and goes on to elaborate that he is the type of man “you never
see without thinking how very nice they must have looked when they wore socks and pink
sashes” (183). Gregory is aligned with pink, a color specifically associated with young boys who
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have not reached maturity during this period, yet again. Further, Gregory’s surname “Rose”
indicates both his potential to transform and blossom and the color pink. Pink indicates the
immaturity we see in his romantic obsessions with first Em and then Lyndall but also indicates
his inability to think; Lyndall perceives Gregory Rose as lacking in depth and intellectual
capacity (a quality common in most female “Angel in the House”-characters). Lyndall sees
Gregory’s gender fluidity and exacting perfectionist nature clearly, telling Waldo as Gregory
rides past “with shining spurs and an ostrich feather in his hat,” that there “goes a true womanone born for the sphere that some women have to fill without being born for it” (197). Gregory is
more naturally inclined to womanly performance according to the gender norms of the time while
Lyndall, despite her beautiful face and little hands and feet, is not. Again, it is Gregory who she
envisions as the “Angel in the House”:
How happy he would be sewing frills in his little girl’s frocks, and how pretty he would
look sitting in a parlour, with a rough man making love to him! (197)
Lyndall perceives Gregory has more aptitude for the sphere she was born into and vice versa.
Critics have noted, in various ways, that Gregory’s journey from a coquettish manwoman to a
selfless woman and nurse are vital to Schreiner’s feminist vision, or at the very least his gender
switching is (Hollander, Mumford, Saudo-Welby, Vander Heiden), and more recent critical work
has begun to address the importance of Schreiner’s queering of relationships (including Waldo
and Lyndall’s (Hollander); however, my primary interest, and one that still needs attention, is the
importance of her non-normative pairings in the developing narrative around the ‘Woman
Question’ and the inequity of heteronormative marriage practices. Lyndall’s awareness of
Gregory is not condemnation, but a reflection of Schreiner’s more fluid view of human sexuality
and gender based on her scientific considerations of the diversity in sexual behavior found in
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nature. Lyndall, reflecting Schreiner’s convictions, comments to Waldo that she has determined
that “all things are in all men,” speaking clearly to vast potential for deviations from person to
person in aptitude for gender norms regardless of biological sex. But Waldo, even after Lyndall’s
long lesson on the rights of women in the pages preceding, still struggles to see these socially
constructed spheres at all. Waldo is more focused on the natural world and philosophy. Because
Gregory does not think, Waldo is “not able to connect any kind of beauty with Gregory Rose’
(197). For Waldo beauty is in the internal spiritual and intellectual journey of man, a
characteristic which moves him beyond the heteronormative gender norms and serves to collapse
the binaries Schreiner exposes through Lyndall and Gregory’s failure to conform and inverted
gender performances.
Waldo: Asexual Androgyny
At the center of Schreiner’s ethics is a core belief in an idealized human potential which
combines attributes of both men and women in each person regardless of their biological sex and
an idealized social order that does not restrict access to either sphere because of biological sex.
In Women and Labour Schreiner writes,
the highest ideal of human nature, in which intellectual power
and strength of will are combined with an infinite tenderness and a wide human
sympathy; a combination which, whether in the person of the man or the woman,
is essential to the existence of the fully rounded and harmonised human creature (21)
Schreiner is indicating that restrictive social norms prevent individuals from becoming fully
actualized, and that these restrictive social conventions are actually not natural, are in fact
disharmonious and disruptive. Waldo is the character who most achieves this ideal in The Story
of an African Farm. Lyndall perceives Waldo as beyond gender and almost asexual. She says to
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him, “when I am with you I never know that I am a woman and you are a man; I only know that
we are both things that think” (210). It is the intellectual and sympathetic differentiation that
causes Lyndall to treat Waldo with more respect than she does Gregory Rose, who initially
struggles to think and to sympathize with other living beings.
Waldo, like Lyndall, also has a stranger. Lyndall’s stranger is the father of her unborn
child, with whom she leaves with but refuses to marry and Waldo’s is the stranger he meets on
the Karoo. This stranger sets Waldo’s life on a different path encouraging him to leave the farm.
Schreiner, in the preface, writes of Waldo and Lyndall’s strangers:
Two strangers appear on the scene, and some have fancied that in the second they have
again the first, who returns in a new guise. Why this should be we cannot tell: unless
there is a feeling that a man should not appear upon the scene, and then disappear,
leaving behind him no more substantial trace than a mere book; that he should return later
on as husband or lover, to fill some more important parts than that of the mere stimulator
of thought. (Schreiner 29)
Schreiner’s setting of the isolated farm highlights the notable impact the appearance of a stranger
would have in the lives of the farm’s residents. Schreiner leaves who these strangers are
ambiguous: the strangers could be the same man or not. This intentional ambiguity turns the
consideration that the strangers may be the same man back on the reader, indicating that the
notion that a brief encounter with a stranger could be so life-altering makes many people
uncomfortable because it exposes how vulnerable each of us is. It challenges a belief in a stable
sense of self, in a singular sense of identity. It challenges notions of the home as a domestic
space safe from ideas and change. Like dust, an encounter with a stranger that alters an
individual is not something that is confined to a specific class, gender, or race. Radical
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transformation that shakes the sense of identity can happen to anyone; it is not contained by
boundaries. Everyone has the potential to be vulnerable. Vander Heiden claims that “The
colonial space is one where traditional roles can be refashioned; dust helps blur the line between
the masculine and feminine” (9). But dust, more than blurring, is something of nature that is
pervasive and connecting, something that touches everyone regardless of class, nationality, or
gender: “Dust, as particles of earth and sand from the plains lacks the negative class associations
[that dirt has] of moral deterioration and disease” (Vander Heiden 10). Vulnerability is the
liminal space needed for transformation, and Waldo, despite being male, is vulnerable
throughout the whole novel, to Christianity, to abuse, and to unfair labor practices.
Waldo is capable of deep sympathy in combination with his intellectual journey, and that
striving is caught up in his search for his stranger who took Waldo’s small sculpture after telling
Waldo the allegory of the Hunter.50 Waldo, in his unfinished letter to Lyndall, writes, “Once on
this farm there came a stranger; I did not ask his name, but he sat among the karoo and talked
with me. Now, wherever I have travelled I have looked for him” (Schreiner 260). The impact of
the stranger’s visit where Waldo gave him the sculpture matters because Waldo, lost in music
and unaware of self, realizes two ladies seated near him on a bench have “the stranger who had
talked to me that day in the karoo” sitting between them. What is striking, though, is how
Waldo’s finding of his stranger in the city reads like Adam or Eve discovering their own
nakedness: Waldo, perceiving that the “ladies were pretty and their dresses beautiful” feels
shame. Waldo, lost in a spiritual connection with the music being played in the park, is shocked
out of his reverie into a hyper-awareness when he becomes aware that his sought-for stranger is
there, at the park. The truth of the stranger, as someone disillusioned and disconnected from a
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An allegory which appears later in Schreiner’s most experimental work Dreams.
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higher consciousness, is also woven into Schreiner’s narrative—for Waldo’s stranger is
unaffected by the music. Waldo writes, “when I was listening to the music, I did not know I was
badly dressed; now I felt so ashamed of myself. I never knew what a low horrible thing I was
dressed in tancord” (Schreiner 260). Waldo has been, for the majority of the novel, living a
purely spiritual journey, but his stranger creates a new desire in him, even if only temporarily, a
desire to be something he is not in class and appearance, a desire to be “fashionable and fine,”
(261), a desire for people. Further, Waldo seems to equate his male stranger with Lyndall in
ways that almost casually indicate he loves both men and women. Waldo writes, “when we sat
on the ground under the thorn-trees, I thought he quite belonged to me; now, I saw he was not
mine. But he was still beautiful. His brown eyes are more beautiful than any one’s eyes except
yours” (Schreiner 261). But this desire for another, caught up in shame, is fleeting, for Waldo
finds that, “men and women draw me so strangely, and they press me away, till I am in agony. I
was not meant to live among people. Perhaps someday, when I am grown older. I will be able to
go and live among them and look at them as I look at the rocks and bushes, without letting them
disturb me, and take myself from me” (Schreiner 261). Waldo, aligned further with Lyndall,
feels there would be a loss of freedom and self in heteronormative, socially sanctioned
connections to other people.
Gregory’s Womanhood: Deviant Vulnerability in the Sickroom
It is Gregory’s journey from the farm, his crossdressing and nursing, that bring him into
womanhood, but that service ultimately leaves him lifeless by the end of the novel. As Vander
Heiden notes, “a clean sickroom and a clean home free from dust are the hallmarks of a wellkept, well-run, healthy British domestic space” (2), but it is also a liminal space, a space with the
potential to transform life into death. And while Miriam Bailin’s The Sickroom in Victorian
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Fiction focuses primarily on the use of the sickroom in early to mid-Victorian novels, much of
what she observes regarding sickroom scenes as “an adaptive strategy to encode and mediate
competing personal, social, and aesthetic imperatives” (1) still hold true for African Farm.
However, Schreiner’s consideration is less of the “private intensities of deviant state” (1) than of
a consideration of the social mores that create the perception of deviance in the first place.
Neither Gregory or Lyndall conform to the gender roles of their sex at birth and both are
vulnerable in the sickroom—Lyndall because she is dying and Gregory because he has taken on
all aspects of the “Angel in the House” living and serving another selflessly without any
expectations. Bailin notes that “late Victorian fiction reshapes the sickroom for its own purposes
and in the process undoes its recuperative compromise” (1). In Schreiner’s sickroom Lyndall
does not recuperate, though she does determine her own peace and Gregory Rose, the nurse,
transforms from a cold, selfish soul into a domestic ideal. Gregory Rose transitions from despotic
patriarch into ideal domestic and nurse, a journey Em sets him on when she hands him a duster
and tasks him with cleaning out the attic. It is important to note that Gregory is not a clumsy
failed nurse, like Horsfall in Brontë’s Shirley, but an ideal: “Gregory embodies Nightingale’s
ideology of the nurse who views nursing as a calling, as a labor of love” (Vander Heiden 11).
Schreiner, by giving Gregory agency in his choice to perform selfless womanhood and his
vulnerability in a sickroom, pushes against the conventional notion of romantic involvement as
necessary for fulfillment because Gregory is no longer seeking to become Lyndall’s husband.
Gregory, in accepting a vulnerable domestic station as a woman and a nurse, instead moves more
truly into himself, collapsing definitions of man and woman. Because Gregory’s feminine
potential has been present from the moment we met him, he is only fully actualized when he
dresses as a woman and takes a role of service in the sickroom.
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There is ambiguity regarding Gregory’s passion for Lyndall. The reader finds themself
questioning whether his passion is romantic love or is it that she is who he wishes to become? Is
she an ideal of womanhood he wishes to be? As Mumford notes, the term “True Woman” was
often used during this time to indicate a self-actualized “New Woman,” and while Mumford
reads Gregory as androgynous and Lyndall as initially contemptuous of him, Gregory is feminine
throughout, not androgynous (which implies a neutrality he does not have), and Lyndall’s
contempt is for his lack of intellectual and spiritual questioning not his gender. Gregory
discovers and puts on the female clothing before he discovers a need to wear it and act as
Lyndall’s nurse. Gregory’s interest in fashion, in femininity, is evidenced in the images he pastes
on the wall of his hut, his deep identification with his mother and sister, his status as one whose
thoughts are given to the reader through epistolary communication, the allusions to his father’s
disapproval of his fine nature, and the very clear tension he has had with his performance of
traditional masculinity throughout. Mumford makes a fine point noting the change in his tone in
his letters to his sister that also indicates that his interest in Lyndall is also an interest in freeing
the part of himself he has been taught by society to hide, as his tone shifts from a whiney
irritation at “Lyndall’s assertiveness and refusal to conform” (623) to socially acceptable
performances of femininity which exposes his own distress at seeing someone who is gender
nonconforming, like himself, freely expressing all aspects of themselves. In Gregory we see an
anxiety regarding defiance of the separate spheres ideology in his deeply personal response to
Lyndall who openly displays her male and female aspects. His letters expose his own
internalized misogyny and sexual oppression, where his struggle against Lyndall’s
nonconformity is also a struggle with his true self, his female self. His later letters are vastly
different, however, as “the narration of his ‘womanhood’ is simple and open, and—most
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revealing—demonstrates absolutely no self-consciousness or discomfort about his crossdressing” (Mumford 627). Lyndall’s rejection of an unnatural gender performance that is purely
feminine has helped Gregory to self-actualize into womanhood. Gregory loves Lyndall, but he
also seems to covet what she is, her womanness, and, as with so much of Schreiner, it seems
perfectly reasonable that both meanings be present at the same time in the one character.
Speaking to Em before he leaves to follow and find Lyndall he says, “I look at you, and in your
smile, a something at the corner of your lips, I see her” (Schreiner 247). Lyndall’s impact on him
and his promise to serve her has pervaded everything he sees. Gregory’s passion borders on
obsession and moves him toward himself through self-abnegation and self-sacrifice, generally
female linked passive states not recognized as having potential for resistance. He, like Em, learns
to see love as an act of service. This is not a condemnation for Schreiner: she truly believed that
selfless service of others was the highest aim, a sentiment that complicates feminist readings of
her work because it is also associated with the ideal angle-in-the-house. For this reason, it is so
important to note that it is a male character who at the end of the novel, after his service to
Lyndall, is faced with the potential role of what Schreiner, in Women and Labour, deemed
parasitism. Gregory’s fixation on Lyndall is the catalyst for Gregory’s inner growth as a human
being, but Gregory knows fully that Lyndall will never love him:
‘I know what you think,’ he said, turning upon Em. ‘You think I am mad; you think I am
going to see whether she will not like me! I am not so foolish. I should have known at
first she never could suffer me. Who am I, what am I, that she should look at me? It was
right that she left me; right that she should not look at me. If anyone says it is not, it is a
lie! I am not going to speak to her,’ he added – only to see her; only to stand sometimes
in a place where she has stood before.’ (Schreiner 248)
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The notion that he wants to stand where Lyndall has stood before can be read as both obsessive
love and as a desire to move into the territory of the “New Woman.” Lyndall’s surface-level
deviance of rejecting gender norms and refusing to marry disrupts heteronormative expectations,
and, along with her deeply didactic speeches to Waldo on the condition of woman are what most
readily have marked this novel as a new woman novel. And Gregory is self-actualized briefly
during his time as a female nurse, but what happens after? He returns to the farm and tells
Lyndall’s story, but Schreiner never tells us how he performs his gender when he returns. But we
do know, his change, and Em’s part in that change, creates a non-heteronormative union, that, if
not based in love, is at the very least based in mutual sacrifice.
Em and Gregory: Marriage as Sacrifice
Much like the steadfast and unassuming third protagonist of the novel herself, Em’s
marriage plot with Gregory is often overlooked by critics. Initially proposed to by a very
infatuated Gregory Rose she is not actually an enthusiastic bride-to-be:
“I do love you very much,” she said, “but I do not know if I want to marry you. I love
you better than Waldo, but I can’t tell if I love you better than Lyndall.” (Schreiner 178)
Em very much enjoys the attention of one who appears to love her more than she loves them,
something she is unaccustomed to having lived in the shadow of Lyndall her whole life. But Em
is not a passive “Angel in the House” foil for Lyndall. While she does not seek out an intellectual
life, she has depth, she grows, and she demonstrates a quiet sense of self-worth and a
purposefully active disposition by ending her engagement to Gregory Rose when she realizes his
attention has turned from her to Lyndall. Gregory tries to displace this decision on youth and
whimsy, but her clear and stoic strength disrupts his performance so that he is forced to
acknowledge to himself that he is not the injured party. The girling of Gregory Rose and his
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transformation through womanhood has the potential to make him a suitable, and more worthy,
husband for Em, because as a man he was selfish, vain, and domineering in his speech regarding
male superiority. Gregory’s girling could make their marriage an equitable one with an equal
distribution of power, but Schreiner refuses to give us that ending through Gregory’s potential
parasitism of independent, capable, farm owner Em.
There is no joy in the final marriage as we saw with Brontë in Shirley. Towards the end,
when Em is engaged to marry him a second time, after he has returned from nursing Lyndall
while she dies, Tant’ Sannie expresses her happiness that Em has decided to marry him. But
again, she remains a rather unenthusiastic bride:
“Perhaps [marriage] is not suited to all people, at all times, as well as it suits you, Tante’
Sannie,” said Em. There was a little shade of weariness in the voice. (Schreiner 293)
Marriage is a practical rather than romantic enterprise for Em. Em is expected to marry for social
reasons even though she has been managing the farm just fine by herself while everyone else ran
off to find or lose themselves. But for Gregory Rose, like Tant’ Sannie’s little Piet, who he
marries was determined by the wishes of a dead woman:
Against his breast was a letter found in a desk, addressed to himself but never posted. It
held only four words: “You must marry Em.” He wore it in a black bag round his neck. It
was the only letter she had ever written to him. (Schreiner 294)
There is no equitable meeting of two fully actualized human beings. Instead, Gregory is a
passive and empty vessel at the end, with Em competently managing her farm. Schreiner, in
Women and Labour, put forth the idea that the inequity in heteronormative marriage forced
women into a situation of parasitism. The parasite was “woman on whom male dominance has
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done its work crushing her spirit and reducing her to dependence […] for survival” (Mumford
622). Gregory is depicted as lifeless in the last chapter of the novel:
with his dead pipe lying on the bench before him, and his blue eyes gazing out far across
the flat, like one who sits on the sea-shore watching that which is fading, fading from
him. (Schreiner 294)
Lyndall’s letter forces him to take up the role of man and husband, but he does so not as the
tyrant at the beginning of the novel, but as a woman who has been given no choice. The marriage
of Gregory and Em is a complex challenge against heteronormative marriage practices, because
for both Em and Gregory the marriage act becomes one of service, one with the potential for
either to be forced into parasitism. Gregory, as a transformed man who is defeated by Lyndall’s
death, his possible relinquishment of female performance, and his return to the farm, could
become the parasite—Em does not love or need him other than to perhaps help her have
children. But more than anything Schreiner criticizes marriage here. And the resolution offers an
unidealized view of marriage which Em, coming fully into light as a small, thinking, capable and
compassionate woman is knowingly entering:
‘Why is it always so, Waldo, always so?’ she said; we long for things, and long for
them, and pray for them; we would give all we have to come near them, but we never
reach them. That at last, too late, just when we don’t want them anymore, when all the
sweetness is taken out of them, then they come. We don’t want them then,’ she said,
folding her hands resignedly on her little apron. After a while she added: ‘I remember
once, very long ago, when I was a very little girl, my mother had a work box full of
coloured reels. I always wanted to play with them, but she would never let me. At last
one day she said I might take the box. I was so glad I hardly knew what to do. I ran round
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the house, and sat down with it on the back steps. But when I opened the box all the
cottons were taken out. […]
‘Gregory is going to the town tomorrow. He is going to give in our banns to the
minister; we are going to be married in three weeks.’
Waldo lifted her very gently from the table. He did not congratulate her; perhaps
he thought of the empty box, but he kissed her forehead gravely. (Schreiner 297)
Em sees Gregory for who he is and accepts that, and Gregory, though depleted at the moment,
has the potential to grow or wither. All of them have lost what they had wanted and wanted, but
this is not to say they have not gained, Em had offered to give Waldo enough money to go off
and study properly for a year or two, an offer he refuses because he has journeyed beyond that
kind of education already, the sweetness gone out of what he has been offered does not negate
the sweetness in his consciousness of the world around him. It’s an almost bleak modernist
ending where the only hope we find is not quite where the characters were looking for it. Lyndall
dies, but her soul and her intellect remain her own until the end. Gregory’s womanhood has
granted him the ability to see beyond himself. However, Schreiner does not give the reader much
beyond that: he has entered into awareness and crises, he has opened up to it, but we do not see
what he might become. And Em’s persistent, quiet gentle strength, lets the reader know she will
be okay, that in her strength and kindness she is awake to her own experience. But it is Waldo’s
death which really reminds us that this “evil world,” this “treacherous, mirage-like world” is still
a “lovely world, for all that, and to sit there gloating in the sunlight was perfect” (298).
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Conclusion
Scholars must continue to remain vigilant to potential slippage between performance and
belief within the work of nineteenth-century women writers, awake to the potential need for
encoding that allows for female solidarity without overtly upsetting patriarchal expectations. And
Judith Butler’s work exposes many of the dynamics that are at play in the construction of gender,
“because there is neither an ‘essence’ that gender expresses or externalizes nor an objective ideal
to which gender aspires; because gender is not a fact, the various acts of gender create the idea of
gender, and without those acts, there would be no gender at all. Gender is, thus, a construction
that regularly conceals its genesis” (Butler, Gender Trouble 522). That this genesis is constructed
by power structures rather than nature is reified in the rejection of patriarchally endorsed binaries
(Madonna/Whore, Passive/Active, Public/Domestic) by so many women writers of the long
nineteenth century, not just Brontë, and desire of many female writers to create plurality and
variety in female representation upon the page.
Butler’s notions of sedimentation, iterability, and taboo may speak to some of the reasons
that many readers responded with shock to Brontë’s Shirley and Schreiner’s The Story of an
African Farm. The notion that gender performance can become stabilized through the repetition
of gestures and that some gestures are not socially acceptable, combined with the persistent
cultural invisibility of those norms, are also some of the reasons Shirley, Aurora Leigh, The Mill
on the Floss, and The Story of an African Farm remain such important and fruitful texts for
critical exploration. Brontë’s Shirley, for example,—with her performance of masculinity and
her internalized misogyny—is a surprising character because she performs a version of
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masculinity in order to construct a social fiction of equality with the men in the text; however,
those same men refuse to read her performance as proof of an interiority that is equal. Thus,
Brontë exposes the inequity of the social structure at play through the failure of performativity.
Shirley’s representation of gender is finely nuanced with both Shirley and Caroline performing
and narrating in different ways. Brontë’s conscious decision to have multiple female protagonists
performing gender differently from one another, in ways both naturalized and subversive, came
at a time of great cultural shift. Female writers, due to the failure and danger of clear speech acts
that rebel against the established order, often created a range of female characters who encode
and perform their rebellion in ways that escape silencing and erasure while challenging
established binaries as restrictive. And for this reason, a continued exploration of characters such
as Caroline, Marian Erle, and Em with more critical attention is needed.
Encoding in tandem with naturalized perceptions of gender on the part of critics, male
and female, led to criticism that sometimes-overlooked nuance, discounted the feminine as
automatically passive, and misread or dismissed encoded subversion. As perceptions of gender
and the social construction of norms have evolved, critical scholarship has shifted to allow for
more insightful and nuanced readings. Notably, Kit Dobson’s reading of Vanity Fair makes
compelling use of Butler’s concept of performativity and Hommi Bhabha’s notions of mimetic
performance in national identity to demonstrate how performances that align with a social
ideology are misrecognized as natural despite still being performed. Dobson examines the
performances of Amelia Sedley and Becky Sharp, as these two characters tend to be treated
critically as exemplifying the Madonna-Whore binary. Drawing from Butler and Bhabha,
Dobson contends that, through reiteration, acts or performances can become normalized to the
extent that they appear to be a natural aspect of something like gender. Dobson contends that the
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exposure of performance creates a potential for disruption, as it allows for a different iteration or
way to perform and that those intentional performances can then be repeated, becoming a
naturalized performativity. Becky’s performance is continually exposed, and in Vanity Fair, it is
Becky who ultimately exposes Amelia’s performance. Meanwhile, Bhabha’s notions of mimetic
performance regarding national identity help create a more holistic reading that allows for the
intersection of national ideology with feminine virtues related to familial duty and self-sacrifice.
In Becky and Amelia, it is not just femininity, but English femininity that their performances
comment upon by exposing intersections of gendered ideology with imperial ideology and which
concepts within those ideologies are naturalized. Thackeray challenges binary notions of good
and bad throughout Vanity Fair by pointing to the way intersections of class, race, and gender
construct social beliefs about human nature. Dobson contends that Vanity Fair is, at its heart, a
text which examines identity as fictional performance and which “continually reminds readers of
its artifice” (11). Dobson notes the importance, for women specifically, of conforming to social
norms, encompassing norms regarding gender and national identity, that appear as naturalized
behaviors for survival. Those apparently naturalized behaviors may have been read in gendered
ways and perceived as performative by women readers.
Literature has a long tradition of normalizing or standardizing female bodies into a binary
construction. The Victorian Era, marked by its adherence to the separate-spheres ideology,
confining women to domestic spaces and men to public ones and promoting a feminine ideal that
is wholly passive, wrote constraints onto the female form that reshaped the performance of
woman-ness. These increased constraints are aligned with increased resistance and sometimes
paradoxical performance, which exposes the performative nature of that which is assumed to be
natural. Butler writes,
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That gender reality is created through sustained social performances means that the very
notions of an essential sex and a true or abiding masculinity or femininity are also
constituted as part of the strategy that conceals gender’s performative character and the
performative possibilities for proliferating gender configurations outside the restricting
frames of masculinist domination. (Gender Trouble 180)
The reading of the Madonna-Whore dichotomy as a binary erases the nuances and similarities in
the characters which serve to disturb and disrupt the ideals surrounding female performance. As
Dobson claims, “once performativity is recognized, gender and other identity categories can
proliferate. However, the constant risk of encountering socially repressive mechanisms remains,
and the undermining of naturalized identities is laden with danger as well as promise” (5). The
awareness of the performance of ideal womanhood as performance thus creates possibilities for
new ways to perform beyond strict binary performances but also poses danger to the performer
or writer as it challenges the clear, binary categories aligned with right/wrong, or good/bad, that
allow the hegemonic structure to retain its control. Returning to Butler, we can consider the way
variations in iterations are impacted by individual agency. Agency is a term that is fraught with
contention, for according to Butler, “Individual agency is bound up with social critique and
social transformation” (Butler Undoing Gender 7). Rejecting the interpellation, the hailing,
involves choices that impact performativity, which creates a need to read female performance as
a performance on a socially constructed continuum. This continuum moves beyond strict binary
assignation and creates the need to allow for, and look for, performances (lived and fictional)
that are layered and may contain paradox. This type of reading may be met with resistance
because such plurality aligns itself with a wildness and freedom that by its very nature
challenges, or threatens, perceptions of social order.
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Feminism and social change have direct links to female spectacle and theatrical
performance. Susan Glenn contends that the “assertive self-spectacle by theater women was of
crucial importance for changing concepts of womanhood at the turn of the century” (3) and
argues that “the Feminism of women on stage was a form of cultural and professional practice”
(5). Theatrical women embodied alternative, socially unsanctioned ways of being: “Theater
women articulated—through their performances and their professional careers—some of the
themes that later became central to the projects of off-stage women who called themselves
feminists” (Glenn 5). Access by women to both the theater and literature reshaped the way
women perceived womanhood and allowed for a burgeoning sense of community outside of their
limited domestic spheres: “Most women of this generation [mid-1800s…] depended upon
literature and the circulating library to provide a sense of connectedness; fictional heroines had to
take the place of sisters and friends” (Showalter 101). This implies a reliance on fictional
characters for a broader sense of female community and indicates not only a search for literary
“mothers,” as both Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Virginia Wolf point out, by writing women,
but also a looking towards female community and sisterhood, and away from hegemonic
prescriptions, for notions of how to construct one’s performances of femaleness. This is a role
that the novels in this dissertation fulfilled by both influencing and reflecting the changing
conversation about female performance as the nineteenth century progressed. Both female
spectacle on the stage and the performativity of female characters created access to alterity
whether or not the spectacle, women writers, or characters were free from criticism and scandal.
There was a continuing and lively conversation regarding literature and performance, seen in
personal letters and journal articles, indicating both faith and doubt in hegemonic prescriptions
by women of the nineteenth century.
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As female community grew and evolved, myths, like that of the female writer being
necessarily unattractive and masculine, were slowly dispelled, allowing younger generations of
female writers to begin to rewrite femaleness in response to an increased awareness of a lack of
variety and range in the ways women were represented in literature. The isolation of domestic
life that allowed patriarchal ideologies to exert control over female performativity were
effectively, if slowly over generations, eroded by increased access to literacy, performance, and
reading materials produced by women. A rejection of the imposed binary of both female
characters and female writers, who were constructed in the public eye as passionate (Sand to
Brontë) or intellectual (Austen to Eliot) began to occur, but it is interesting to note the prejudice
many contemporary female writers of Eliot had toward her. Many viewed Brontë as exemplary
of “the bonds of sisterly affection” (Showalter 107), whereas Eliot was an inaccessible,
“troubling, and demoralizing competitor” (Showalter 108). It is important to note that these
prejudices and jealousies that Elaine Showalter points out also align with choices to go against
socially acceptable behavior, to choose to perform femaleness in ways that overtly reject the
patriarchal defined norms of female behavior in the nineteenth century, which Eliot did.
Eliot was considered, by many female writers, to be too masculine and “abnormal”
(George Mandeville qtd. in Showalter 108). While some early feminists, like Dorothy
Richardson and later Woolf, were able to perceive the nuance and complexity of Eliot’s
character and rescue her from the fate of erasure that women writers, like Wollstonecraft,
historically suffered for living unconventional lives. Woolf, championing Eliot, argues in the end
that Eliot was faithful to female experience (Showalter 109). We finally begin to see a real relief
in the scope and variety that comprises female experience: “For [Eliot] too the burden and the
complexity of womanhood were not enough; she must reach beyond the sanctuary and pluck for
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herself the bright fruits of art and knowledge. Clasping them as few women have ever clasped
them, she would not renounce her inheritance—the difference of view, the difference of
standard—not accept an inappropriate reward” (Woolf qtd. in Showalter 111). Thus, the
transition from an enforced patriarchal binary upon women writers to an understanding of
women writers as nuanced and complex indicates that many women were keenly aware of the
constraints they needed to operate within to also be successful writers. Understanding of women
expanded slowly alongside literary depictions and theatrical performances of women who were
varied and complex, and it was a slow transition over several generations. A transition that
required a variety of performances in popular spaces to normalize and rewrite visions of women
outside of the hegemonic binaries of Masculine/Feminine, passive/active, intellectual/passionate,
public/domestic, and angel/whore.
The scope of this dissertation remained somewhat limited to consideration of the
transformation and effect of primarily middle- and upper-class vulnerable bodies on our reading
of the marriage plot and fallen woman trope in Victorian Women’s writing. A deeper
consideration of intersections of race and class, specifically in the work of women writers of
color or working-class women writers would be worth exploring in the future, as would an
expanded consideration of characters like Philip Wakem, whose disability is a persistent
troubling force in Eliot’s The Mill on the Floss. Instead, this dissertation focused on continuing
to establish the groundwork for more nuanced, holistic, less patriarchal ways of valuing and
reading gender performance that refuse to devalue feminine presentations of gender as unable to
enact change.
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